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1.1. Designs 
Lc~ X be a finite set of ~loilsts and let LB = {Si : i f I) be a family of 
not necessarily distinct -- subsc: ts Bi - c&d bhcks - of X. The pair 
{IX, q ) is called a cr’es&r . 
Tile or&r of a design (X, ‘2 ) is f X 1 (the cardinality of X ) and the set 
(IB$ Bi E g )‘. t\ 1s IC set of Mr>ck-sizes of the design. 
Let t 2 k 2 2 and X be positive integers. A desipit (X, c1B ) is called a 
c bahstced incomp/efe bhck dt?sigM (BfBI)) R[ k, A; v] if 
(i) iXB = v (the desipq iz of order u): 
(ii) the blocks are of size k; 
(iii) every pailrset (x v) c % is contained in exactly X blocks of cr) .
A well-known theort:m states: 
r = A(o - l)/(k - 1) is the replication number 0E every pcGnt of tlte 
~/(~~~ - 1)) is the total number of blocks. 
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For h: = _ ? the construction 0 BIBD B[ 2, A; u] is trivial; M ,: obtain such 
design by taking al I the pairsets {s. 1’) . c X, X times each. For k = 3 ajld 
k := 4 it has been ps-ovcd [ 161 that the condition of Theorem 1.1 is also 
suft’icient for the existence of a BEBD B( k, A; u]. For k > 4 the condition 
heorem I. 1 is un general not sufficient. 
.Balanced incomplete block.designs B[3, 1 ;ul with k = 3 and X = 1 were 
introduced by Kirkman and Steintar (301 more t’lan a hundred years ago 
and are also known as Steiner tr& s_,WVrrzs. Reiiss proved [ 251 that 
u 2: 1 or 3 ( mod 6) is a necessary ;ond qiufficien t c gndition for the existence 
of a Steiner tripie :;ystem. lau more modern peri0.j Bose proved [ 21 that 
the condition of T5corem I. I is sufficient if II- = 3 and X = 2. Furtiler it 
has been proved f 16, I8 J that thr con& tion ol’ Theorem 1.1 is su fYicien!: 
for the existence of BIBD with k = 3,4 and 5 and every X, with the ex- 
ce ption of the desi,gn B( 5, 2; 15 1. 
On the other hand it has been shown by Tarry 1321 that BIBD’s 
S[ 6, 1; 36] and R[ ‘7, 1; 43 ] do not exist. Later, more general results have 
been obtained on non-existence of BIBD”s with paraketers U. k and A 
satisfying the condition of Theorem 1.1. WC give here the relevant 
lemmas without proof and the interest.ed reader mav find the proofs in . 
the book of Hall [ i41. ‘!V’e start with the well-known inequality of Fisher 
[ 14, p. 1031. 
1 t follows from, Lcnirna 1.1 t lat e*g. BIBD”s S[6, 1: 161, &[6. 1; 21 I, 
B[l0,3;25),B[12,2;341,B[15.,,_ 9. JO] and B[ 15,4;36] do not ell;ist. 
As mentioned, f) -Xv(v -- l)/(k(k -- 1) is the number 0:. blocks in 
S[ !c, A; uj. A BIBD is S):~WWY~C if b = v. he following Ien. 
rxj.stence of symmetric Tuck, Ryser and Chowla [ 571 
(see also [ 14, pa 1071). 
It follows that e.g. BIBD’s B[ 7, 1: 43]) B[ 7.2: 221, S[ 8,2; 29j. 
PflO,r’; 461, B[ II 2.4-; 341 and B[ 15,5;431 do not exist. 
Further Half and Connor f9,lSl (see also [ 14, p. 257j ) yrovd the 
following lemma on symmetric BIBD’s: 
:t follows that e.g* MBD’S R[ 5, 2% I 51. B(6, 1: 361, N[ 62: 2 11 and 
N[ 8,2; 361 do not exist. 
e main purpose of this paper is to d*eterminc necessarv and sufficient w 
ambitions for the existence of BIBD’s. For BIBD’s with block-sizes 3,4 
and 5 such conditions are already known i 16.1 S] and simpler proofs thall 
the old ones are given herewith. For BNBD’s with block-size 6 a necessary 
and sufficient condition is determined ftrr 1, > 1. Aa the present state of 
knowledge it seems hopeless to find a re‘ltsonable necessary and sufficien,t 
condition for the existence of BIBD’s with k = 6 ~FK! X = 1. However, a 
list of known BIRD’s with k = 6, X = 1 anc.l v < 2060 is given in Section 
5.4. Further, a necessary and sufficietl t coh:dition is giv& for the existence 
of BII3D’s with block-size 7 and X =: 6, 7 and 42. In Section 5.6 a table 1s 
n of all BIBD’s of )or&r k1 G 43. 
r to prove that the known necessary condition of Ttworern 1.1 
w exemptions) also sufficient for the mentioned values of k and 
auxilia~ desigz had to be introduced, namely, the psirwise 
esigns, group ~~~~~:ible designs and transversal designs. In ~tlcst:ion 
ost important properties of the! pairwise balanced designs and of 
pruved by methods different from those used in this paper. Conseqaently, 
thee are not proved here and tt e reader interested in them may fhd the 
pr. bofs in the book of Hall f 141. 
s with block-size 3 some further properties are given in 
tUians 6 and 7. In Section 6 neccswy and suffkien t condition is 
determined for the existence of a group divisible design with k = 3 and 
xzring pairs by triples and of packing of 
,4s mentioned bt.rfore some parts of this papl-‘r havt* already hm 
wd -. in difftxcni form - before. For thcr first time arc published 
the following parts: Section 3.4. several emmas in Stlction 4.2. SvctTont; 
5.4 and 5.5, most of Section 5.6, axt Seci:ions 6 and ‘. 
Finally, it sf~ollld hd’ ilIe tiOPd 3 recent proof bPP Wilson [ 35 ] tf- at _ 
the necessar)i condition of Theorem 1.1 is also suffi&2nt for every A anJ 
uxry X if u is sufficzi~ratiy large. 
lotbier case letters (tr, k, P?Z, . . . ) will deno1.e oirlts or integt’rs; 
c:aiGtal letters (A, K, fzI, . . . 1 will denote tie of’ poin& or s&s of integers: 
5cript capital letters (93, g, d , . . . i \I VYN denotrl far,lilies of’ sets. 
q denott’s exclusively a prime-power tan integer whicn is 3 power of a 
prime). 
f SI denotes the cardinality of S (tiljt rumber of points in the set S). 
I &notes the set of non-negative iWe:;ers I = {01 1, 2, . ..). 
11jz) &notes the set of non-negative integers smaller than fz, e.g., 
o!f residua mod II. 
In al1 cases that X = Z(p, x) or X = GF(y, f’Lv) =; O), the points are de- 
noted by q~ont~.s of x and so the symbol 11 denotes the point .I! 
For the residuum (or mark) 0 the symbol 8 is used. 
If X = I(O) or in ot,Irer cases that the integer itself is used and not the 
exponent, the integer appears with a prime sign, e.g., u’. 
hen .-IT = Y X Z, then the poin’ts are denoted by a siymbol (u, 6) where 
II is an exponerlt of an element in Y and b an ex onent of an element 
in Z 
In case of group cilivisible designs and transversal designs, 3’ = Y X Z, Y 
denotes the set of points in a group and 2 the set of the grouk9s. In 
such case a semicolon is used in the symbol (tl; II). 
Ths brackets ( ) are used exclusively to denote blocks. 
e words mod (q 1, q2) after a block denote that all1 the elements of the 
blcll=k should be taken I yclical’ly by adding to them all the rGdua of 
Z(q) or all the marks of GP=(~]L 
If S is 22 set of integers, then S + I = {s + t : s E S) similarlv 0 
ms = (nts: s E S). 
Let or and X be positive in tegers an’,t A’ a set of prDsitive integers. A 
design (X, *cB 3 is a pairwise bakrs)lced tiesign B f K, A: u 1 if 
(i) 1x1 = u (the design is of order u); 
(ii) { f Bi 1: Bi E 9 ) c K (the block.-sizes are from K ); 
Cii) ever-y pairset {x, y) c Y is contained in exactly X Mocks of 
ed design B[ K, A; u], where K = (Q consists of exactly 
which pairwise bala Iced designs S[ 
.%-. 3). Similarly, the Wt of integers iv, for 
[k, X;uJ exist, will be de;loltcd Izy B(k, X). 
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Further we have. 
Lemma 2.5. !j‘u B( K’. A’) tiP2d ’ c R(K. A), tJiL’tl u E H(K. IN) hoIds. 
As an illustrative and important example of BIBD‘s m;ay save the finite 
platl~~. Those interested in t!lc geometric aspect of finite planes may find 
full description in the hook of Hall [ 14, pp. 167 -- 188]. We deai here only 
with the combinatorial aspect 0f nitc planes& c<Dnnecting them with the 
BIB D’s, 
A finite projec:tive plane PG( 2, y ) (projective geomc try of ditmmsiorr 
2 and or&r q) is a BIBB [q f 1, 1 ;q2 + y + 11. The blocks of such designs 
are usually called &es. By 4’ efinition of BI[BD’s (see also the proof of 
Tlleorem 1 a 1), a proj lane PG(2,y) has y2 + q + 1 l nes and every 
point is included in q + 1 Ii yes. Considering any given line, we see that it 
intersects in each of its p9i ats q other lines and all together ,211 thtm other 
y2 + q lines. llows 4h;et in GI 2, q 1 every two lines interscct~ It is known 
- since Galois -- that (2. y ) exists whenever q is a prime-power. So far 
no projective p ne has beers conc?ru~ted of non-pri e-power c).p-&r. 
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oof. Take tie groups of the g=oup divisible design as additionall blocks, 
h times each. 
a 2. 
I[n f!lcT Oase h = I wc hove the stronger result: 
26 
urtfser we prove: 
Add to the group divisible design !? fistA points. On these points 
a- witt’. each of the groups form a l3IBD B[ k, 1: !32 + AI j in such way 
that time k points form 3 block. 
Consider the groups of the group cj:ivisible design as points of the 
A; tz ] and form a group divisible design on every block of 
- 1MX GD(b: l,k -- 1) and bv Lemma 2.16, e 
tk - I )u E GD(k, X, k -- It ). Further use Lemma 2.11. 
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As a special case, wl~z X = A’ = 1. we obtain fran Lemma 2.21: 
mediate generalizations of Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9 we yet: 
ha a simihr way can he proved: 
a 2 a; if’ I1 f GD(S, 1, I?), trtl? + I c H(k. A) ati..a nabs c GD(k, ’ 
n i- I Liz B(k, A). 
In), 
Lemmas 2.25 and 2.26 may bc easily generalized as follows: 
(a) If;l E GD!S A’, R), tnR c B(K. ?A’) attd mS c GD(K, X, na). then 
1 if II E G’DJ, A’, R), rt1R + 1 c: B( K, XA’ ) and r??s c GD{ K, h, M), 
designs 
~a~sve~sa~ designs me a sSpccial case of grou\$ divisible designs, satis- 
the additional condition, that every block of 9 intersects every 
) be given. Further, 
) is a Dmsv4mal th 
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Fauther we have: 
oaf. For every bloc!; B of T[s. Xr PI, consider as elements of R the 
groups of T[ s, X’: F’ ] and form on them the ~hk of T[s, A’; P’ 1, 
he projcctivc plane PG(2, y) ccmstruckd in Theorem 
clctc tlhc point (-J y) and conside as gr-oups the truncrkd lin~‘s 
which contained this point. The other incs uf PG( 2, q) are the blocks of 
T[q + 1, 1 ;yI. 
as CL3.1 an follows t te oMxm3-n of h2++Jeish [ Xl]. 
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emma 3.4. RT(s. 1) = Tis + 1 s 1). 
oaf. If RT[s, 1; r] exists, adjloin a fixed additional point to all the blocks 
of any given parallel class, Proceeding in this way for every parallel class, 
P” additional points are obtained. Form a group from these Y additional 
points and get T[s + 1, I : r). if, on the other hand, T[s + 1, I ; r] is given. 
delete any one Iof the groups. The blocks which contailted a fixed deleted 
point form now a narallel clasIs and the design is RT[s, 1 I r 1. 
In general. we may prove in the same way: 
Fmma 3.7. RT(.(;, X) c T(s + 1.) A). 
we shall now prove the foilowing: 
oaf, Denote the set of points of ‘a r X s matrix by X = l(r) X MS), where 
I(r) is tile set of’ points of GDI K, X, 11-1; r]. We shall prove that a transversal 
design T[s. A: r] can be constructed on X with I(r) X {i}, i E I(s) as groups. 
Let G CI Nrj be a group of GD[ A’, h. M:t]. Clearlv ICI = H-I E M and by . 
hypothesis we may form T[s, A; ~PZ] on G X I(s). We perform this opera- 
ticl-ln for every group of GDICK A, M; t]. Further let B C 109 be a block 
oKDf K. X, IV: r]. Clearly @I = li E K and by hypothesis we may form 
RT[s, 1: k] on L? X i(s). Considering that we CM with a resolvable trans- 
versal design V-,e, may assu mi’ tltat one of the parallel classes is composed 
of the blocks (i} X l(s), j E l3: these ocks we omit, Agairl we perform 
ation for every bArJck of G #, X, A!; r]. So obtai:ted blocks are 
[s. X; B,] which is lterebv constructed. ” 
the finite projective* planCs and t Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6) wi% the finite 
e prams Further, the existcncc of transversal designs T[ 3. 1; r, is 
equivalent to the existence of s 2 mutually cMhogona$ Latin squares 
of order r and the trrlnsversal designs T[ 4A -- 1, A; 21 are eyui saknt to 
the Wadamard matrices of order 4X. The interested reader ma.j find 
these subjects dealt with in the bask trf Hall [ 14, pp. 189- _ 222]. 
Let a transversal design T[s + t. A: r] exist. Dclef.e some points from 
at most t of its groups. The obtained desig!r is a pairwise proup divisible 
design 
f 
(s, s + 1. .‘., s + I), A. (r. t-1. r2, . ..* r&i rs + L : ri . 
i=l 1 
where ri are the sizes of the truncated groups. ft follows (f 3r 5 = 1): 
From Lemma 2.23 and Lemma . 2 24. rcspcctively, consider 
2.5, we have: 
In the special case t = 8 we get: 
Tch&g*chef, Sylvester and others (see, e.g., [ 10, 11. 435 1) proved that 
for every positive s and every stufficient y large integer d 3 Jo = doIs), 
there exists a prime between II and d(s + I j/s. Using this result WC have: 
Lemma 3. I3 will be used in Section 5 with 1; E ( I, 2). in each case the 
value oK uu VwiIl be stated and it has to be checked that actually for every 
u 2 uo the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. Ifs + 1 G 8, upper 
nd: for v0 are give11 by Theorems 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10. For values 
t+w these upper bounds usually Theorenl 3.1 may be applied. 
It hat;, been proved b)r Cikcwla, ErdGs and Straus [ 5) that for every 
positive integer s, ther(: exists an integer Q(S) such? tha 
(s, I j holds. They proved that r&) < (3 
rers [ 1!6] who proved ye(s) G s~~+~, with t15 -+ 0 
For specific v;rlues of s, stronger results have bct~~ obtained and SO 
srker and Shrikhande proud [ X3,4,3) (for a proof set: also [ 14, 
pp . 194 -- 203 
Further it is known f 17 1: 
to prove that r,+8) G 90. The ‘proof is due to 
ilson [ 341 ancf will be @in here in ful;. From this results the boLmds 
of rc)(.s) for s E 5, 0, 7) are easily obtained. e start with the almost 
obvious itmm;~ 
s11pp0se s > Y + 2. Every point of the design is included in 7 blocks. 
Any given block B has s points and therefore it intersects S(P - 1) 
2 (r + 2 j (Y --. 1) 2 r 2 blocks, but there are orll;r Y 2 I bzoeks in addition 
to B, which leads to a coniradiction. 
oof. Every point of the dcsip Ps included in exactly Y blocks. Accor- 
din@v any given block B iratcrsccl’s s(r -. 1) < rtr -- 1) other blocks. 
the &nsversal 2 \- locl~s and accordingly there exists a hl 
i 
From Lemma 3. f 6 folIows easily: 
. Put in Lemma 3.16, B = 2. 
1= l-2 = .*. = rt = 1. II! order to apply Lemma 
under the hypothe!;is of our lern 
ps coin be so chosen tM 
This is shown by induction. Suppox we 
[‘(C’ -- 31) G f(t -- 1 )Ct -- 2: 
ihAwdY.r~ every not trurm~~ . 
cated group has ;~t least i(d -- 1) (t - 2) + 1 points ailaf theret‘orc ax addi- 
tion31 point can c chosen SO t/la? no three points of the truncated grorlps 
arc in a block. 
Proof. Lst II’ be the odd integer of {Ii. ii + 1). Of the integers 
81’. HP + 2, u’ + 4, II’ + 6.11’ + 8, at most two are divisible by 3. at most one 
bv 5, a!nd at most one by 7: ht:ncc at least one is divisible b!* neither w 
’ 3. 5, 7. nor 2. 
Table 3.1. 
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___.__-_____~___ 
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fl 32 
0 p 33 




7 / 38 
7 : 39 
8 1 40 
8 1 41 
9 f 42 
8 ! 43 
9 I 44 
8 ; 45 
11 1 46 
7 ; 47 
11 1 48 
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8 ; 54 
16 55 
16 56 
17 : 57 
16 58 
17 59 
8 ; 60 
19 : 61 
16 62 
17 i 63 
16 i 64 
19 j 61 
16 i 66 
19 i 67 
16 i 68 
23 ’ 69 
141 ‘0 
2’ ! 71 
17i 72 
25 ’ 73 
19 74 
2s 75 
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Tilbk 3.2 
______y ________- _ ______,__--__ ____ _. --.-Ic1 
.“. _--_-1- . - -.--._ -__I 
Lemma 3.20, tz = 64, 7 B 1v @ii 68 
Lemma 3.20,n = 59.7 G w s-i 41 
Lemma 3.20,n = 53, 7 G w G 48 
Lemma 3.2&n = 49, 7 G w G 34 
Lemma 3.2&n = 43. 7 *“a w g 48 
Lrmma 3.20, n = 37. 7 d w G 48 
Lemma 3.20, tt = 3 1, 7 G w 8 48 
Lemma ? .20, n ” 37,7 4 w %, 34 
Lemma S.ZO,n = i,?c, 7 6 w $ 34 
Lemma Z.!IS,m = 1,' =: 23.3 Q f 4 6 
Lcntma 2.20, n = 19,7 G w ci 30 
Lemm:t 3.20,n = 16, 3 G w 6 27 
Lemma X18,rn =7,r= 16,2a Bich 
lemma3.LO,n=1.'3,7sw~22 
Lemma 3.20.n = 11. 14 G HP G 21) 
Lemma 3.20,rt = 11, 7 G bi qa 12 
Theorem 3.1 
Lemma3.88,m=:7,r=i1,01~ft4 
e prove mwt’over C47,49, .%I+ S(i, 57,5X, 59,G I > . 
y the remark to Theorem 3.7. it wmains to 
this thc\orern for the set of inttqer.~ { 9,50,53,5h, 5?. 5&5 
9,S. 56.59,61, .:,64.67,71, 
or other t ;tlws of r wnely r EZ (SO, 57,5#%, 65.66,68, 
WC shdl prove that r C HIA’, 1) wiw KC RTI7.1) 
;rnd use Ttworcm 3.3. 
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block and the fifth point be not in this block; apply Lemma 3.9. 
90 E U(( 7. 8,9, 111, I ). In T[ 9, II ; 111 delete 3 yQirlts from otle group and 
2 points from ;inothtx one: tktt d&k poirnts from 3 third group, 
none elf t!!cm in a block from which alrdy 2 poirlts hve btren de- 
kted; :tpply Lemma 3.9. 
diffelren t prod of The orem 3.8 indcpendcn t of heorcm 3. I 
may be t’o~tu~d iti [ 17 1. 
eforc‘ prscce~ing wt’ prove the following lemma f I I] (sw also [ 14, 
P* 
ooli. By C( 2, a 2 = 1). Ct.6, b” = 1 )i we denaie cyclic groups of orders 2 
and 6 wittr pcnerators a a&t b, resptsctivePJ;. As usually we sh6all use the 
exponents of the generators to cl-rote tile points of the design. 
X=a-+(2,a2= 1)X Ct’6 b6= 1))x Z(6). \ T 
= tf0. c: 0’). 10, Or 1’1, (‘0,O; 2’~,~[Q,O; 37, (0,0:4’), (O,O: 5’)) mod (2.6; b, 
c1fO. Clr:Q’?.(O, 1: 1’). (1,Q: 2’),@, 3;3’),I 1,2;4’),(0,4; 5’)) mod (2,6; m), 
HO. O:O’), (0,2; 1’). (1 ,2;2’),(1,0:3’).(0, 1:,4’),(1,5:5’)~mQd(2,~;--), 
WI, 0;0’), (0,3; l’), (0, 1,2’ I,@, 1:3’~,(1,S;4’),(1,4;S’))mod(2,li:.-), 
~(O.@;O’).~0,4;1’),(l.,f;2’),(1,3;3’),(0,5;4’),(0,2;S)>mod(2,t);-~-~), 
((0, WI’), 10,Sr 1’3, (0, II; 2 ), (1,5;3’), (1,3;4’),( 1, 1 I 5% mod (2,6: --), 
,O:O’),(l,O: 1’),(1,3;2’),(0,2:3’),(0,3; ‘,,(l, 2;5’))mod(2,6;-), 
‘j,(J P2’) (1 I ? ~(1,4:4’),l~1,0;S’)~t1.16d(2’,~i:---), 
‘A a. 4; 2’), (0, 5; 3’). (0, 2; 47, ( 1) 3; 5’)) mod (2,b; --), 
) 3; 1 ‘I:), ( : ) *,I; 2’ ) (0, 9 IS)> rrrvd (2, 
‘).(1,4.1’),(0.5:2’),(1, l;?),il,O;4’~,( 
c; : I!‘;, rt_i, 
y the remark to Ttworm 23, it Jx!maiIls to prove this theorenT 
for the set of integers { 5, 54,55,60,62). By Theorem 3 f. 
14 1) 43,45,55 C’ TW, I ). Fwrtkr, 
~JllJQiJ 3. i 7 with I = 7, s = 6, m = 7, Y1 = 0, Y-, = 51. & 






















































































6 1). :tntna 3.2 1. 
fmd (3,s; --I, 2 times, 
281 
+8:S~,(loa+14;1), 
= 0, 1. 
,3h 
9, t= 35)), 3 times, 
+6;2),Ca+9~+7:5~, 
19;n Qy=‘o. 1.3, p= Q, f. 
4. Auxiliary designs 
283 
1 Kh.x +d $-I)> mod (5 ;q), 
9 2x f 32) mod 01 = 0,l. 
urtlw apply Lemma 2.12. 
and 
44 + 1 E B(5,5j foYlow,c: from Lemma 2.11. 
sof. 8 E &{5,61,5). X = Z( 2) x Z(4). 
g =~(O’,O’j,(O’, 1’),~0”,2’)t(l’,0’j,~i’, l’)>mod(- ,4), 
~(0’.0’j.(O’,~‘j,~l”,~‘),(l’, 1’),(1’,2’)> mod ( ,4j, 
MY, O’), (O’, 1 #)y (0’ ,2’),(0’,3’),(l’,a’),!l’,(~~+2)‘)) mod (2, ..j. 
Q = 0, 1. 
14~B({5,6),5j.X=2(13,2)u(~)~ 
913 = +Q, 0,2, 5,8,1 1) mod 13, 
tQ).a,a+3,clr +6,a +9> mod 13, c)r = 0, 1. 
32 E sr{5,6), 5). .Y = Zd31.3) LJ {+ 
9 = G=, 5,11,1X 23,299 mod 3 1, 
(0,3,r,O, 13,20,23> msd 31, 
h.~+(i,a+ 12,a-b 18,a+f4) mod 31, a = 0. “I, 2,3,4. 
roof. x :zz Z( 2) x Z( 7,.3). 
= ((0; 90, (0;4, ( O;a+l),(O;a+4)) mod (2:7), or = 
;cr),(8;cr+l),10:cx+3?,(0:cr~4),(0; )> mod (2; 7). a = 
x to x = I( 5) x CZd3, I!) x 21(3,2)). 
l,O),t3’;0, 1),(3’; 1, I)> mod ( ;3,3,, 
.JcI),~2’;o,o),(4’: 1,(iwI’: 1, 1)) mad I ;3,3), 
0,0jJ4’:0, ljJ.4‘:0, 1 j) mod f- ;3,3), 
),f3’: 1.0jJ3’; l,ljJ4’;0,1),(4’;Q,0)> mod t ;3,3), 
OSMl’; 1,0jJl’: Jl,Oj, mod (-.; ;3), 
1).(2’;0,0),(2’:0,0),f2’;rl), 1 j> mad (--;3; --j, 
,0),(3’;0, lj,(3’; 1, 1),(3’; 1,0j> mud (----; --;3j, 
0,0),(4’; 1,0),(4’: 1, 1 )> mod Gr --,3), 
2) x .a 10). 
: 3’!, 2;5’),t3;6’j> mod (5; 10). 
-I, G-I:. l”!,(O;tr), (3;3’)> mod (5; bOj, 
Mi: 1”‘,,~1:,4’),~2;2’),(3:8’)~ mod (5; Wj. 
= Z(5,2) x G?(l I, 2) u {=)j. 
:4j.(2a!-t.1;0j,(2ar+l;Oj,(2ar.~,2;6)) mod CS; B1.l. 
),(2a+3:2)jmod(S;ll), cr=O. 1. 
ernma 4.19. 
287 
40 E GD(6,3,5). .Y = z:s, 2) x GF(8,x3 =s + I). 
P= ~10;0).~0.a,~,~~9);a+3),(0:a-t6).~1:~+4),~3;la~+ Oh:1od (5: ), 
a = 0, I) . ..) 6, 
<l0~0~4(0;(Y1.5),~0;Qr+6),~2;~),C2;Q+1j,~2;Q-+3)>m~~l(5~--). 
a = 0, I, l ... 6, 
c10;0).(O;~-t3),(1;cu+2).(I;a+fi),I3;cr),~3~a!+l))mod(5; - ). 
Q’ = 0, 1, . . . . 6, 
Proof. f 8 E GD(6, 5,3j follows from Tkorcm 3.1 1 and l..xmma 3.1. 
21 F GD(6.5,3). .a: = Z(3,2) x 2(7,3). 
9 =~(a;Oj,~a:2),~~;4~,aa,+~;I,,la,~1;I!),fa,d-l;5:~~mod~3;;”), tFo.1, 
((8; O:, ((8; 3)., 10: lb, tO;4), ( I ; 21, ( 1: 5)) mod (3;: 7). 
Proof. Follows from Lemma -3.8. 
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. 
- 
or 1 hod 3). By Lemma 5.1, 
2.26 and 4.9, it suffices to show that 
,121,. This is dotme in Table 5.1. 
4 is a positive integer. y Lemma 5.2, 
.9. it suffices to show that 
or II (mod 3) this is al- 
r other vafues of gdl, name)y 
8(3,3j by Lemma 4.3. 
u f: G } ,1 ) M, ) amcl by 
2.6, it stlfficrs to sh0w tha 
1 or 3 Cmod 6 1 this foliows fr 
and for other values at p E MJT natnety for p E {4,6], we hve: 
4 E 8(3,2) by Lenz 
oaf. By Lemma 5.3, t: E R(K,, 1) md it suffices to show that 
v E B(3,6) for every v E K,, For v EE I (mod 2) this follows from 
5.5 rend for v 52 0 or II I mod .?) this Ik~llows from Lemma 5.6. It remaimx 
to shah that 8 E S(X 5) ;anrf Ehis Mtows from Let:Im;l ‘4 1. 
X(u - 1) 5 0 (n-xxi 2) arrd Xv(v 1) = 0 (mod 6). 
oaf. The INXCS~~~~ follows from Tkor~rn 1.1. To prove suf’fkitmcy 
we note that h creterrniues the v;~Bt~s of v for which the condition of tlx 
theorem is satisfied. By Lemma 2.3, it suffices tu c0nsik.k only those 
valets of X which are factors of G and NW obtain 
forX= 1, v= 1 or 3 (mod 61% 
for x = 2, v = 0 or 1 imod 3), 
for X = 3, v = 1 (mod 2). 
for A = 6, everv v. 
292 
293 
I -I-.- -I--P - 
-- - __ .“..--- 
-- -__ _....- _ ____ _ ___ 
__( _._“L  ^ _  _ - --__ _ _ _ . . .._ -_- --.. .-----I_ 
S.(t and 7 E Bt4.2) by Lemma 5.i2. 
- __.._. . -. . ..- _ _.._- ..-- - __ -. _ _ _. _ __ _ _ ._ ._ .- - _- - -._ 
V &I, 6; vf: 
---- I.--._w-..“I.-l -_-_._____ .r.-._l_. ______ ___ _ ._ -.-I-X-----.-- -.--UP- ____-- -___. ___ ._ _.________ 
6 bJlJ~~% a.5 alld 6 6% 812, 1) triVidiy. 
11 Lemma 4.1. 
14 Lemma Ui, 13 e-S 1343.1 P by Lemma 5.4 and 13 t-: ,iy(4,1 \ by Lenjma 5.1 1. 
15 x = 2(3,2) x Z&2). 
‘8 = iNb),wTr+ 2), (1 ,ww,(l,Qf+ j:)hnod f3,5), d = 0. I * 2,3,4, 
((4),4)).(8.~)~(0,6)),(1.~)) mod CLS), 63 = Cl, 1, 
18 x = 2(17,3) u {=Q. 
‘a =(-,Ba+2,4a+3,4a t4>tnod 17, a = 0. l,, 
:d,13+4,@+8,~+12~mod 17, @ = 0, 1, . ..q 6. 
23 Letnmkt 4.1. 
27 Lzmma 4.1. 
-...._ _ -... -.__ . . _. ._ - . -. - . -. .-_ . -.. - _ -- __.- - _--_ ._ -. __- ___ 
X!v - I) = 0 (mod 3) QIlld XVOJ 1) f 0 (rnd I 2). 
J 19. If l4 55 0 w 1 (mod 5)., tkri II f GD({ 5,6, 10, 1 I), 1, M5), 
= <o,S&, 10, II, 15,16,I?0,21,31,35,36,40,41,45,46,50, 
6,100,101,105,106,151). 
&ng to Lcmms. 3.13 with t = 1 o s = 5, r f 0 or I (mod 5i, 
kd that if 11 :;r: 275, then there exists (USC Thcorcms 
transversal dc&gn Tf 5 + 1, 1; r] such that by truncating 
= tl isobtained. Evidently, q E 0 or 1 (mod 5). 
knlma 2.22. Far tl < 275 use the truncated transversal 
1, 1: rl with valiucs of r and s as in Table 5.7. 
II = 0 or 2 (mod 5) ur1d N # 7, tltert 11 E GD((5,6), 1, MI,) 
15, 17,20,22,32,35,, 37,40,42.45,47, 
,92,105,1C~7,110,112, il5,117,120, 
to Lemma 3.13 with t = l,, s = 5, Y = 0 or 2 (mod 5), 
2 335, then there exists (use Theorem 3.0) 
, 1; rf such ttiat by truncating one of iitS 
ed. Clearly rl 5 0 or 2 (mod 5). For 14 < 335 
ated tszaawsd (design T[ 5 + 1) 1; r] with vaiues of r as 
Lrriembered that 12 E T(7,1) by Lemma 3.2 1, 
&8,1 j by Theorem 2. i and therefore 57 e T(8,l) by 
Table 5.8. 
---- ------ ----I-“-_---- 
u r , 14 r i 
-- 
25-h- 30 s 32 
m- 65 12 170- 1.92 32 
195 YE22 37 
85-- 90 I? 225 -:1!40 JO 
95-102 1’7 242,~I!70 45 
125 130 25 --XI2 47 
135~-150 25 285”-:I30 55 
f52.162 27 57 
,-1L -.-a- 
Proof. According to Lemma 3.13 with I := 2, s = 5 and D = ( 13, it may , 
?x checked that id’ II 21: 37, there exists (use Theorems 3.1 and 3.8) a 
transversal design T! S + 2,l; rJ such that by truncating two of the 
groups, 5r + rl + r2 = (I is obtained. For to < 37 use the truncated trans- 
vcrsaldesignTf5+l,ll;r] withf=Sfor 
u E (25,27,28,29,30), and r = 7 for u = 3s. 
Lemma 5.18. For even+ iMcger u Z 5, v E B(Kj, II ) Itdds, wlttv-e 
Kq = (5,6, . . . . 20,22,23,24,27, ZP, .?!g, 32,33,34,39). _ 
Prc)lof. According to Lest-ma 3.13 with t = 4, s = 5 and D = { 2,3,4]e, it 
may be checked that if ti 3 40, there exists (use Theorems 3. b. and 3.?) 
a transversal design T[ 5 +4,1; r 1 such Cat by truncating ,4 of the groups 
Sr + rl t r2 + f3 + r4 = v is obtained. lG=ther apply Lemma 3.9. For 
v E {2 i ,3 11 we have by Thec~rem i. 1, 21 E B(5, I) and 3I E H&l), and 
for other values of v we apply Lemma 3.9 as follows: 
for v E {25,26,30). il’ = 1, s = 5, I’ ‘= 5; 
forvE{35,36), t=f,S=S,r=T 
for v = 37, l= 2, s = 5, r = 7; and 
for v = 38, f = 3, .s = 5, r = 7. 
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w =C2a,2a+12,2a+24,2er+36,2a+48>modtii, rr=U,l,2. 
X=~~(81,xJ--21u3i-2x*cx+1). 
‘8 = (r,~+l16,r+32.,y+48,y+64,naod 81, y = O,1,4,5. 
x = w-(4,x* = s H) :I( ZC5,2) x 2(7,3) u@q. . 
\B,=B[S,l;Zli asabrweonGF14)~ 2(5)x {i)u{(-j), iEZ(?), 
W.k 8. W, t&1,2&, (0, 1.. 2a + 3), @,3,2cu+ l), iB, 3,2a + 4)) mod i--, 5,7), 
af=O,l,2, 
~~1,0,0~,~0,~,2cr),(1,1,2ar+3),10,3,2a+1),10,3,2CS+4)~ mod &S,?j, 
a=O*l*2, 
:fO,$,Qj,(2.1,2cr),f%, It, 2a+ 3j,fO, 3,Z!!+l),(2,3,2a+4), mod (--,5,7), 
a = 0, l,2, 
((2, g, 49). (0, 0,2a, f$, It, &Q ’ ~+3),~1,3,2a+l),(1,3,2a+4)rmod (--,5,7). 
a = O,1,2, 
~~~~~~$~,~2,1,2tr),~t,I,3~+3),~1,3,2at~l~,r~,3,2a+4)~mod (- ,5,7), 
a = 0,1,2, 
161 
~~2,$,~~,!~.1~2u),I2,1,2a~~3),~2,3,2cu+1),(0,3,2a+4)~mod t--57), 
a = O,1,2. 
X = 2(7,3) x 2(23,5). 
B =~~Q,8),~2a,11~),~2a~1.11~+4),~2a~4,11~~8),~2a~3,11~~12)> 
mod (7,23j, clr = O,1,2, PO,19 
Wk 3), (0,14), (0, Q,, 12,0,, (4, %j> mod (7,23), 
(I@, @I, Gt 2)s @,6), t’Q, 101, (Qb, 14)) mod (7,231. 
165 kmma 2.17 and 4 1 E B(3,l) as above. 
181 Lemma 2.17 and 45 ~Bdr(S,l) by Lemma 4.13. 
201 Lentma 2.14 Im = 40) and 4 1 E B(5,l) as above. 





‘B = t2a,20+S6,2a+llZ,2a+l6~,2a+224> mod 281, a = O,l, . . . . 13. 
Lemma 2.15 &I = 56) and 61 E B(5,lj as above. 
As above 61 E B(S, 1); by Thcoreri\ 3.10,60 E T(S, 1); use Lemma 2.14. 
Lemma 2.14 &I = 80) and 81 E B(S, 1) as above. 
Lemma 2.14 !rtn = 84), 84 E T(S, 1) by Theorem 3.10 and 85 E B(5, 1) 
by Lemma A 13. 
425 Lemnra2.15 im=85)aad8SEB(5,1)by Lemma4.13. 
tl. Hand / Balar;tced incomplete block designs 299 
Table 5. I U. 
----_I--- L-I e-.-v.-_-- .-- -.-_._ _ _ __A____. _.I_____ ___ ----- I _____ ________ 
cr u B[S, 2; 4 
_1__-__1--11_---II- -- 
37 75 we prow 7s E GD(5,2,5). x = Z(S, 2) x (Z(3.2) x Z(S, 2)). 
3 = ~~0;0,0),(O;a,0),(O;a+l,cr+l),(2;n.a+2),~2;ar+l,~+3~~ mod <5;3,5), 
a= 0, J,2,3, 
M?;0,0),fl;O,Q)Ml; 1,0),(3;ir,~+1),(3;e,P+3)> mod 15;3.5), $= O,l, 
((0;0,0),ti1,0,1? (l;Q,3).13;0.i)).(3;Q,2)imod (5;3,5S. 
4s 91 Lemma 2.26 (u = 45;: 45 E GDF;‘S, I 5) by Lemma 4.13, Ii 1 f &.5,2, by Lemma 
4.3 and 10 E GDfS. 2,2) by Lemma US. 
55 111 X=2(3,2)x Z(37,2). 
<XI =~(0,0~,(O,3a),(~,3~+18),11,3or+3~,(1,3a+21)‘mod~3 371,a=O,l,...A 
~(0,6~+1),C0,6~+8),~0,6p+19~,~0,6p+26),10,0~}mo;‘~3,3’~), P=OJ,2, 
~C0,~+4~,~0,~+161,~0,~+28~,~0,0~,~1,0~~mad (3X), Y = &l. 
115 231 Lemma 2.16 (10 =21~,1l~T(5,1)and21~B~5,1)byLe~nma5.19;furlEne~app~y 
ternma 2.13 ond 11 E fiCS, 2) by Lemma 4.3 
____w --.._.-_._ ._._--1_. . -- _.__ - - _._-__ .I-__^---._“- ---. .- ” -- _-_- __. _-...-__ .______P 
Pmof. Let u = 4tr + 1, whue u s 0 or 1 (mod 5). By Ltzmma 5.15, 
u E GDf’f5,1~~ JO, I 1 j, 1, M,). By Lemmas 2.X, 4.1 1 zlnd 4.14, it suf- 
f&s to SIIOW that u = 4p + 1 E B( 5,l j for eu:ry pr E &. Fw- 
~~~6,11I,16,21,31,36,46,51,76,~01,151)wr:haveu~~25,4.F,65, 
85,125,145,185,205,3OS, 405,605) and by Emma 4.13, v E B(5,l). 
For other values of u the solution is given in Tabk 5.9. 
hoof. Let u = 2u + 1, where ~4 z or 2 (mot- 5) and u # 3. By Lemma 
5. lb:, u E GD( { 5,6), 1, A/I;). By Lemmas 2.25 and 4.15, it suffices to 
show that u = 2~ + 1 E Bt .&2) for every p E: M;. For p z 0 or 2 (mod 10) 
this follows from Lemma 5.19; for p E { 17.47? 57,67,77, 107, 117, 167: 
we have u E {35,95,115, 135, 155,215,235,3:35‘) and by Lemma 4.: 2, 
u~B(5,2);forp~~5,15,35.‘75.105} wehaveu~{l~,31,71,151,211) 
and by Lemma 4.3, b E B(5, y 3). E’cx- other valuels uf u the solution i.s 
given in Table 5.10. 
v = M + 1, whore II is a positive integer. For 1.1 = 1 the lemma 
is trivial . For 24 2 2, by Lemma 
Tab!e 5.11. 
.,~_~_~ .--__ -__ -II.-I.-L---- _I- I____P -.-- 
kr ‘U B[S, 10; u) 
em_- _____._-_-----_I__C_-^-_--.U___-_~ 
7 15 x = 2(3,2) x Z(S, 2)* 
8 =i1(0,0),~~,a),~U,~r+Z~,~l,a~,61,a+2~~m~ (3,5), a= QJA3, 
((0,0),iO,O),(O,2},(1,1),(1,3)}mcsd/3,5), 
cf0. Qh I$,O), U&2), 1% 01, UAW mod C3,Sh 
clQ,oI, (0. l), C0,2), (0,3h (O,0N ~~ (3, R. 
:t9 39 X=Zi3,2) x Z(l3,2). 
I: = ~i~,~),~0,~+4),(0,a+8),(O,a~Z),(l,a+d)~mcd (3,13), a = QJ, .“., ill 
cr0,a>,t0,~~4),(0,p48),(‘0,0>,(1,0)fmod I3,133, D=O,l,2,3, 
MB, $A 10, ZY), (0,2r+61+ do: 271, (0,2r+6N mod (3,13), “Y = 0, 1,2. 
31 63 By 9 E TO, 1) and Lemma 3.11.63 EBr({7,9), 1); further -. by Lemma 5.21 -.. 
9 E B&S) and by Lemma 4.3,7 E B(S, 101. 
-yI__1_____IIp---~-....~_.~ _. _-_. -1_.. ep- 
Lcmm;rs 2.26,4.1 f and 4.16 (q = 71, it suffices to show that 
tar = 4~ + 1 E B(S, 5) for every ~1 E Mg. For ~lc f 0 or 1 (mod 5) this f’al- 
lows from Lemma 5.19; for p E (2,3,4,7,9,12,13,18,X!, 24,343 we 
havr L E {9,13, 17,29,37,49,53,73,89,97,137) and by Lemma 4.2, 
UE &5,5); for p E (l? 19,231, u E {69,77,93} and by Lemma 4,116, 
v E B(5,5); !‘CW p E (8, 14,321 apply Lemma 4.17 totLemma 2.17 clan- 
sidcr:ing (21,S) c B(S, I) by Lemma 5.19 md for p = 33 we use the 
obtained rearft 33 (= 4.8 + 1) E B(5,S) and use again Lemma 2.17. 
Ruof. Let u = 2u+ l,wherew> 2. By Lemma 5.17, 
u E G,oi{S, 6,7), 1, Mi). By Lemmas 2.26,4.15 and 4.18, it suffices 
to shc~w that u = 2~ + 1 E B( 5, Z 0) for every JA E M$ For JA s 0 (mod 2) 
this fokws from Lemma 5.2 1 and for g 5 0 or 2 (mod 5) and TV + 7 
thk fcAlows from Lemma 5.20. For ~1 E {3,9,11,13,21,23,33) we 
have ti E (7, 19,23,27,43,47, (47: and by Lemma 3.3, u E B(5, 10). It 
remains to prove our lecqa for p E { 7, 19,3 1) which is performed in 
Tablet 5.11. 
5,vE GD({5,6,1O,ll},l,M~)and by Lemma 
Lemma 2.6, it suffices to show that v E R( 5,4’f 
Table 5.12. 
_11-- _I .__.._ _.I-_-_--I - - - - .---- -_ -- -- - . -_ I^ ._ - ._._ -___ - ___l_____ 














Lemma 4.6,s E A(4,3) by Lemma S. f 3 and 5 G 1o(S I) tritilky. 
x = GF(9, x2 :: 22: + Ii u {a’). 
N =(~~Jl,2~4,6, mod 9, 
<@,O. 2,4,6> mod 9. 
x = (212) u {=), x ZIS, 2). 
(6,3t,Sdl+2,~~4,tiar96,6cu+fir mod 19, 0 = 0, 1,2. 
By Lemma 4.12, 35 E GW, 2,5); use hxmm2 .14 and 6 E BfS, 4) 3s above. 
we prwt! 40 E GDIS, 4,S). x = Z(S, 2:: x ClF(8, x3 = x + 1). 
31 = (IOt9),(O;a),(O;a+t)?(2;~1+2),(2;a+3), mod (5;8), or = 0,1,...,6. 
Lemma 3.12 (r .-: 9) and 10 fi B C&4) a& 3brrv~. 
Lemma 3.22 (r = 10) and 10~ RfS.4) 7s abwc. 
We prw: 70~::GDtS,C,5i. X= Zi5.,21 x Ml3,2) w (& 
? = w$; =), (@;Q,, t&O), &cl), rB; 8)) mod (5.13), 
ctQI;90),(0;%),(1,3~),(2;3a+8),1?;36+4)> mod 0;13), LU = 0,1,2AF 
ciQI;Qi,(O;p),fO;~+6), (2:p+3), (2;@+9)~ mod (5; 1% 3 times, p = 0, 1,2. 
Lemma 3-23 It = ?S) and 16 E BtS.4) as abovc. 
Lemma 3.22 CF = 20) and 20 E 13(5,4) 8s above. 
By Lemma 2.16 and 21 ENSJ), 105 ~Gl3(5,t,5). USC Lemma. 2.14 and 6 EBG,4j 
8s above. 
CII-_-.-. - . . _ .._ .._ 1 _ _ . _  ___F_I_ _. -._ _ _.__.. _ - . .- .-. .._--___ ._-_. -_ _ -. _- -.... - __._. ___H 
for every u E /U,. kx u = 1 or 5 (mod 10) and u + IS this follows from 
Lemma 5.20. For other values of tl the proof i3 given in Table 5.12. 
Lemma 5.24r RM exert irzteg~ v 2 5, u E B(5,20) ?~kLs. c 
Pbof. By Lemma 5.18, u E B(K,, I) and it suffices to show that 
v C= B(5,20) for every v E M,. For v f I (mod 2) this follows from 
Lemma 5.122 arid for v f ii or 1 (mod 5) this foliows from Lemma 5.23. 
For other vahtels of v E K, the proof is given in Table 5. P 3. 
Lemma 5.25. I,fX % 0 (mod 2) rrr& X > 2, thert 15 E B( 5, A) hoIds. 




-I_-.“.- -I_ _l____--I_ _ __^__ --- _I_.__.. _I_ ___.-_____. I----- ___*__ .I__ --_--..____c_ _ ..-m -m.-.s.-_c__ 
Lems;ss 4.6 11 G B(4,6) by Lemma 5.14 and 11 G B(5,2? by Lemma 5.20. 
Lemma4.6, 13 EBBQQ, I) by Lemma 5.11 and 13 EBB(5,SIb y Lemma 5.21. 
x = 2(17,3) LJ {CQ). 
= r=&, 2~3, 2~+4,Za+ 11 mod l-, CL = O,1,2,3,4, 
<6),Ptit+4,P*M,p+12im~ 17, 0” 3,1, .*., 11, 
10,4,7,8, :P>mod 17. 
22 Lemma 4.6,21 G Bi4.3) by Lemma 5.13 and 21 E B(5,l) by Lemma 5.19. 
24 X = Z(23.5) Y (0). 
.IS =~~.Q10,20,21~mod 23, 2 times, 
(QO,P).O~ 19.211) mod 23, 
(~,0,0,1,15, mod 23, (/ 
0: = 0, 1, *.., 18. , 
=x+8)x 2(7,3). 
,O),r.3,2),(0,4),(a,0),ia+l,Q)), mod (4,7), 4 times, fi =O, l-2, 
,$),fa,~~,(a,B+3),~a+l,b3+l),~a+l,P+4~~mnd 1~4,7), a=:O,G!, f+O,lJ. 
,B),iQ,P+3i,(O,0),(1,0), f2,0Nmod W, 7), 2 the!;, P = 0.1.2. 
X=Z’3,Z)x 2(11,2)U{(~)). 
=~((~‘,,i0r~),(0r~+Sj,(0,0),(1.0))mod(3.11), a=O,1,2.3,4, 
:( ),1O,a),(O,a+5),(l,a+l),~l,or+6)~mod(3,1l). 4 times, ar=O,1,2,3.4, 
),(0,Qr),,lQ,a95),(0,0),Il,0~,mod I3,ilk Q = O,1,2,3,4, 
W. Oh @.2h I0,4h 10.61, t0,8P mod (3,111, 4 thT\es. 
. P 5 fz 1’iY5,6 j. X = 2(3,2 j x ;5(5,2). 
;-(~0~0>,(0,Q),(0,a:+2),(0,0),(1,0))mo~(3,5), at=O.l, 
),(Q,a),(O,a+2),(l,~+l),.(l,~.t3))m~od(3.E), ‘Q=O, 1, 
1, (0, Oh G% r), (0, 3, (0,3)) mod (3, -4 
For other values of X 2 0 (mod 2) apply Lemma 2.4. 
e necessity follows from Theorem 1.1. To prove suf’ficiency 
ines the values af v for which the conditlon of 
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the theorem is satisfied. By Lemma 2.3, i 1 suffices to consider only t 
values of X which are factors of 20 and we obtain 
for x = 1, E 1 orS(modX), 
for X = 2, uz 1 of 5(mod LO), 
for x = 4, u 55 0 or 1 (mod 5), 
for X = 5, u f I (mod 4), 
for X = IO, II s 1 (mod 2), 
for X = 20, every u. 
In all tt;ese cases -- with exception of X = 2, u = 9 5 -- the existence of 
the relevant BIBD’s is proved in Lemmas 5.19, 5.20, $23, 5.21, 5.22 
and 5.24, respectively. Considering Lemma 5.25, ttle theorem is proved 
completely e 
It has been proved by Wail and Connor [ 9, 15 1 hat the Izxceptional 
BIBD $[ 5,2; 151 does not exist, see Lemma 1.3. 
In this section we shall determine a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for the existence of BIBD’s with th: = 6 and X > 1 a To find such 
condition for BltBD’s with k = 6 and h = 1 is at ths2 present state of 
knowledge almost hopeless. We mention, for instance, that the nec- 
ss~ary condition of Theorent 1.1 in the case of X = 1 and X: a primepower 
states that u = 1 or k (mod k(k .-‘- 1)). However, if X: is not a primepower, 
additional values of u satisfy this condition. in the case X = 1 and II = 6 
a necessary condition f’or the existence of BIBD Bf6, 1; u] - accordirmg 
to Theorem 1.1 _- is that u s i,6, 16 or 2 1 (mod 30). So far no BIBD 
t3[ 6, 1; u) with a, E 16 or 21 (mod 30) have been known and only re- 
cently Wilson 1351 announced the existence gf s;u~h BIBD’s witlt very 
large values of u. Moreover, even when u = 1 or 6 (mod 30) rhere are 
still many values r:f v for which it is unknown whether BIBD B [ 6, 1 Ivi\ _ 
exist. 
The known negative results are that I6 E B(6,l) and 2 1 E B(6, I) by 
Lemma 1.1, and further that 36 E B(6,1) by Lemma I .3. 
D’z with k = fi, X = 1 and u < 200Q are listed 
B[6,1; u] with u E (9 1) 12 1) have been con- 
ills 12 1 1 :uld those with prime u > 2QQ by 
304 
Table 5.14. 
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b = W, 1’, Y,?‘, 25’, 38’) mod (91)., 
NY, Y, %I’, 32’,46’, 75’) m.-,ii 91, 
~0’,8’, 1?‘,47’, ?7’.80’, mod 91. 
X=ZWJ,x ZCli,2). 
t, t& 13). (O,O), (0,7), GZ. 9)) mod 0. 1, 11 h 
1, ~1,4, (2,7), (3, t/h (9: 2)) mad fi I,1 lh 
MS,$h~2,OW, 1hVMWm~ IIS, W, 
1. C2,3), 16,4), (8,6), (4k 0)) mod (11,l Il. 
GD(6,f, 5). x =: as, 2) x GFC2S, x2 = 2x + 2). 
(6k,+33~+12),~;6a~339+4),(~;Cia~38+16),W+2;6at+38+53), 
@+2;6a+3p+20)2 mod WX), 0 = 0.1, p = 0,s. 
x- 2USl,7). 
=~3~,3~+1,304+S0,3tbQ+Sl.30a+lOO,30a+1OZimod 151, a=0,1,2,3,4. 
Lemma 2.17 and 31 E Bi6,l) as above. 
Jr--* ZS181,2). 
,ISa, lSa+36,1§~;+72,1Sa+i08,1Sa+144~ mod 181. a = 0.1, . . . . 5. 
3.11,31 ET(d,i)and 31 EB(b,l)asabouc. 
19’3: Z(211.2). 
$1 = fScu, Sa+16,5a+70,Sa+86,Sa+140,Sa+lS6) mcd 21 I, a = 0, 1, . . . . 6. 
A’& 2(241,7). 
E= ~Se,Sa+l8,Sa+8O,Sa+98,Sa+l60.Sa+l78)motJ 241, cl:=&1 ,..., 7. 
X = Zi271.6). 
PI = ~5~,54r+S4,Sa+90,5a+~44,5a+180,5~+ 234) mod 271., a = 0, 1, . . . . 8. 
x = 2(331,3). 
It ~~f.a,5a+34,Sa+1lO,Sa+144,Sa+220,5ck+254>m0d 331, cr’:O, 1, ,.., 10. 
= &f-(36 1, x2 = 9x + i2). 
= t5a,Sa+l,5a+12O,Sa+l21,Sa+240,Sa+241~ mod 361, a = 0, ls.rlt 11. 
X = zf421.2). 
B ‘e ~Sa,Sir+62,Sa+l4O,Sa+202,5a+28O,Sa+342~ mod 421, a = 0, 1, . . . . 13. 
Lemma 2.17 and 91 E B(6.1) as above. 
LMHE~ 2.17,103 EB({~, I@, 1) by Lemma 3.12 (t = 17, s = 6), and 
f31::,91) C B(6,12 2s above. 
Lemma 3.12,9OE *~(&I) by T’ Jrem 3.9, and 91 E S(6,l) 
Lemma 3.11,91( E T(6,l) by Theorem 3.1, and 9i E &6,1). 
X=G?(S7I, 3). 
fi =~Sa,S~+182,5af190,Sa+372,5a+380,5a+S62> mod 571, a = 0, I,..., 18. 
X 2: 2(601,7). 
= ~S~,S~+]t34,f~+2O&S~+334,5a+4OO,Sa+S34~mod 601, a = O,l, ,... 19. 
BWW 2.17 and 121 E B(6,l) as above. 
2.17 and 126 E B(6,1! as above. 
z ~5~,5a+f31,5~+2213,5a+35I,Sa+440,Sa+S71> mod 661, a = Q, 1, . . . . 21. 
Su:+230,5a+333,5ar+460,5a+563~ mod691, a = 0, l,..., 22. 
E&d (6,24), Ii by Lemma 3.12 (r = 23, s = 5), and 
1 as abave. 
Table 5.14 (cont.). 
._.__P c_II_ - m ._._ -- -_--_- 
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Lemma 3.12, 120 E T(6,l) by Theorem 3.9, and 121 E &6, :.I as above. 
Lemma 3.11, 121 CCF(&l) by Theowm 3.1, s1.d 121 E B(6, ::I. 
Lemmir3.12, 12S~T(6,l)byThes~em 3.1,anl 126EB(6,i)asabove. 
Lemma 3.11, 126 & Tf6,l) by TheoE,em 3.9, and 126 E B(6, 3). 
Lemma 2.17 and 156 E B&l ) as above. 
x= Zf8ll.3). 
(xl =~S~,Sck+l78,Sar+2~~,5~+448,5a+540,5a~?18>mod811, ~1=0,1,....26. 
Lemma3.l2,15O~T(6,l)byTheo~em 3.9,and 151 EB(6,l)asabove. 
Lemma 3.11, lS1 ET(6,l)byTheorem 3.l._;idnc! 151 +zB(A,l). 
Lemma 3.12, 155 E T(6,l) by Theofern 3.1, and 156 G B(6, I) as above. 
Lemma 3.11, i 56 E 1’(6,1) by Theorem 3.9. and 156 E B(Q, 1). 
961~~(31,l)byTheorcm2.2and Sl~B(6,l’)asabove. 
X = Z(991,6). 
% = ~Sa,5~+ll2,5tr+330,Sa~442,St1+660,5tr~772~mrr~ 991, a = 0, 1, ..m, 32. 
X= 2(1021,10~. 
+‘18 =~Srr,Sa+182,5e+33O,Sar~522,5a+680,5u+862>mod 1021, or=O,1,...,33. 
X= Z(1051,7) 
@I c 5~,51r+66,5~+351).5a+416,~a+700,5a;~~766~mod 1051, cr=O,1,....34. 
Lemma 2.17 and 211 F &?(6,1’) as abo*re. 
Lemma 3.12, 180 E T&l) by Theorem 3.9, snd 181 6: B(6,l) as above. 
Lemma 3.11, 181 E Tt6 1) by Theorem 3.1, and 18: E B(6.1). 
Lemma 3&12, 185 E T(6,1) by Theorem 3.1. and 186 F= &6,1) as above. 
Lemma 3.11, 186 E T(6,l) by Thearem 3.9, and 186 E B(6, it 1. 
X=ZiWf,2). 
II = ~Sa,Sa+Z9,5a+3~0,Sar+419,5ar+780,5a+809>mod 1171, Q = 0. 1, . . . . 38. 
X= Z~1201,lE). 
&I =~Scu,Sa!+38,5ar+400,51~+438,5clt+50’3,Sa+838)rr.od 1101, Q = 1!, 1, . . . . 39. 
Lemma 2.17 and 24 1 E B(6,l) ;is above. 
X=2(1231,3). 
‘19 = ~5~,5a+61,5a~~l1:0,5cu+471,5cr+820,5cu+881~mod 1231, CY = O,l, . . . . 40. 
Lemma 3.12, IElQET(6.l)and 211 EB(6,l)asabove. 
Lemma3.11,211 ~T(6,1)and2ll~B(6,1). 
X= Zil291,2). 
IS = &t,S~+l,S~+430,5at431,5ar+860,Sar+861~ mod 1291, Q = 0,1, . . . . 42. 
X=Z(i321,13). 
\19 = ~5~~,S~~f8,S4r+440,5~+448,5or+880,5a+888~mod 1321, 01= 0, I, *.., 43. 
Lemma 2.17 and 271 E B(6,l) as above. 
X = 20381 I 2). 
‘II = ~5a,Sa+38,Sc~+460,5cu+498,5~+-920,5a(+958)xod 1381, a = 0, 1, .‘., 45. 
Lemma 3.12.240 E T(6,l) and 241 EB(~, 1). 
Lemmn3.11,2411.~TT(6,l~and241~BB(6,1). 
X=2(1471,6). 
= ~5at,5~+77,5~+490,5cu+567,5a+9i30,5at+ 1057>mod 1471, 
;= 2(1531,2). 
& = 0, J, . . . . 48. 
33 =~5ar,5ar~184,5a+510,5at~~694,Sl~~i020,5a~1204~mod 153:, cu = 0, 1, .-.. 50. 
Lemma 2.17, 307 ~B(18,l) by Theogem 2.!, and 91 E B(6,lJ as Axwe. 
Lemma 3.12, 270~TT16,l)and 271 ~Bt6,l). 
Qua”_ “_____ ___ __ ______,._~R/-r \ ^w _sw---l_c‘ _ ___ -----~_____ r- ~------.---------.- -.-r-r.-...-..--C- 
u 8(6,1; 41 
~r~-r~---W-----_-.-----.~ --.-C-~-w.+ 
1626 Lemmia 3.11,271 ETfti,l)altd 271 e&t&l). 
1656 L,emma 2.17 and 331 E J.f& lk 
1681 X = GF(1681,~2=x + 7). 
T =~Sa,5a+12,5a+5610~~1r~572,~~~+1~20,Sat+l132>, a=O, I,...,%. 
1741 X = ZW41.2). 
,fl = tS~,Se*3,5a+65B,Sa~65~~5~+1~~0,~~~~3~3~ mod 1951, ct = (~1, . . . . 64. 
19 tctnma 3.15, 33OE ‘I’&&) by Pheof@Q~ $9. and 331 &?W,l). 
19 Lemma 3.11,331 F; T&Q) arlcl331 e 8(6,1h 
we cy__IT--_Iv ___,______.-~-~._~~~- r_-.. __~“-.___.r*-~_rC..I----I^- _-_.- --lr* 
gand F= 2, 
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Table 5.15. 
---_ -^.-- -- 
U r s 
-w__-.. 
42 -4s 7 6 
48 I_ 49 7 6 
w-57 9 6 
6@-63 9 6 
72-.75 12 6 
78-79 x3 6 
81--82 9 9 
84-W 13 6 
96-99 16 6 
102~-112 16 6 
114-e 11s 19 6 
117.-118 13 9 
120- 133 19 6 
.,“--m.-..ww- 
--- 
u t s 
-..“nm----_u2-_ccI 
144.” 147 16 9 
I50-- 160 16 9 
162-m 175 2s 6 
177-b 190 19 9 
192~217 31 6 
222*- 224 37 6 
2% S26 2s 9 
2?i* -259 33 6 
261- 270 23 9 
271-301 43 6 
303 -343 49 6 
345 - 370 37 9 
371--382 57 6 
-- 
In a similar way it can bl: chcckcd: 
Further we prove: 
hoof. For u 3 66 it is easiiy checked by Lemna 3.13 with s = 6 ancP 
t = 2, using ‘Ikorems 3+ 1 and 3.7, that tr E GDI {G, 7, IS]., 1, { 1,7,8, . . . . 65)) 
holds. For u < 65, u $k & we have: 
~orG2$v~65,~emma3.13withr=$,s=7,r=2: 
for6CKoG 6I,LemmaX13wiali r+,s =6,t= 1: 
for 58 6 u G 59, delete in T[ 8,l: 8 ,2 points from each of 2 groups and 
then delete 1 or 2 points from a third in s:ick~ way that non of 
them should be in a bfock from which y 2 points have txen ctc- 
le ted ; 
for 54 G IS G 57, Lemma 3.13 wi 
for 5 1 G t9 < 53, delete in T[ $,I ; 71 o 
ectively , no three of t 
ible as shown in the 
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&mrns 5.30. [i” v f 0 ur 1 (mod 3) a& 6 G u G 130, tkw v E BI K& 1). 
~~~~~~~ K; = bqg~ {45,57,75,99)) n (6, 7, . . . . 130). 
oaf, WC make use of bmma 5.26 and remark that 45, 57, 75 and 99 
arc the cvtly integers II < 130 in Table 5.15 which correspond ta tl = 3. 
In alf other cases either q = 1 or q 2 6. 
osf’. Let v = S ti + 1, where 24 E 0 or 1 (mod 3) and ZJ # 4. By Lemma 
GD({6,7,9, IO>, 1, A&). Bv Lemmas 2.26,4.20 and 4.21, it w 
sttffices to shc:r~ that u = 5 p + 1 E S(& 2) for every p f M,. This is per- 
formed in Table 5.16. 
_- “-- ,“W __I.__. --__ ____ --Iy__----c- _-_,_ -I_ -_-___^c..s_-_l_ WV4 ..--- . ..I__ . ..*.-m-.-s- 
L1 V B(6,2; 3 J 











X= CFC16, x4=x +J). 
FI =~~,0,3,6,9.12?motl 16. 
T&le 5.14. 
Lemmas 4.21 ml 2.11. 
Lemmas 4.21 and 2.1 I. 
Lemmas 4.21 and 2.11. 
Lemmas 4.21 and 2.11. 
Lemmas 4.21 and 2.11. 
x= If(Z) x ZC2) x 2(19,2). 
IJ ),~~‘,8,6~+!),~0’,0,6a+2),10’,0,6a+6),(1’,~,~~~j,(1’,0,6~~13)~ 
--, 2, w, Cl= 0,1,2, 
,~~+~3~,fO’,O,6a+8~,(1’,0,0),(1’,0,6~+1),fl’,O,6.m+2),~1’.O,6a~6), 
mod I --, 2,19), LY = 0, 1,2, 
~~O’~~~~~~,~O’,0~6,t,~0’,9,~2),~1’,0,4),(1’,0,10~,~1’,0,16)>mo9(-~-,2,19~, 
UO’, 0,4), fO’,, 5 1OhCO’A. 161, ;1’,0,0), it”,0,6), (l’,$, 22)) mod (--, 2,191!, 
W’, OSh (O’, 0, Oh (O’, IAh 61, (0’. 0.12), CO’, 0, (8). (I’, 0,0)> mwl I--, 2,19), 
~1O”,0~iB~,~l’,~0,0~~~~‘,0,0~,~1’.0,6~,~1’,0,12),(1’,O,0)~mod c--,2, 19). 
Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and 16 E Bd;6,2, S_S above. 
Table 5.14. 
3.2) x Z&2:) x 2(7,3) ‘vr {(->}. 
2~~+4),(1,0,2~r+3),(1,3. Xor)) 
*2,2cr),(O, 1,2or+2),(1. 
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Table 5.16 (cotU. 
e.*.-_ _I_____-- --T-___-I-__ -^.--. _- -- 
cc v B[d. 2; 4 














X z 2’(S, 2) X (2(19,2) U {-i: .’ = O, 192)) U {(ml Ixl)). 
8 =RlocksofBf6,2;16)onZ!S)~{~~:i=0,1,2}tt~(~.~)), 
((mm ~),~~~,s,,(O.s).(l.~).(2,(b),(3.8)> mod I- ,191, 2 times, c 
((0, -& (0.01, (P, 6~ + : ~),~~,6cr+3~,(~+2,6cu+l+j~),(~+2,~~+13~. 




x = 2(3,2) x zt5,21 x GF(9. x2 = 2x + 1) (J {(->I. 





X = 2{5,2) X GF(25, X2 = 2X f 2) U {-i: i = 0, 1.2)) U {(m, ->I. 
3 = Blocks of Bf6,2;16] on ;I(S) X {mi: i = 0, t, 2)) IJ {(-, -):,, 
~(~,a~,f~,%l,(O,~),~1,0~,(2,4)~,(3..$~~mod I--,25), 2 times. 
{(4b,-,),(0,8,,(~,4a),(r,4~+121,(~r+~,4a+Z),(y+2,4a 2141) mod (5,X;), 
cr=O,f,2, r_=O,l, 
~~~,2~+1),~0,2~+13),(~.2~~+5~.~~,2~+l?),(y+2,2~+9),~~+2,2~+21a, 
mod /3,25j, p = 0,l. y = OJ. 
Table 5.14. 
Table 5.14. 
x = 2(3,2) x as. 2) x .a 11.2) u {p I}. 
H = Blo~:ksofBf6,2;16) onZC3) xZ15)x {i)u{(“)}, iG2(11), 
~~0,0,2a),~0,0*2a+1),(0,1,2a+5~,~0,0,2~+4),~1,0.29*1!,~1,3,2ar*~~~~ 
mod (3,S, 11). at = O,1,2,3,4, 
<(Q,~,~+l),~Q),Q),2a~22),~8,CI,2cr+9),(8,2,2cr+3),(0, 1,2~+6h(l 0,2~1.+4)~ 
mod (3,5, II), a = 0,1,2,3,4. 
x = Z’(5,2b x (2(3 I, 3) L! {y: i = 0, 1 v 2)) u {rm, ml)- 
w = Blocks of Bl6.2; 161 on X(5 j x (y: i = 0. 1,2} IJ (f-. 4), 
{h ~,,~0,8),(0,0),(l,s),c2,0b,(3,0)~mod C-,31), 2 times, 
~(0,~,},(0,0),(~,5~),(~,5~+15).~~~2,5~+15,(~+2,5~+16~mod (W1.I. 
f&=0,1,2, p=o,1, 
i(0,a+2), (0,a+17), (p,a+?I, (p&+22), ip2,a+12h t[‘+2,a:+27)) 
mod(5,31), (1=0,1,2, p=O,l. 
Table 5.14. 
Table 5.14. 
x = 2(3,2) x as, 2) x 2(13,2) u (p,). 
a = B!o&s of B[6,2;16] onZ(3) x Z(5) x {i) u ((-)}, i G:-2113), 
((4% 8, w, a 8,2a= f f J, ui+, 19 d&J% 3 +lO),(O,0,2~+9),(1,0*2a-~4),(1,3,2a+~)~ 
mod(3,5,13), a=O,l I..., 5. 
(( , &Y+ 2), (@, 0, Z!a+S), (@,2,2a + 7). (0, i ,?a + I ‘I 1, t Ii I Q-2& +* 181) 
x = Z(S, 2) x (2(37,2) w (““i’ i = O.l.2)) u {c-. =,). 
f6,2,16] on i?(5) X ( y: i = 0, i,2) u {F, o&L 
q-I =), (0, @), (0,0), (1,0), r2,6)., (3,8N mod G, 37). 2 hwT 
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T;olble 5.16 (CQW). 
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mod tS,3?), 13=0,1.2,3, y=O,l. 
Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and 46 E 8(6,2) as above. 
Lemmas 2. t 7,3.20 and 5 1 E B(6,2) as above. 
X = Z(S, 2) X (GI’(49, -Y’ =X +4) U {O”i: i = Oq1.2)) U {{-e -)j* 
H = Blocks of B[6,2; 161 on Z(5) X 1-i: i = 0, 1,2} c’ {(w, m)), 
((-~-,,(6,9,, (0, %A (1, @, (2,8,, I&@), mod 4 --‘, 49). 2 times. 
(tre,~,).cs,~),(7,&‘~~),(r,$a+‘1+24),~~+2,&a+7*8),1~~2,&a+r+32), 
mod (S,49), Q= 0, I,P. y= 0, 1, 
Ir+2),(9,P+26),(7,B+lO),Cy~;r+34),(y+2,13+18),(y+2,P+42), 
od (5.49). fl= 01.1, .*.. 5, y = O-1. 
x = ZCS, 2) x (GF(49, Y2 = x +4) u {oi: i = 0.1, . . . . a), u ((q QQ)). 
= Blocks of ETf6,2; 461 on Z(S) x ((pi: i = 0, 1, .r.., 8) u {(CT -,j, 
c(*, a~), ($Jh (O,%), (!Ji,Q& (2. @I, (3,W m&d r--,49), 2 times, 
M, @%*+ph iQ,9),(y.tla-p+4y),(y,13ar+~+4y+24),(~+2,~+~+4y+8), 
(y+2,~~B~4y+31!))rnod (5,49), Q = O,1,2, fl= O,1,2, y= O,l, 
c(QI,46+3),(~,46+27),(y;46+11),(y,46+35),(y+2,45+19),(y+2,4F~43)~ 
mod(5,49), y=Q,l, S=O,l. 
X=2(5,2)x (2(61,2~~(~~=~: i=O,1,2})v((~,~)}. 
M ~B~ocksof8~6,2;16~onZiS)X{~i:i=O,1,2)wf(~,~)), 
~(~,~)~(8.B)~,(O~0~,(1,Q)),(2,8~,(3,1(8)~mod G-,61), 2 times, 
c(8,p,),18,$).(5,l~+4),(~, tOar+34j,(y+2,lOar+19),(y+2,1O~+49)~ 
od (5,69h Q = O,1,2, y = 0, 1, 
5~+~),(Q,5~+s+30t,(y,5~+~+10),cy,5~+&+4O),(y+2,5s+s+2s~, 
(y+2,5B4&+5O)>mod(S,61), fi=O,l, y=O,l, d=O,i,2,3. 
Table 5.14. 
Lemma 4.19. 
E= = Z(3,2) x 2(5,2;11 X 2(23,5) u f(q). 
Is = Blocks af Bf6 , :!!; f6j on Z(3) x Z(S) x (i} v f(m)). i E 2(23), 
((8,9,2ac),($*8,~+1),(9, 1,2a+4~,(0,8,2*~S~,11,0,2a+Z~+(1,3,2a+9)~ 
mod (3,5,23), Q = 8, I, . . . . 10, 
? ($* 8,2@, (@, 8 ,h+l),(8,O,2a+2),(0,2,2cu+6).~0,1,2a+4),(1,~,2ar+S~~ 
mod (3,5,23), 01= 0.1. . ..) 10. 
X = 2(&t) x (Z(61,2) u $: i = 0, 1, . . . . 8)) u {(m, 0)). 
= Blocks of B[6,2; 461 on Z(5) x {mi: i = O,l, ,.., 8) u {(m, o)), 
~,,(8,41j,cO,8),11,0i,r2,8,,(3,%)}mod G-,61), 2 times, 
003ol+P),1%,1),f~,20cr+p+_1l),(y,2CbQ+~+32),(y+2,2Oat~+1?), 
1y+2.,2Oo+P+47J)mod (5,61j, ok = O&2, i7= 0,1,2, y = O,l, 
wh%~~*~),(B),s~~ ~+3O~,(y,56+~4.10?,ty,56+~+4O),(y+2,56+~+20), 
(y+2:56t11+5O,u)mod(S,61), y=O,l, S=O,l, q=O,l. 
Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and 76 E B(6,2) as above. 
E GIMh2,i.S) by 31 f B(6,l) (Table 5.14) and 1:s E T(6,2) (Theorem 3.11). 
iply Lemm.r 2.14 and I6 E 8(6,2) as ahove. 
Tabie 5.16 (cant,). 
---- __,. -_. ..- - _--- ._._ ----_. __,___*.-__-A __ __,_ _ _____.___._, _ - -_11_-e----x.___ 
Ir u B[6,2; ul 
u_- - .._... - “-*.-_____ . . __ -_ _ . --. .- _. - _._..__ _.__ _^ _ x . . . . _ __ ._.^ -.____-____l ----~.-.--_B- . ..w__. ____ 
94 471 X = Z(S, 2) X (~2179~3) CJ {-i: i = 0, 1, . . . . 14)) U ((mr a)}. 
M s Blocks of B(6,2:763 on Z(S) x &: i = 0, 1, . ..* 14) tr {(m, =g], 
V 0, =% i0,0), (O, 0). (l,@, 12,&h 43,0p zvlod I-., 795, 2 times, 
((0,- 1, r0, $1, (6,26a+ 9 +7yj, IS‘ 2&f+ 3 C’7y + 39), 
((i+;:~!K& 7 + y+iS),(bt2,“‘5rl+3Pt7y+94),mod (S,79), a=O,1,2, 
j3=O,l, y=O,l, S=O,l. 
((01*Q+Qh (0901, (6 ,2&x+1 1, (5, &a+SO), IO* 2,26at+29). @+2,26cw+68), 
mod (5,79h em = 0, 1.2, s = O,i, 
~~0,r~~~0.~+39~,f~,~+13),~6,~~52),16+2,~+26),(6+2.~+65~~mod CS,79), 
d ‘=: O, 1, P = 4,6,10. 
108 SO1 Considcrinp if C T(9,l). by Lemma 3.12, 100 E Brf9, U}, 1); by Lemma 4.21, 
Lemma 2.16 may be applied, Further make use of Lemma 2.5:1. 
135 676 X = Z(S, 21 X (2(113,3) U (mi: i = 0, 1, . ...21}) ti {[M, m)). 
B = Bjlocks of B[6 ,2; 1 I I J On Z(S) X (“i: i = 0, 1, . . . . 21) U {(p,m)), 
{f-. -9, (%,%h W, 01, (I,@, (i!,Qb, (3,0V mod (-, 113), 2 times, 
((0, QOa+2P ),r8.Q,,fy,28a+28+S),fy,28a+2P+61),~y+.I,28u+ZP+10), 
(~+2,28a+2(1+66),mad(S,113), cu=O,l, p=OJ, y=O,l, 
((0, -Qttpt4 1, (Q).g)),iy, 28cx+3p+23),(y,28~+3~+79),~iy+2,28a+p+28), 
(yT2,28aiccj+84))modIS,113), a=O,f, pO,f, y=O,l, 
((0. -*+a j, W 01, (y, 2a+9A rly, 2n+6Sh (y+L, 2a+371, CY +2,2a+93N 
mod(S, tilt), a=O,l. y = o,t, 
W “**IO ),!0,0),~y.~+2~~),~y,ar+8O),(y+2,~+52),~y~~2,~+lQ~~~ 
mod 15,11?), cf = 0, I, y=O,l, 
{ (03 y+& t’0,0h !r, A ’ +2),(y,26+58),fy+2,26+3O),(li+2,26+86): 
mod (5,113), y=O,l, fi = 0,1,2, 
~0,~dt,4~r~0~0~.~y,~+14~.06+~0),Cy+2,~5+42,,I~ Gs+W, 
mod15,113), y=O,L S=O,1,2, 
'(0*myj+18 ~,~0.0~,Iy*~+1~~~~Y,7,~7S~,~y+2,~+47~,~y+2,~+~O3~~ 
mod&!13), y=O,l, q=O,1,2,3, 
~I0,~),I0,~r+56),~y,~+S‘r,(~,li~61),(y+2,~~~*14),I~+2,1r~7O)~ 
modC.S,113), y=O,l, ~=3,13,31,41. 
136 681 Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and 136 E 8(6,2) as above. 
138 691 Table 5.14. 
139 696 Lemma 4.19. 
141 7O6 Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and 141 E 8(6,2) as above. 
142 311 X = 2(5,2) X ICF[121,x2 =4x +9) w {=i: i = 0, 1, . . . . . 20))~ U {(-, m)}. 
‘19 = Blocks of B(6,2; 1061 on Z(S) X (-iI i s 0, 1, . . . . 20) U ((-, m)}, 
~(m,~),10,0),10,0),(1,~),(2,0),I3,0))mod (. 3125), 2 times, 
((0, =a+& (0,0), (y, lcku+&% ty, lOa+8fif6Ch ty+2,1O~+‘dP ;- 1% 
(y+2,1~+8Pt753~mod(5,121), cu=O,1,...,5, @=O,l, r%I, 
( (0, -& 12 ),c0,0)~(,,10tr+9~,~y,~Oa~~69~~,~y~2,’Oa+17~,~y~2,10~+77~~ 
mod t&121), a=O,l.... ,5, y=O,l, 
~(0,~sc,s~,t0,0),(y,206+6),f~,2O6+66),(y-1.2,2OS+36),(~+2,2O~+96~~ 
mod(5,121), y=O,l, a=O,1,2, 
~I0,~~,~0,~+6O~.~y,~+220~,~~,~+80~,~r+2,~+4~O~~~r~2~i.r+~~O~~ 
mod C&121), y=O,l, Er = 1,2,4,11,12,14. 
3t2 H. Hatlani / Bbloriced irccomplete block designs 
_Ll)- ^a *- _____lll___ -_ .-_ ” -1. .-- _- _--_ __^._- _.“--^_l. .__- ,.-._--_C__.. --I__.---.--_-- 
P t9 Bi6.2; tp] 
w--e__ _^_ 1__ ._^ --_I .-r- _ --_. - - - _.. ._.-- .s_-----__---I_ -.I-_ -..... .-.- ___-_-_- . .._ .__.____.__ --1-1---1- 
148 741 X=2(5,2)X (2027,3?1LiC~i:i=0,1, ..,20j)U{(=~,=)). 
'a = B~CWICS ofBf6,2; iO6j on Z(5) X (a'i: i = II, I, ,,., 20) LJ {(ml -)}, 
WJ, ~b), (0, %j, W, %), (1, %j, (2,0), (3,0N mod C--. 127). 2 times, 
(( 0,),IQ))Qj)!y,3aj,(y,3~+63),(y+2,3a*14),(y+2,3a+77)) 
cxw,i27j, LPOJ,..., 20, y=O,l, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
mcKi~5,127~, p=o,1,..., 6, y=O,%. 
= 2(3,2) x zts, 2) x 2173,s) u {(or*:. 
f Blocks of Bf6,2;16) on 213) x Zl(5j x (if u {(oj), i E 2(73), 
~c0,0,2~j,~0~0,2~+1j,~0,1,2a+“~j,~O,%,2a~3j,~l,O,2cr*4~,~1,3,2a+15)~ 
mod (35 731, a = 0, 1, . ..* 35, 
~~%~%~2~-tlj,~%,%,2~~2),~%,0,2~~~3),~0,2,2ar+16),(0,1,2a+6), 
a01 2a+8j, mod (3.5.73). rl! = 0, 1, . ..) 35, 
22s) IlO1 X=Z(S,2)X (2(181,2)~(~i:i=O,E,...,38))~(~~,~)), 
B = Bhk of Bf6,2: 1961 on Z(5) X [ari: i = 0, 1, . ..) 383 u ((_o, m)), 
boo. ~)J8,8LC~, @iJl,~M2,4)). G,%Hmod f-, Ml), 2 times, 
ttQ.= P+~~~~~%~%j,~yt15a+2~+5!.4y,15a+2~1:*95~,ty*2, lSa+2{1+16), 
Cr+2,15a+2p+lO6)) mod W/81), a = 0,1,..., 5 p 0,1, 7 = &I, 
“‘0*~6+3~+~*jr(0’0),(7.306+21.1+4),Irl30&t2p+94),(~+2,30s+2y+49), 
(y+2,3O6+2P+139j~mod(S.L811j, p=O,l, y=O,i, d=O,1,2, 
“~%~“~ttrl+,rrjr(%,%j,~~,30tj+t;,+8~.~~,3O6~r7+98),!y+2,3O~+~+53), 
(y+2,3OWr1+14:3.Hmod G,lMj, y=OJ, a=O,1,2, q= OJ ,.,., 6, 
~~0.r,~~0t,+9Oj~(,,,+3Oj,(y,r+12G~,(y+:!,~+60~,Iy+2,~+158)> 
mcG (5,181), VOo,l, 9 = 0,2, 15,17. 
-l_y_ 1*0111-p “----1_---._1-.-*_-.. ___- -_.-_ -__ I___. m-p 1---w_ 
Let u = Sp’+ 1, where 14 is a positive integer. By Lemma 5.27, 
u E GD6(6,7, $1, 1; I(42)). By Lemmas 2.26,4.20 and 4.22, it suffices 
that u = SJf + 1 E 8(6,3) fsr every J.l E 1(42). For JlI = 1 the 
cmma is trivial. If u = 5 y + I is a polwer of an odd ptime, u f S(6,3) 
from Lemma 4.4. The proof of u E B(6,3) for other values of p 
in Table 5.17. 




















106 Lemmas 2.1 .I, ’ 20 and 2 1 CL; 816. 3) as above. 




c0,2,7,8,9,19w,4,5,8,9,12!, t%,O, 1,2,3,4>, 
~%,2,5,6,~1),14~,~0,2,6,8,10,12~,~3,4,6.8,13,14~, 
~%,4,6,8,!0,~1~,~%,0,1,9,10,13~,~0,4,5,7,12,14~, 
t%,2,3,11,12,143, ~0,3,4,9,10,14~,~%, 1,7,8,lJ,E4,, 
~2,4,6,7,‘~,13~,i%,3,7,8,9,12~,~9,10,11,12,13,34~. 
1241. A’ = 2(3,.2) x Z(?, 3i. 
sfl ~~~0,0),(0,2~,(0,4~,~1,0~,~1,2).~~,4)~m~d (3,7), 
~~%~0),~%,3),(0,1j,~~~,4~,(1,2~,~1,5~~ mod (3,7). 
124). X = Z(S, 2) x Z(S. ,I) u {(m)). 
cY =~(~),~%c%~,~~,%~.~1,%j,t2,%j,f3,%)~ mod (-.A 
~W,I%,%Nk 1),(1,2),(2,39,13,o)>mod (--A 
N+. t%, %I, H&3), (1.01, t2,1h (3,2H mod I --, Sh 
~(%,OM%, 2). (1, Kt, 0,3), (3,lh (X3)> mod (S,Sj, 
(t%, 11, (Q, 3), (0, Oh (0.2h (2% 0). (2,2)> mod (5,s). 
Lemmas 4.22 and 2.11. 
We prove 45 1% GD(6,3,5). X = Z(5,2) x GF(9, x2 = 2x + 1). 
9 = ((%; O), I& 4),10; 31, (0; 7). (2; 2), (2; 6)) mod (5; 91, 
Q%; l~,t%;S),(0;2),CO~6~,(2;0),(2;4)> mod ($91, 
~1%;0),5,%;4~,(1;1},(1;5),(3s3),~3;7)~mod (S;9), . 
Nk 1). (9; 51, (1; 21, (I; fij, (3; 3), 13; 7)) mod (5; 9). 
x = zi3. II) x Zf17.3). 
*H = N%.cuI, t%,a+3), f%,a+6), (%,a+9), (0, %). 4 1, %,I mad (3,17), a = 0, 1,2, 
~(%,1~,~%,9~,(0,2).~C~,1!~),(f,2~+3~,(l,ilp+lf~~m~(3,17~, p=O,l. 
Lemmas 2.17,4.20 and Xl E B(6,3) by Lemma 4.4. 
Lemma 3. I. 1, 5 1 E T(6,l) and 11 E B(6,3) by Lemma 4.4. 
x = ZC4) 5t. 2(19,2,. 
19 =~(0’,6~+1),(0’,6a+fCi~,~1’,6~~5~,(1’,6cu+14),~2’;6cr+4),(2’,6a+f.3)~ 
mod (4, 19). ar = fi, 1,2, 
~~0’,6~a),(0’,~+1i,I~‘,6~~7),(f’,6a~8).(2’,6Q9+11),(2’,6cu+12)~ 
mod (4,19), Q = 0, i. 2, 
W’,%I, (O’, l), (O’A), (l’, %h (l’, 11, (1’,4N mod (4,191, 
W’, %j, (8’, O), (P’, 31, dW+2)‘,%), W3+2)‘,0), ff@W, 3)) mod (-., 191, 
p =O,l. 
we prow 85 ti GD{6,3,5). x = Z&2) x 2(17,3). 
~~f(%;2~+~+1),Q%;2a+~+9~,(~;2cu+~+2),(~;2cr+~~lO),c’~+2;2~+~), 
Ip”2;2a+@-UW mod (5; l?), clr=o,1,2,3, p=otl. 
Iable 5.14. 
Lemma 3.11 16 E T(6,l) and 16 E B(6,3) as a?rove. 
X = 2(3,2) x Z(37.2). 
“8 ,3a+2),(0,-3a+20),(0,3a-~9),(O,3at27),~1,3a+16),(1,3a+34)~ 
+18h ($.6P +27), (O, 0,) mod (3,37), 
X=Zt!i,Z,x (2~1’~,2)u(~~:i=o,1,2,3~)U{(~,Q~~)). 
= Blocks of B(6,3; 211 an Z(S) K {y i = &I, 2,3) u {I-, -)). 
0~.~~Q.0~,~1.0~,12,Q~~,~3,Q)~~rnod f ,191, 3 times, 
.CB).(Is,3a),(?,3~tF’).rct2,‘fot+4P+4~,(Ft2,3art4P).13)~ 
a=O.1,2. ,PO,l, 
rO,3at%, Ci, 3a+i I), 12,3&+2), (3,3~+lO)} mod (S,19), 
Table 5.14. 
AM0,7),~0.12),~0,13)~mod (5,191. 
X s Zt!5,2j X CGFtZ?S. X2 = 2X f 2) ir {mi: i = 0, 1)) ti {(oE, 00)). 
t = Blnxks of Bf6,3;: I ) cm Z$S~) x {y i = &I) LJ {coo, an,), 
9. G4 Oh W, W, 11 w Qh (2,01, (3,0)> mod ( -, 25). 3 limes, 
-&0,0h(O, 12a+4fih(l, 12e4@+7),(2,12a+4~t13),(3,!2a+4~~$), 
~15,25~, EL=O,l, p=o,1,2, 
,4rt~3)~~O.4y+2>,(1,4ytl6),12,4~t5),(3,4~ t3)> 
7 = 0, 1, ..‘, 5, 
“b = Blwks of Bf6, ?I; 21. p .ln Z(2O) x (i] er {(WI), i E z(7), 
~10’,2a),(08,20t+3).i:’ * ~Q+JU, (4’.(Q), t6’, 2at2),f8’, 2or+5)> mod (20,7), 
Q = 0,L 2, 
C(@ 291, N’, Z&+:3), 13’. 2a tl ), (4’, 2~ 5). (9’, 01, (IS’, 2a t2), mod (2O, 7j, 
@=O,J,2, 
((0 .Za~.(0’,2a+.;),I?‘,2a+:r.),(5’,2a+S),(6’,2a+4),~13’,2u+l)) 
(20,7). 19 = fi, 1, 2, 
r.iO’,2~‘,.(3’,2~+4),~~0’,2atS),(11’,2art3),(~3’,2a+~), 
mod [2O, 71, a = 0, I, 2. 
eP , i&5). X L: ;?(S, 2) x s&29,2). 
=< 2utC1+1S),~~;2tr+P+2),(P;2a+~t16),(P+2;2at8), 
fi.:t2;2ae+Bt14)j?r.d(5,19), a=i),f, . . . . 6, p=O,l. 
t6O G GD(6,3,5). X = 2(5,2) x (2(31,3) L; (0}>. 
~~~,~0;2or+24~,61;2crti8~,12;2a+6),(3;2cut12)>n~od (5;3i), 
Tabk 5.17 (cant.). 
-I__.- _ ^ I__.. _--- __. _. I - -. _..I. - . -. - ,-.- __.__ .-. -.-.- ----. -.-. -.._ __._ . .__ _. .__ --.- __ __. ___ _r _,___ --- 
cc v B[S, 3; u J 








~f0;0),(0~0),(0;6),(0,12),(#,‘18),(0,24)~mr(~~f i ,;31’. 
166 x-215 m 21 X CZC31*3) U {-ii i = 0, I}) U {(-, O)}. 
‘8 t Block!+ of B( 6,3; 11 1 an Z(5) x ("ii i = 0,l) u ((cc, -3)) 
Hock5 of B[6,1; 31 f on {‘j) x 2(31), j E Z(5), 
Blocks ofGD[6,1,5; lSS] (exist by Table 5.14 and Lemma 2.12) on 
Z(S) X 2(31), 2 times, 
(4-t m‘P. @.0,, (0,0,, (1 A,, (2,0)., (3,QN mod (- t 31). 3 times, 
.~,),(0,3~~tC3),li~,3at13+6),(~.3*t~t12),(2,3a+(3+24), 
(3,3(rtBt18)> mod (5,31), Q! = 0, 1, p = 0, 1,2. 
17 1 A? = X(9,2) X Z( 19,2), in the cycle X(9, ;2) the powers of ? wiJ\ be denoted by 
efipcmmts, 11uf the multiples of 3 by (I--)‘, 3’, 6’ respectively. 
‘ICJ = QO’, 3ckV), (O’, 3cr+t6), tar +3$” 3a+4), (a+38 tl, 3M5). (cr+3c3+3,3a:t9), 
(cm+3flt4,3aiti7)rmod (9.19), a=(), X,2, iJ=C) 1, 
<rO”, 3a*2), (0’, 3cxt11), fly. 3a+16). (crt3,3att16), (3’. 3;lrt3), (6’. 3ut3), 
mud 59,19), Q = 0, 1.2, 
~QO’,3~t2~,~0’,3at11),(~,3~+1),(~+1,3a+8),(~t3,3atI),~~+4,~Or+8)~ 
mod (9,191. 2 = O,l, 2, 
c(O’,O,,(O’,9),(3,3),(~, t2),(a+1,6),(cxtl, 15)) mod (3, 191, Q = O., 1*2, 
~((~.(ZtJ),~C1.~tlQ),i?,C]t4),(2,~t13),C4,~t7),(4,~tP4;)~1r~od c‘J,l’)). 
/3= 0. I. 
176 L.cmma3.11,1~~‘~(ll,l);lnd~ll,l6~~B~6,3~. 
136 Table 5.14. 
196 X = Z(S, 2) x (,X(37,2) u (=i: i = 0, 1 )I u {c_, -1). 
<IJ = Blocksoff?[6,3;11 j rrr~Zff)x (mi: i= ~),I)u((=,-I), 
q-,w 1. t@. 81,(0, $41, (l.,Qb, f2,0h (L3,0)) mod (---, 37), 3 times, 
G0P ~),(0,0),iO,l6atSd),(l, 1&+6@+13),(2 18a+6p-~22),(3,18crtl;C3+6)> 
mod t5,37,, a=O,l, fl=o,1,2, 
~(0,6~+3,+10),!0,6~+Jyt28),iy,6~t3y+5),(~,6~+3yt23), 
(r+2,6@+3y),(y+2,6p+3y+l8)>mod(5,3?), @=0.1,2, y=8,‘1, 
1f2~-. y+l,3y).CZ~k - ytl,3yt12),(2a-- yt1,37+24),(2& .- q+3,3y+2), 
(Zcu- yt3,3ytl4),(2ar--yt3,3yt26))mod(5,37), a=O,l, y=O,l, 
~(i(b,~a,t7),~(0,3at2~),(y,3~t13),(~,3a+3l),(y+2,3a.~1),r:y+2,3at19~> 
mod (5,3’?), a=O,l, 1=O,l. 
201 X = Z(3.2) x 2(67,2). 
8 = ftVl.d, (0, 0~~33),(O,crtll),(O,clt44),(1,a+22),(l,crt55)~n~od (3,54Ir, 
a - 0, 1, . ..( 10, 
~(0.11~),(0,11~+~3),(0. lliitl),(O, llpt34),(1, 11~+16),(1,11@+49)~ 
mod (3,6? ;I, 3 = O,1,2, 
~(0,5yt2),(61,,5y-t3S)*(O,S~r 13)*(0,5yt4’5),(1,5~t?,4),Ql,Sy+~~7)~~ * 
mod (3,67), y = 0, 1, 
((0,2y), (09 3y +I ), (0,2y +22), (0.3y +23), tg,2y t44), 110,3y +4W 
mod (3,67), y = 0, 1, 
WB, 3), (0,19), (0,2V, (0.W. U&47), (0,63)) mod (3,6% 
W,6),(& 28). (O,50), (IA), (1, 28), (1, %I), mod (;3,67). 
206 Lemmas 2.17.4.20 aknd 41 E BB6,3> by Lemma 4.4. 
1-e .-“--I--...-.--.---_ _ __ 
----- _-_- ---- __.__^._^__. -II-- 
316 H. htmmi’ / Bal&rced incomplere block designs 
ir 
oaf. Leit v = 3 N + E, urhere ii > 2 a;ld c = 0 or 1. By Lemma 5.28, 
CD(( (r+. 7,$1, I, MZI,. By Lemmas 2.25, 2.26 and 4,23, it suffices to 
IOW that v = 3~ + E E B(6, :bc) for every p E .Mk and E E (0.1). By defi- 
?~jti~n ofM;i, this mans that we have to prove v f B(6,5) for v 5 0 or 
v Q 130. Ry Lt’mmas 5.30 and 2.5, it is sufficient to 
ruEKk.Ifv= 1 or(i(mod Wandv+ 21 itfollows 
Lemmas 5.3 1 and 5.32, that both tl E B(6,2) and v E 8(6,3 j hold and 
cpuentt!r by Lemma 2.4, v E B&5). If u =, 1 (mod 6) is a prime- 
M6,5) foflows from Lemma 4.1, and for v = 6 the lemma is 
trkial. Accordingly it remains to prove the lemma for u E (9, 9 0, II 2, IS, 
q 2! 9 29,, 24,27,28,3U,33,34,39,40,45,52,57,58,64,69,70,?5,93, 
. This is performed in Table 5.18. 
f 5.18. 
_ - _- PVWIW1__ mm--  “._-,-_-_-__s ____, __-_ ____^ _ _____I.-I_ ______^___.. ___ _____ _____ 
Et 
-Y-m-- ____I_.-__--_p-___Ie. I ---I___--ve._ W_“__ ._w__- Ic___c- 
Emma 4.5 and 9 E Bg3,l) by Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 4.5 and 10 tL: B/4,2) by Lemma 5.12. 
kmffia.4.6, f I E B&2) by Lemma 5.20 and 11 E B(6,3) by Lemma 5.32. 
j24f. X = .Zt3,21 x Z(s, 2). 
MO, l).fO,3~,~~,Q),I1,0),(1,2)~mod C3,S), 
i~~~~~2~,(O,Oj~10,2),(1,1),(1,3)~mod r3,2), 
2,6,8, HV mod 23, 
,13), a=O,L2, 
0% 8)> mod (--, 13). 
Table 5.18 (cont.). 
l---L I___w_ -_ 1-1.-_--, - . . . . ____” ..-_- - _.__. -.___ ----_-_~___~_~_-___I_Ys_ 
u 816, s; ul 










x = Z(4) x 217,3). 
8 “~10’,2a),(O’,2cr+3),(1’,2’~*2),11’,2u+59,I2’,0),I3’,0))mod (4+7), cr-=0,1,2, 
MO’,rEb),(O’,O),W’, 23,(O’,4)A’,0), (3’,0N mtit (4,7), 
cIP’,I)),(p’,2),~8’,42,(IP+2)‘~0).I(~+2)’,2),I(P*2)‘,4)>mod f-.,7), p=o, 1. 
X = 2(29,2) cl +). 
:-Jj zz ~~,0,0,7,14,21~ mod 29, 
(0,r.r +l,rc +3,dr+t5,p 917) mod 2% Ir = 0,3.7, IO. 
x = 2(3,2) x 2(11,2). 
-H "(C0,0),(0.lt,lI0,6),(0,a+3f,(O,cu+8).(~,gL))mod(3,11), a:=O,l, 
~(0,1~,~0,8~,(a,2),~~,7),li~~l,O),~a~l,9~~mob(3,11), cr=O,l, 
~~O,0~,(O.~~~,(O,29~1O,S),iIo,7~,(t,0~~m~d 63,W 
N0,2), (0,3), IO, 21, CO, 31, (1,2). (1,3P mod (- , 11). 
x = 2(3,2) x Z(l1, 2) u {rq}. 
ti = +I, (0, oh r0,2h r0,49, (0,0h t ~.tm tnod (3, I 11, 
~(0,O),(0,1~~10,2~,(0,3~,Icu,0~,(a+l~6)~modC3~11~, CX-O,l, 
((0,6),(0,7i,(0,9>,(a,3),Icu,81,(c:~l,$)) mod (3,11), ai = 0, I, 
~~0,1I,~0,Sa+2),~0,1~,~O,5a+29,(1,1~,(1,5a!+2~>mod I-, 111, LX = CI, 1. 
X =i 2(3* 2) X Z(1 I* 2) W {(mi: i = 0, 1, *-*, 5:k. 
“f9 = +vj9, (“I), f yMo”31*W4h c-sp, 5 times, 
~~~,),(0.0),t0,0),(0:4j,Ia,6),(a+l,’7),mMf (3,111, cr=o,s, 
rl~,.,,),i0.0j,(0,6j,(0,8),lat,3),(CI+I.4))mod (3,119, Q =O, 1, 
~~~p+d~r(0~5jr~0r2~~~~~.(~,2a+79,~0,~~.~1,0~)mod (3, 1), ct=O,l, 
~~O,0~,(0.0),(0.5).11,0~,(1,29,(1.,79~mad (3,1\), 
U0,0l,, (0, Oh W, 0). (O,OI, f 1, I!), (1, ON mod t _ ‘, I 11. 
X=2(3,2)x Z(11,2)u(j~~)r i= r3,1, . ...6). 
‘Py = Hhchs of B[6,5; 7) on ((mi): i = 0, 1, . . . . 6). 
~(~~),(0r0).10,0)r~0r8)r(~, lhicu,3Prnod (3,llh ~=0,1,* 
W,+& (0.01, (f&Oh (G&2), h59, Wl, 79) mod (3,119, a= O, 1, 
~(~,+j~~~0.0),i0tl),~0~~~r~~,3$,~~~l,6)~mod(3,1l~, QL=QJ, 
+qIIS (0, Oh 10,l h ($, 21, io, 01, (1*0P mad I3,llh 
((0, Oh (0, Sa+4), (O,O9+ (O ,S~~+4),(1,O),~l,Scu+4)> mod (-. 11). a = O,l. 
X = Zr2) X 2(1!3,2) tl {(y): i = 0, 1, . . . . 6). 
.B = Blwks of 816,s; 7) on ((=i): i = 0, 1, . . . . b), 
WQI, ~0,6~+59,~0,09,~O,O~,~O,6~,~0,129~mod (2,1 9, ~~0J.2, 
WQ+& 10,3a), f0,3a+99, (0,29, (0,8), 10,14~) mod (2,191, 0 = O. 1, 
(("6),(0,09,(O,0),CO,O),(O,6),(O,12))n 'xi (2,199, 
~C0,~~~t8,~~,~0,13~,~0,29,~0,~9,(0,14)~mod 2 W, 
W&O), e0,69,(0,t2),(0,~9,10,6),(0,123>mod (--, 1% 
X=2(43,3) W{mj: i= 0,1,...,8}. 
-R = Rlocks of B[6, $91 on {y: i = 0, 1, . . . . 8). 
(~,,0,7u*1.701+20.7~l-22,7a+4l>mod43, 0=0,1,2, 
!m or.+3,0,?a+2,7a+3,7a+23,7ar+24~mod 43, o = 0,1,2, 
(QQ (R.t6% ~,7cu+4,3cu+19,7ct+25,7dr+40! mud 43, (Y = 0, 1,2, 
(0,7,14,21,2!3,35) mod 43. 
Lemma 3.12, 8 E T(7,l) and (7.9) C B(6,5 1. 
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iy fB GF(49, Xa = X + 4) U {-i: i = O,%) ***) 8). 




Lemma 3.12,9 E Tif7,t) and (7,iO) c: B&S). 
~fzc~,2)~2(19,2)~{(~~): i=O,l,..., 11). 
= Blorkr sf 816.5; 121 on {I-i): i = 0, I, . . . . 1 l}. 
,2),(~,12.1,~a,5~,i~+l,9)~mod (3,19), cy = C-Al, 
19,l),(Q),~),1~,5),(a+i, 12pmod (3,19), QI = 0.1, 
I(b,O), ((4, 161, (a, 6), (aH, 2)) mod (3,19), a = 0, 1, 
tQ, 81.64 81, $64: 131, (a. 7), (a+l. 17)) mod (3,19), a = 0.1, 
,7MQ. 14),~0,0),WiWmod (3,191, 
A.9MI% 1 l),(O,$Ml,(bf~ mod (3,193, 
9). (W), (6,14),10, IS), (0,17)> rnc* (3,19?, 
,iWQ,7M& 16MO,lMO, 1Oi~rnti (3,191, 
O~,~0.9~,~1,CB),(1,3~,~1,12)~rnod (3,191, 
12r,~O,3~,tO,~2),~1,~,,al,12~~mod I--.,19). 
Theurem 3.1, Tf 7.1; 1 1 ] exists; delete in this design any block and GD[{6,7}. 1,lO; 70) 
btained: apply Lemma 2.23 and 17.10) c B(6,5). 
L.emma 3.10 with I = 1 ? , s = 6, t = !i,75 E &{6,7.9,12), 1 j, further (7,9,12} c B(6,S). 
” z‘{7,3j X Z( 1 J ,2) w {(“i): i = 0, 1, ,.., 153. 
= BIWACS of S[& 5; 161 an {(wi)* i z 0, 1, . . . . IS), 
~C~S/Y+P),IQ,9)~(2P.~),f2p+2,2a+8),(2p~~?,2a+t).(2i3+5,2~+9)~ mrd (7, ll), 
p = 0, 1,2. 
21, Ut% 41. (0.61, r%, 8~ mod (1,ll I, 
21, @, 41, t@, 6),1@, 8)) mod ( 7,11), 
$j, i3,#, I,$, 81, (5, $)j mod (7,ll). 
W {(-i): i = 0, 1, . . . . 8). 
91 on (f-i): i =: 0, 1, . . . . 81, 
,t0,~~,~~~.~+8),(2,a+4~,12,s~~~12)~mod~5,17~, ~0.1, . .. . 7, 
(O. 81, (i,B, am, o,tw n?od (5,171, 
,a+lO~,fdr,a+5),~01,~+13),(a+2,~),(a+2,a+8)~mod (S,,lI;?). 
a = 0, 1, ..** 7. 
x 2(3,2) x Z(l i $2). 




a= J, 1,2,3,4. 
%p~,4O~O~2ck+lS,~O,l,2a+2~,~l,~,tol+4),~l,~,2Q~5),(1,1,2a+:3)~ 
a = O, i, 2,3,4. 
3. t 2, I-19, I ) and (9.12) c U(6,S). 
__1- I__- p ______ _I_ - ---._ ~-- 
Table 5.19. 
Is--,_ ___ ...- ---c...“.__-_j_-.- __- - - ----- ._- .-- ..- --. L - --. -- I-- -.. -.___-_._- __ I--. .._- .__- 
u I?(& 15; tq 
__-____.___.__ __ _.^ - _- “__ ._-_.__ .--_ - - _.__ . . ._.-_ _.- -- -.- cI__-..-_._-- ._ _ ^_^__ 
_--_-___ 
8 Lemma 4.5 and 8 G B(2, I ) trivial;iy. 
t4 Lemma 4.6.13 E B(S,S) by Lemma 5.21 and 13 c: B&S) by Lemma 5.33. 
20 x = Z( i9,2) w (0)* 
M = Blocks of BfQ, 5; 191 on Z( IS;% 2 times, 
(~,Q),ba,6cr~~1,61u+tC),6a+l~I)mod 19, a: = (),I, 2, 
~0,3,6,3.12, is> mod 19. 
32 Lemma 4.6, J I E B(S, 2) by Lemma 5.20 and 31 G B&, 1) as in Tabtc 5.14. 
33 x = Z&2) x ZC7,3). 
P “c((b,0),(8,2),QQ),4).(a,%),6a+1,9),((~~2,8),nlod (5.71, a=O,t,2,3, 
((4),o,,(g,2),(9,4),(a, t).hB, ta,SN mod (5,7), a = 0,1,2,3, 
~~~,Q~,~0,2U),~O,2~+t~,~t.28+4~,~2,2~+1.,~3,2~+4)~mod 15,7h 3 times, 
~“0,1,2. 
38 x =: Z(37,2) u {Q-J). 
a := tHacks of Bf6,S; 371 on %137), 2 times, 
iw,@,6a,6a+2,6a t4,6a+6) mod 37, u=O,l,L, 
cTa+l, 2~+7,2a!+13,2a+l9,2a+25,2a+31 i mock 37, a = 0,1,2 
(4, IO, 16,22,X 34) mod 37. 
_I.pc. -.___- ___ ..- _-.- .._ ..____-_..-__.-  _._____-. _ _ z_i.. _ _ .__-_-.__ ~ ______________ - _-__ __ _-__uIII 
Roof. By Lemma 5.29, u E f3&, 1) zmd it suffices to sllow that 
v E B( 6, 156 for every v E K, . For v z 0 or 1 (mod 3) this follows from 
Lemma 5.33 and for v E I (mod 5 1 this folIows from Lemma 5.33. If v 
is a power 01’ atI cxid prime, v E b(b, 15) follows from Lemma 4.4. For 
other v’ahies of v lfx proof is given in Table 5.19. 
&oaf. For X = 3, 21 E B(6,3) follows from Lemma 5.32; for X = 5, 
21 E B(G,S) follows from Lemma 5.33. For X = 4 WC’ prove 21 E B(6,4P. 
x = GF(4, x2 = s q I) x CF(4, .x2 = x+l)u{(~~~:i=o,1,2,3,4}. 
q = Blocks of I?[6 9 2; 16% on GF(4) x GF(4A 
((OOa)r(ODa+Q+B ),(~,8),(0,ar),(1,ar+1),(2,art2)> mod i-90, 
a=O,l,2, P=OJ, 
((*3),(00128),(0,0),(0,0)ril,0),(2,0)) mod G-Aq P= 0, L 
{ (“4 ), (“p 1, (09 0>9 ( !i 01, (07 1 A t0Y 21 Qd 147 ---A G+ = 0% 1 l 
For other values of X > apply Lemma 2 
320 X. Xumni / Bounced ivtcomplete block desiprs 
tsc-,f. The necessity folkws ‘from Theorem I. 1. To prove sufficiency 
abate that X &tcrmilles the values of u for which the coudition of the 
rc”m is satisfied. By Lcmn\a 2.3, it suffices to consider o171y those 
adds of X which a;t c factors of 30 alId in our case -- because k = 6 is 
~~~~~ “j only factors of 15 rm! X = 2 and we obtain 
1 or 6 (mod 15), 
for = 3, at f 1 (mod 5). 
lrX= 5. TV= Oar 1 (mod 3), 
for X = i: 5, awy tt. 
all iilcsc cases _I- with cxceptiou of X = 2, u = 2 1 - the existence 
re rclc~ant BlpBD’s is proved in Lemmas 5.3 1, 5.32, 5.33 and 5.34, 
ctiwely. Considering Lemma 5% the theorem is proved completely. 
ltlras bhren prov& by Connor and Ha11 [ 9,lS ] that the exceptional 
IBD B( 6,2: 211 tloes not exist, see Lemma 1.3. 
Only partiaI results are givr:n here, namely mzcessary aild sufficient 
itions are obtainecl for BIBD’s with k = 7 and x = 6, 7 and-42 Haw- 
lable. constructions of BIBD’s with smaller values 
ly Lemma 3.13 with t = 2, s = 7, but for 49 G u C 56 with 
r := 7. Check with the help of Theorem 3.1. For 14 3;r: 630, 
2_, 1. f(90), follo s by Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.7 rnd 
ng 
Proof. I.et v = 6u + 1, where tr is a positive integer. By LemwIxi 5.36, 
td E GD((7,8,9), 1 9 I(d9)). By Lemmas 2.26, .24 alId 4.25, it suffices 
to show that u = ijp + ! E B( 7,7) for every p E 1149). For 2 .= 4 the 
lemma is trivial, if u is a power of an odd grime, then v E B( 7,, *‘I by 
krn~na 4 .2. Far other values of u see Table 5.20. 
Tahfe 5.20. 
_^_. uI----_“___ _ _-. -. _ . _“__ _ _.... ,_____.- _ __- _” ____ _-- L - ..-. _-.--__ -..- -_.-- - 
c1 u Iq7.7; UJ 
-_-._L _ .-._.__--...-_.-____-”  -- ._ _._^. .I _- _. . _ _ _ _. __.. ___ _ .I. _-- _ __ .._ __ .._ -- -__._ _ _-- ---- .- v_.-- 
9 5s Lemmas 4.25 and 2.11. 
14 85 Lemma 3.23 (r = 12) and 13 E B(7,7) by Lemma 4.2. 
1s 91 We prove 91 E GD(7,1,7). [ 24%. X = 267,3) x i-X13,2). 
:+ = c@M,, (0,3a), ICI; 7a+6), (2,3ct++). (2,3a+lO), 14,3a+2), (4, :-‘c._I-~ 8)) 
mod (7, )13), ct=o, I. 
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6 15 ‘We prove t ia E GD(7,7,6). X = iZ15,2) u (w}, x Z(19,2). 
P = B!ocks of S[?, 7; 191 on {al) x Z(!9), 
<(a; )~(0;3cr),~%;3a+:!),~8;3a+4~,(O;3a+lO),(i;3a+S),(2;3u+l2)~ 
mod (5; 19). a = 0, 1, ,.., 5, 
“(_;ib),(%;B),i%~::+9),~y;,3+3).,~y;~+l2),~y+2;~+6)~0.+2~~+15)~ 









.Y = f(3) x I(6) x I(8) u {a). 
“b f: ~iocks of B[ 7,7; 191 on I(3) X I(6) X (i} LI {a]., i E I(8), 
Biwks of T(7.7; 3f (exists by Theorem 3.11) on I(3) x H for every block B 
of GD(7, I ,6;481 (exists by Lemma 4.24)on i(6) x l(8). 
Lemma 3.1 I, 25 E Ti7,1) and 25 E B(7.7). 
We prow 186 e GD(7,?,6). X = U(S, 2) u {=$ x 2(31,3). 
P = Mocks of A!#[ 7,7; 3 1 j on 1-1 x 243 t ). 
;a),I$;a+tS),(P;a+S),1P;a+20),~+2;a+lO),W+2;a+25)) 
2 times, a=O,1,2,3,4, p=O,l, 
~~~~~l~).(%;3a+1O),i%;3a+2S).(1;3a+5),~1;3a+20),(3;3a),(3;~+15)~ 
a = 0,1,2,3.4, 
f0;3y+lO),~%;~y+20),~0;3y+25),~1;3y+5),(2;3y+~S)~ 
mod IS;31 ,$, y = 0, E , . ..* 9. 
X = ZQ6) X Zf31,3) u ((-i): i = 0, 1, . . . . 18). 
‘a ‘= BIOdCb OF Bf 7,7; 19 J on {(yi): i = 0, 1, . . . . lfj), 
~~l~~~~.~:;(o’,a~ls)*~.~ ,a+SM1’,a+20),~3’,a+lCI,(3’,a+25)~ 
a = 0,1, . . . . 14, 
~~~~~~),~O~~~)~~I~,a+5),~2~,a+10),(3(,a+15).(q.ra+20).(5’,a+2~~~ 
mod G-,31), a = 0.1, . . . . 14, 
~c~p+,~s),~0’,7~+~+15),(1’,7~+y+20),~2’,7~+y+25).(3’,7~+yS, 
(-3’,7’p+r+5~,(5’,7p+y+10)) mod (--, 31), p = O,l, f = 0, 1, . ...6. 
~~~f7~,(O’,29)rCl‘r4),(2~~9),(3’, 14),(4’,19).(5’,24)>mod (--,3i), 
W=& (O’, O), HI’, 3), (O’, 10). (O’, 131, (0’. 20), (O’, 23)) mod (6,31), 
:113SMj.~O’.%)r(l’.0),~2’,0),~3’,%~,~4’,0).~S‘,%)~rnod (--.31), 7 times, 
~~I0’,~~).10’,2a+10),~0’,2a~20).~1’,2a+21),(2’,2a+2),I4’,2a+11), 
(!K 2a+1)) mod (6,31), Q = 0, 1, ,.., 14. 
I~~zu 3.11, 31 FT(7,l)and 31 e&7,7). 
0 =2(7.3)x2(31,3)u((~j):i=0,1,...*17). 
= Bfock!iofBf7,1;49) on fj)X Z(31) u{(mi): i = 0, E,..,, 17},j~g(7) 
~~~a~,~%rO)rt~,3),(%,1O~r~%.13),~%,20),~%,23))mod~7,31), a=O,I,... S, 
Form a resof~ode transversall design RT[ 7,l; 3 1 ] on Z(3J ) x Z(7), adjoin each 
of i&e pointa (-a+b)$ a = 0, 1, . . . . 11 p to ;,I$ . .>alvks of a paraltel class of blocks; 
SJ abe c&a&d blocks of size 8: by Lemma 4.1 p 8 E B(7,6); further take once 
the blocks of these paralit classes without the &joint point (~a+~). Blocks of 
other partie glasses take 7 times each. 
mma 4.1,41 E B&7)2 ltpply Lemmas 2.16,4.24 and 2.11. 
3.23 tr = 36) and 3? EI 8(7,7) by Lemma 4.2. 
3.22 Ir = 37). 
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Table 5.20 (cont.), 
c_-*- -_._ - ^ __-__- _--_ -_- 
cr u B[7,7;u) 
HI...._ -__-. -.--. .-..___ -. -. -.-.__ ._.__. .------- -__*__-____ -.__._ _ _-_. _.,____________ _ _, 
44 265 Xz2(6) >I 2(37*2)u((“i): i= 0,19...,42). 
* = Blocksol Bf7,7;431 on {C=i): i = 0, 1, . . . ,42}, 
mod (6,37)9 /3 = 0.1, . ...6, 
VW 
B 
~,(~‘,0b,(l’,8~,~2’,0~,(3’,0~,~4’,0~,~5’,0~~m~~d (- ,371, p=O,l, . ..A& 
WI,0),(0’,4~ (Q’,7h(O’, 161, (O’, PO), IO’, 281, [O’, 31)) mod (6,37). 
_F- _l_.l_ -_e__e__ _^l_l_. _._ . . _ . ..___“__._ ..__ _ - _, _. . . ._. .-._ -._- _ _ 
&CM& Let u =t 7u + e, where tr is :f positix integer and E = 0 or 4. By 
Lenma 5.36, u E CD({7,8,9}, 1,1(49)). By Lemm;l:r, 2.25, 2.26,4.27 
and 4.28, it suffices to show t%at u = 71.L ‘f E E t2(7,6J for every 
fl E &49). For v = ? the lemma is trivial, (8,64) c B( ‘7,6) by Lemma 
4~1,{29.43,71,113,.1:!7,169,197,~11,239,281,337)cB(7,3jby 
Lemma4.3,(63,77, IN, 133, 161, 175, 189,203,217,259,28?,301,329} 
C B<7,3) by Lemmas 4.26 and 2. II 0, {SO, 78,92, 120, 134, 1C 2, 176, 190, 
204,21S, 260,288,302,330) c 8(?, 6) by Lemmas 4.26 and 2.14, con- 
si king 8 E 8(7,6). For other values of u see Table 5.21. 
Table 5.21. 
--- ____cc__.___-._I____.-__ _B^--___-_.l_-_l_m_ 
11 B[7,6; u] 
-“M-P ----v_-I-_-._4_.c___ __“. __.v.I_ _----- I. w-e 
14 X=2(13,2) w [m). 
x! = (-,0,2,4,6,8,101 mod 13, 
. 
@,O, 2,4,6,8,10> mod 13. 
15 lSEf3(7,3). 1121. X=2(3,2)x Z&2) 
,i9 = (t0,0A (0.0h f 0, 4, U&2), t I, 81, f 1 , 11, t 1.3)~ mod I 3,s 1. 
21 21 c 8(7,3). [ 121. x = 2(3,2) x 2(7,3). 
H =((0,o),($,2),(0,4),(O,a), tO,(lr+3),(l,a~~l),~l,a~4)~mod(-,7~, ~x=O,lJ, 
~(O,OMO1 ~~~0,3~,~0,5~,~1,1~,~1,3~,I1,5~~ mod (-,7h 
qc;‘, 01, w. a (PI 1). (P, 3, (PI 3, (A 4). (P1 w, ti = O* 1. 
22 x = 2(3,2) x 2(7,3) ?I {pJ,)* 
31, OX lh (0,4), (1.21, II, 5)) mod “3,7J. 
0,2), @,4h (1, Oh f ,2h (L4N mod (3,7h 2 times, 
0,l h @,Jh (09 3h ( ,4L (Q, 5)) mod t 3, -1. 
. ..--_.^.. -- _c-..“--- 
28 ti B(?. 2). 1121. Form B(9,L; 37 1 with X = 2(,37,2). and 
ti = (0,4,8,12,16,20,, 24,28,321 mod 37, and delete any ane block and all its points. 
x = CZC4) u {m), x 2(X3). 
ra = ((00, f-& @=.I), (~21. i-, 3), i-,4), h, Sh i timq 
(P, b,~~:,i~+3~,(~~,0),~0’,2rr),(0’.2a+3),~1’,0) iL $jhwd (4,7), a=O,l, 
W, i 1, t-, 41, W, 0h 10”. 1 )I, iO’,4), ( I’, 4% (3’, 01) md (4, :I), 
~(~,0),~O’,,2~*2),(0’,2..:+5),~~’,2a),C~”,2~+3),(2’ 2a+f),(2’,2rr+4))mod C4,7), 
u = (5, 1, 
WK0MK 3Lil’. lbJ1’,4::,~2’, ?b,(2’,5),(3’,0)Imod (4.7). 
(~.4),(1,0),Il,3)>mod (5.h 
SI?, 2aL 10.. 2a+3), (0.2~ 2),10,2a+S), (1, i&13, %x+1), (3,2a+4), mod (5 7’, 
(P,4),(P+Z,Or.(P+2,3), mod is,?), p= 0.1, 
3.lL8ETT67,l)and 8EBI7,6). 
7.3,. X = 1213.2) x 2(19,2). 
c(0,+jj,(gil,5a+13;1,(g,S0r4 28),(0,S~),~O,S~+3~,(0,50r+ls),(O,d~+18~~ 
mod (2,.Jl), a = 0, i,2, 
0).10.~O),f0,2u),~0,9).i0,19i,i0,29~~mod(2,31), B=O,l, 
a+2~,fYI,Scu+l7),~0,Scp~4),~0,5a+7),CO,Sar+19),(0,5a+22)~ 
I), 0: =O, 1.2. 
~pr~ve~4~GW.W). X=Zi7,3)xZi11,2)~(~~~):i=~,l,...,6). 
3 = tGq* (0; a+2~,IOlar+7),(2;~+1),(2;a+6),(4;&+3),(4;c~~8)>mad (7;11), 
Or = ii, I. 2,3, 
,:(~li~),II);O1,(0;5~~(2;2),(2;?),~4;1)1.(4;6))mod U;li),
).(2;a+3),12;a+8), d4;u+2), (4;a+7)> mod (7; 1 I), 
0; I!), 10;6h I2;O), (2;S), (4; 21, (4; 7)) mod (7; 1 I). 
2X63 and 84 E GD(7,6,7) as above. 
Table 5.2 i (cont. 1. 
___....^.__V _.l.l_-,_- _A---.- -_. .r.- --_.-.  - _-.-- --e-e_ ..-.-..-- ^._I - - _.-. -- - _____-_ - _ ^ _... __ ____. ____ __ 
V Bf7,6; V) 








Lemma 2.16, 14 6% Lf(7.6) anti Lemma 4.27. 
99 E&(7,3). Lemmil 3.23 (r* = 14) and 15 E B(7.3) 33’ atwe. 
105 G GD(7,3,7j by Lemma 2.16, 15 E BV, 3) and Lemma 4.27. 
Lemma 2.14,s 5 817.6) and 105 6: GD(7.3.7) as above. 
WC prove 1: 2 t= CDU, 2.7). x = Zf?, 3) x GF(16, x4 = x + 1). 
.B = ‘~~;~~,~ci;3a~,fO;3ar+$~,t2;3~+5),(2;3a~8),(3;3a+lOj,~~4;3cu+13)>~nod (7;16), 
Q = 0,1.2,3,4. 
!%q;ove 126~GD(7,6,7). X=2(7,3)~2(17.3)v~(~~):i=0,1,...,6). 
P = @Q,(O;Q~, UJ;u+8),(L;~t.+3), (2,~:+1 I j,(4:cr+$),I4;ar+l2ji mod (7; 17j, 
01 = 0, ls2.3. 
:(~iS+4j,(O;8~+lj,(1;8~+3j,(2;H~~2?,(3;Hp+6~.~4;8p+4j.(5;r;~+5)~ 
mod (7; 171, 8” 0, I, 
f’(mg),10;7),(O;f5),(2;5),~2; 1_3),/4;~),(4;t~))tnod (7;17), 
i~~:8),rO;~j~(O;~‘+8),f2;~+6),~2;~+14~,(4;~+4~,C4;~+12)‘mod (7; 171,
y=&l,..., 6, 
((9;~),(O;cu+4j,kO;a+l2),(2;rr+?),IZ;a:+15; f4;cuj,f4;~~+8)>mod (7;17), 
a=O,1.2,3. 
Hi;’ PtOVt! IdO E GDT7,6,7). X = Z(793) X ;II( 19.2) U ‘.(Quj)I i = 0, 1, ...* 6). 
p = ~(~QIj~(O;~+.6),~O;a+l5),,2;~+1j,(Z;s+lO),(4;s+3),~4;~+12jimod (?;l!Jj, 
ar=O, 1,2, 
((*@+a), (0; &j* ITsi fi +9)* (2; i3+ 31, (2, i- l gW2),(4; p+8), (4;8+17H mod 17; !9). 
B=OA 
rjftla+5),10;9~+&),(I;9~+8),(2;9~+i),(3;9~+i1).!4;9,A+9~.(5;9B+10), 
mad (7; 19j, $ = 0.1, 
<fQI;$).~O;~+2~,(~~;~~11~,1‘2;y~5~,I2;~+14~,~4r~+1),~4;~~1O~~m0d~7;19), 
r=O,f,...A, 
~(~;q)j,(O;~j,~O:~+9),~2;~+4),~2;6~13),(4:li+6),(4;ti+15)~ mod (7; 191, 
bi = 0, 1, .*., 5. 
141 E &7,3). Lemma 3,23 and 21 E R(7,3) as above. 
l-37 f G1){7,3,7) by Lemma 2.16, 21 E B17.3) and XCWW 4.27. 
i. cmma 2.t4,8 E B(?, 6) and 147 E GD(7,3,7j as above. 
1.54 E GDi?, 6.7) by Lemma 2.116, 22 E BC7,6) and Lemma 4.27. 
Lemma 2.14,8 E B(7,6j and 154 E GD17,6,7j a% above. 
it’= /(S, x 1(2lj. 
il = Blocks of 8[?,6; 8] on 118) X (i}R iE 1(21), 
Farm B[7* 3; 211 on 1(21) and for every block, B of this design take 2 times the blocks 
0fT[7,1; 81 on 08) X B. 
Lemma 2.25 (with itt = 2), 91 E CID! ,*, 1,7) as in ?‘able 5.20, 14 E B(7,6j as above and 
14 E CDt7,3,2) by Lemma 4.29. 
183 E &7,3j by Lemma 2.26 (with no = 2), 9 ! E GIN?. 1.7) as in Table 5.20, 
15 E B(7.3) as above and 14 E GD(7,3,2) by Lemma 4.29. 





Lemxa3.9,5=7,t=lrr=29,~t = v -- 203; rl hits the values 7,21,22,28,29; 
further {?, 8,29,21,22.28) c B(7,6). 
MC 521 (cont.). 
^_ __ -‘- ~_l __ _,__ I______  ___.. __.___l_.l_- __.___-_ - _ -- _.._ - . _-_ - _ -..- l_-l_--_-l-., -_ 
ts Bp.6: 01 
-ss-* es l”*l”xxI _“. _I. -_-I -.- ._ ..-..- __ - - .- _-_-_- .- _-- ..- . .- ..1 .-_-. -_. -_ ._- -_ ---_ _______. _. __u___~ 
2 w * 247,, 3) x 2(31,3) w {(a=$ i = oj 1, . . . . xi). 
15 = Blocks ofB’[7,6: 211 on {(ml): i = 0, 1, .w.I XI), 
cc-,), (0,W, (0,3), t@. IO), (0,131, i0+2W, M, 23)) mod (7.31 P, Q = %l c .B*, 5, 
Form RT[ 7, I ; 311 ENI Zf3 i ) X Z(7); for 13 = 0. I, . . . . 14 adjoin the point (=J~+~) 
to all blocks of a distinct paraflel class of blcacks and form S[ 7.6; 81 on each so 
enlarged block: the blocks of other parallel classes of blocks take 6 times each. 
2&S E GD(7,6,3) b:f Lemma 2.16,35 E B(7,6) and Lemma 4.27. 
tcmlma 2.14, 8 tf &7,6) and 245 E GD!7,6,7) as above. 
252 E GD(7,6,7) by Lemma 2.16,36 E 61(7,6) and Lemma 4.27. 
2.14,8 E B17.6) and 252 CA GDi7,6,7) as above. 
I 266 E GD(7,6,7). X = 2(7,3) x Z(37,2) u ((mi): i = 0,1, ..a, 6). 
~,(0;2cr+i2),(0;2at~3O),i2;2111+1S),~2;2a+33),~4;2or+16),(4;2~~+34~~ 
m6xJ (7;37), Q = O,1,2, 
C(oeg+j),CO;28).(0;20+18).(2;2P+31,12;2ii+21).(4;213+6),14;2P+241) 
mod $7; 371, p = 0, 1, 
+p+sh(O; 188+4).U; 188+8hI2; lB@6),~3; 18@+14,,(4; 18@+lO),(5; 1&?+12)2 
(7,371, P = 0.1, 
(0;2,41),(012y+f9),(2;2y+~),(2;2r+22),(4;2y+Zp+5),14;2, +2p+23)> 
mod(7,37), p3=0,1, y=O,l,+, 8. 
cO;2a+4~,~~~:2~+~2~,12;2~+7),~2;2s+25),t4;2s+~O),(4;2s+2s,~ 
:f 1, (0; 271), $0; 2q4lSh (2; 2q+ 3). (2; 2~421), (4; 2q+4), (4; 2~+22), mod (7; 371, 
L~mmma 2.14.8 4% B(7.6) and 266 E GD[7,6,7) 3s above. 
X2X(7,3> XZ(37,2)V((~j):i= 0,1,...,113). 
E’ of 5’[ 7.6; 141 on {(ml): i = 0,1, . . . . 13), 
(0, W, (1 l $1, (2,0), 13,0,, 14,0h (5,CW mod t -_, 371, 6 times, 
1: family !A off blocks as below. 
.d = h(wQ9, (0,20), (0,2ap418), (2,&43f, (2,2a42f), !4,2&4), (4,2cr+22)> mod (7,371, 
Q = 8, t, . ..* 5, 
cIoo~g+y+a,),(O,6P+21’6),10,68+2r+24),(2,6~+2y+9),C2,6~+2~+27), 
(4,6~+~~412),~4,,68t2y+30))rnc~ (7,37), p O,l, y =:6,1, 
~(=i~4r410M3, l8~.!46y+W,(f, 188+6y+l4),(2,i8~+6y+12),13,18~+6~42O), 
i4,18P+6y+16M5,118@+by+M~~mod (7,,3?), @= 0.1, y = 0.1, 
,~0,2~+1).~0,26+1’~~),i2,26~4),(2.2s~22),~4,2S+2~.~5),(4,2b+2~+23), 
(7,37), ft=O,i+ ci=O,l, . . . . 8, 
.10,:?~~12),~0,2~+3C),(2,?,~~15),(2,2~l+33).~4,2~+16),(4,2t;)~34)~ 
tl = 0.1,2, 
,(O, 2rl,AO, 2~ +189.,f2,2r;+3),~!2,2r+21). (4,21~46),{4,2~~+24)) 
Lr - 0,1,2,5,$. 
,6; dj on I#) :r< {i), i E 1(3!ij, 
13511 and for ev-ry block B of this design *take the blocks of 
Tabie 5.21 (ccrnt.). 
--- __ -w-*--u_ ---.....w.-.- ~1-11.---..--------_-.-~- II-.~-~.----.--_~_____~_.-~~.- _ y__-m-- __ 
V B[7,6; u! 










294 E GD(7 6,7) by Lemma 2.16,42 E B(7,6) and Lemma 427. 
Lemma 2.14,8 E B(7,6) and 294 E GD(7,6,7) as above. 
Lemma 3.9, P = 7, t = 1, f = 43, q = u -- 301; rl has the values 7,8,14,15,21,22,3~; 
further (7,8,43,14,15,21,22,35) C B(7,6). 
-I-- ~~I____-_-~--II~-_-.-~-c-~Iu. “______ ___ __ .-__.-.-.-d_/. __h_cI.----..-- -__I 
Proof. By Lemma 5.37, it is sufficient to show that u E B(7,42) for every 
u E A”,. If v 5 1 (mod 6), v E B(7,42) folbws from Letrlma 5.38; iI’ 
US 0 w 1 (rriad 7), v E H('7,42) fcAlows from Lemma 5.39. aild if ;V is a 
prime-power this foliows from Lemma 4. i. For other ~alu& of u E li’, , 
VE 8(7,42) is proved ifI Table 5.22. 
Table 5.22. 
-..--w-. .._..--_ l_-l_II--___-_.r-_-I-_ .___ -- _*_...I-- P-----_-. 
v Bf7,42;o] 






LO E B(7,14). Lemma 4.5 and 10 E 813,22 by Lernm~ 5.6. 
Lemma 4*6, t 1 E B(6,3) by Lemma 5.32 arnd 11 E B/7, ?l) by Lemma 4.3. 
X=2(17,3)u++ 
% = {m,Ot,41+4,cufS,Qr+8,cu+l2,Orf13> mod 13, 01 = 0,1( 2,3, 
h, 2,3,6,10,11,14> mad 17, 2 times, 
(00, (3,2,3,8,1O,ll) mod 17, 
c$!I*pl,p+3,p+4,~+9*~tl1,~+l2~rtiod 17, r3=O,l,...Jk 
~~,ar~htl,(1!+4,~+8,~+9,cr~12~ mw: 17, a = c),lJ, 3. 
X = 2(19,2) \_I (-1. 
>M = ~~,a,at3,a:t6,a+9,art12,atlSrmod 19, 2 times, @ s 0,1,2, 
+, 2,3,8,9,14,15 j mod 19, 
c0,cf,crt3,art6,cut9,~+12,~t+:S)mod 19, 4 times, a’5 ‘P 1,2, 
C&O,1,6,7,12,i3lmod 19. 
X = 2(23,5) w f-j. 
‘3 = (015,~,~+1,~+3,~+I1,~+12,r+14>mot, 23, pr = 2,5,7,& 1% 18, 
<=~,1,3,6,12,14,17~mod 23, 
(0, crt2, a+4, at 7, at13, CutIS, at-18 nlod 23, QQQl $ . . . . 9, 
cQ,3pI 3p1, 3p+3, 3@+11,3p+I2, 3&M) mod 2% a = $19 293, 
cQ,3y+l, 3yt2,3yt4,3yt12,3yt13,3ry+15~mo~~ p=O,8,2. 
s = c&q25, .x2 = 2x + ,2i ti (-). 
%= !-3,p.p+4. r+13, ~~412, p+l6, p+201 mod 25. once for g= O,4 times for p =: 2, 
2 times for u = 3, 
$&a. a+4, p8. (~412, a+16,a+20) mod 25, 4 times, Q = O,l,2,3, 
, v+12, ~416, v+N3, mod 25, wxeforv=O, 2 timesforvr t. 
~1 p4.~+7,~r+l4,p+lS,ji4 2ljmod 29, M = 2,8,lO, 12, 
a*, 2,6,W, 14,18,22> mod 29, 2 times, 
J=LO, 11, 43,14,92,272 mod 29, 
sx+5),ub;~,ar+I$.a+23!mod 29, cr=O,l,..., 12, 
v=O,1,3,4,5*6,7,9,11,13* 
3 c- 
n= dO,0 j, (1, @I> mod (3,11), 5 times, 
Za+l),~c).2c:+3).(1,2a+l),(t,2cr+3)~mc;-rt (3,fl), 
.2B~~22),~0,2S+4~,10,0~,f1,0~.~y,i~,~y+1,9i~mod~3,1lj, fi=O.l, 
).(0,0),(~,0),Cy,?I),(y~i,S))mod (3, ll), y= i), 1. 
). x = 2f3.2) X i!?( 11,2) ‘3 {(-;I). 
3,!O,~).(O,~),(i,$),(l,ir)) mod (-, if.), wux tar p = O,2 times 
~~~.~b~.IG:,~f,~O,a+2~,fO,a+5~.~C),a+7~,(l,~~+l).(l,ct+6):mod (3,tl), 
a =z O. f.2,3,4, 
“‘f> ~b~,~~,u).i~~,v+l~,tO,v+5~,~~,v~~6),(1,~:+3),(1,v~S)~ mod 13, II . 2 times 
t’w~=*I.~nceforv-t. 
W.~I& ik CJA (IJ,3), UJ,5), to,&),’ !,4), I I, 9)? mod (3, 11). 
x = Z( :7,2) ‘_ 1 (a+ 
G :~,rt.~cb.r+~2,~+!8,~+24,~+3C)1>mnod 37, 2 times fur p = 2,4 times fur ti = 4, 
inix fCpr p = .S. 
,Q..Q+~, a+l2, ct+18. ar+24, a+3@:? mod 37, 453mes, rr=O,1,..., 5, 
,v, v+6,~+~2,~+18,~+24.~+3O1 mod 31;‘. 2 times for v = CI,, 1.3, once for v = 5. 
39EBe?, 21). X=Z(3,2)x Zq13,2). 
‘fi =~~~~~~~~,fO,a~,~O.ai+4~,f~,at+8),(l.a+l),(l,a+S),(l,a+B)~mod 1’3,13), 
ef := C-J, 1, “., 11, 
.(0,3p+&b,(l,3p),ii,3j3+4),(1,3~+8)>rlr~ (3,131, 
(0,0),,11,0umod (3, 11). y=O, 1,2. 
)> mod (-, 131, once ‘or ~1 = 2,3,4, 
,~O,a+6h~0,~~+9), (l,or+l), (l,a+7)> mod (3,13), 
2),d0,P+7),r;O;,B+8),(1,2~+3),(1,2~+9),mod (3,13), 
,y+6),(O,r+%),(l,y+2),(l,y+8)>moc; (3,131, y=O,l. 
___ __--_-.__ --_--_ .__. _ . -- -1-e.-----w--w- ^__ I--.------I. ----- -.--- .__-_ -.__.. _ ___- -_. 
w BIf.42; uj 









43 E fw, 2). x = iZff, 21 L-J {-}, x 2(7,3) cd {(.=y -1). 
.?3 = ((m, -1. (O@, 4)1, (8,8,, (O*(b), 12, $1, (3.8,) mad ( - ,7), 2 times, 
:(-,0h Cm, Oh (~5 l), +,2), +, 3h h4h (00, SN, 2 times, 
~~~~0)1(Q).0),f0.3~rI~,2~rC~,5)r~~+2r 1)&+2,4))mod (SJ), Q= 0,l. 
ixmma 4.6,43 E B(6,5) by Lcmmrr 5.33.43 G B(7.2) as above ard 33 E B(7,3) by 
Lemma 4.3. 
4:%BB(7,2t). X=Zt5,2)xGI’(9,xz=2x+l). 
+ = ~~0,0).~~,0),1~.~).(~,~+4),~~+2,0),~~+2,~~2),(~+2,~+6)~mod (5.9). 
a=O,l,2,3, g=O,l, 
ct0,8),(i3,#1+2~),(P,B+2~+4),(~cl,~+2r+2),(13+1,~+2g+6), @+2,~+2+1), 
@+2,p+2yfW mod (5,9), 2 times, 0 = 0, 1, -f = 0, E, 
46,0).QL@L t&$+4), (B+l,0),~p~2,P+2),(13+2.P+6),~~3,0))mod tS,9), 
3 times, p = 0, f . 
x=z13,2)xzll3,2)w((~~,:i=o,1,..., 6). 
3 = W=*) i-, ), (“z ‘, (y), h4), t-,), C-,)j, 42 times, 
~(~a),~0,Q),~~f,6ct*~).~1)1Q~+~+4),~0,6~+~+8),(l,6~+~),(1.6~+~+6)~ 
mod ~3, 13). Qr”O,l,...,S, p=O,l,... ,5, 
~(~a),/U,~+l),~I~,cr+S~.tQ,~+9),~l,a~,~l,~+4j,~l,a+8)>mod~3,l3), 
Q = 0, 1, . ..* 5, 
((~,‘~,(0,13).(O,ii+4).(O,B ~8),it,P+l),Il,P”5,.fl,P’9))mod43,13), 
@ = 0, 1, l ..B 5, 
(Im6j,(0,3),(0,~),10,8),t1.0).(1,4),C1.8))mod (3,131, 
W,A 2t), (0,2-y +I 1, (0+ 27 + 2h (0,27 +4J, (0,2r +§A (0,0?. ( 1,0>) mod 4% 13). 
1 = 0.1.2. 
x = 2147,s) w {=+ 
,b =iao,~~,11+2,~1+4,~1+23,~1+25,ir+27)rnod4?, P = 0,2,6, 
. 
~~,v,w+I,v+3,vt23,~+25,v+26.m~ 47, v--&11, 
(‘~1.5, t8,19.28,41,42> mod 47, 2 times, 
t&p, y+2, p+J, p+23,~+25, p+27> mod 47, p= 1,3,4,5.7,8 ,... ,22, 
cu9,LJ,v+2,v +3, v+23, v+25, v+26~ mod 47, v = 0, 1” . . . . 7,9, lO, 12,13 )..., 22. 
X r+ 2(43* 3) U (ODi: i = O,l) d-s+ 7). 
‘zf = hocks of Rf 7,42; 81 (exists by Lemma 4.1) on {mi: i = 0, I, . . . . 71, 
Blocks of 8[7,2; 43 ] (as above) on 2(43), 
(“,,C3,B+7.~+14,P+21,at28,at35,mod43, o;=OJ ,..., 7, p&l...., 6 
52~f?B(7.14). X=GF(4,.2-,x’+l)x2113,2). 
‘@ = ((010h (0,a (0. ol-~4),(~,(r+8),(O,cu~l3,(1,a+5),I2,<r~~9~!m~d (4, I3h 
rk = 0, 1) . . . . 5, 
c(@,(,J,, @,a), (o,a+6), (l,cr+2), Wa+8:, (2,~+4), (2,ar+ 10)? mod (4,131, 
a = 0. 1, *.., 5, 
((0,p)~& pt3).@, ~+6),10,13+6),(.0,63fJ\/),lO,0~.(1,0,,(2,0:1>mod (4J3L p = 0, 1*2, 
<(0,0),i0,r~,c0,r+4),(0,r+8),(0,0),(1.0),(2,0)!mod (4, W Y = Ol+l. 
x = i!(53,2) u (-). 
~1s = <OQ, p g+5, p+7, p+26, 11+3J9 p+33’ mod 53, p = 10,15,17,25. 
irxl,3,5,4,29,31,35>mod 53, 2 times, 
(~,20,;;4,25,46,50,5 1 J mod 53, 
N HanarC / Balanced irwomplete block desijys 329 
Table 5.22 (cont. ). 
* For further reference. 
330 H. Hanani / &hnct?d incomplete block designs 
Table 5.22 (cont.) 
~_ ___.~I~__ -_,-. --.. ---. ___ . ._ _ ___ . .__._ .._ - __.-_._- ___ __ _ _.__ . . - ._-_ ..- . ..- 
V B[ 7.42: u) 
e ~~~-~~_I~“~~I_L-~__I.LI_ Ie lL-- .__. _- ____ - _--_ .r . . . __ - . - . _-_..-._.__ _ - ___ _-._ __________ __ 
,p, r+S,p+7,p+26, j~+31, ~33, mod 53, cc = 0, 1, . . . . 9, II, 12, 13, 14, 16, 
v+26, v+3O, v+Sl) nwi 53. v = 0, 1, . ..* 19,21,22,23,24,25. 
) w {(-iI: i = 0, 1, . . . . 81. 
~8 = lfl~ks of 8[7,42; 91 on {{mi): i = /4,1, . . . . 81, 
~I~~~,~8,$)tO,~).~9r~+b),~O,~+4),~C~,~+l2).(p,9)~mod (3,171, a = 0,1,...,7, 
P=O,l* 
Q)),(O;a+8P).(O,a+89+1),(O,a~~813+2),(1,ar+11~+3),(1,a+8p+4’)~ 
17h a = 0, 1, . ..* 7, P= 091, 
.~+88~~(0,a+8~~+f~,~O,cr+8~~2),(~,a+8~+H~,fl,a+W~+8),~l,a+8p+l0)~ 
snug IS, t 71, u=Q,l,..., 7, p=o,1, 
VQh (9. al. (9, a+8),(0,a+1),(0,~+9j.,Il,a~2~, (l,a+lU)> mod (3,17), 
Q = 0, 1, . . . . 7, 
~~~~),~ii,9),(0,P+2),(0,B+l~~,~l,C;~,~:I,P+6).~1,P+14)~ mod (3, L7), 2 times, 
B=O,l, 
~d~~)r~~19~.t~,4P),~O.4P+8),t1,9),Il.~4~),(l,4p+8)~mc~ (3,171, p=O, 1, 
(Q, l,,co,9,,(t,9),(1,5,. Il. 13jjmod (3,17), 
,(0,4p+y),~O,4p+y+8j,qp*9),(1,4~-y+7),!1,4~~-y$IS); 
1, P=O,l, y=O,l, 
JO, t),CO,9),.(1,9),(1,5),(?, 13)) mod (3.17). 
= .%(6i, 2) u {=)o 
= (“9 Y, r+lO, ~+20, r+3O, p+40, j~+Sd),l and 61. 2 times for p = 0,4 time>; for 
p = 2, owe ior p = 3, 
~11 y+lO, u+20, g+30. r(+40, r+SO> mod 6,1, once for p = 3, 2 times f, Jr 
= 1.4,5,6,7,8,9, 
Qr, a+lO, a+20, a+3f),a+40, a+ 50) yltoc961, 4 times, Q: = 0, 1, . . . . 4. 
e-x- T~*-~~- _-” -1-y . - e-1-- - --- -I__-_- _-. _-______ _ ._._ ___ ._._I___ ______ __ _ ___ _ 
- f ) s 6 (mod 6) and Xur[tl - I) = 0 (mod 42). 
he sufficiency follows 
1ma 2.3. 
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In August 1973, Gollens prepared [ 81 a computzrised list of BIBD’s 
arranged by their order. It appears that already for small values of u 
there are parameters k and X for which the existence of the respective 
BIBD’s has been unknown. 
In ‘Table 5.23 a complete list is given of parameters 16 < u G 43, 
8 G k G fu and the smallest X for which the con&tion of Theorem 1.1 
is satisfied. Whenever for such value of h no BLBD exists, olr if it is un- 
known whether such design exists, the multiples of these values of X are 
listed. Also BIBD‘s arz listed with k = 7 and X 6 { 6, 7,42) - BIBD’s with 
< 7 and with k = 7 and X E {6, 7,42r have been dealt wit;1 in Sections 
;. 1 V--5.5. The discussion of BIBD’s with k > 4~ may be omitted by Lem- 
ma 4.5. 
Some of the &signs constructed in Table 5.23 are well-known and 
appear in existing tables of BIBD’s. Others are new. There is a number 
of parameter sets V. li, X for whi& the existence of BiBD’s is still UII- 
known. 
Tilble 5 -23. 
.-_ -WI__._____._-- _-__- . ..-- -_- __-- 
tJ k A Blk. A; u] 































Lemma 4.6. 15 Fz B(6.S) and X5 E &7.3}. 
Lemma 4.6, 15 E B(7,3) and 15 G W!W by Ltmma 4.5. 
Lemma 4 ‘3 . 
Lemma 4.1. 
X=%(l7*3pJj=). 
IJ = (QQ, 2cr,2a+2,2at+4,2a+6, h+8,2~+10,2~k+l;!) mod 17, Q = 0. 1,2,3, 
~l,3,5,7,9,11,~3,151~nod ‘,?, 4 time‘s, 
~0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14> mod 1 I 





% = Z’cl9,2) u (=), 
“83 =(~,49,2a,2a+3,2at~~6,2~+9,20u+12:.2cut15>1:lod 19, clt = 0, 1, 
~3~,3~+1,3~+4,3~~+5,3~+9,3~J-10,3~+13,3~+14~mod % 
fi=O,1,2. 
Lemma 4.6, 19 t-c- B&28) and 19 E B(9 4). 
kmma 4.6, 19 E B19,4!1 and 19 E B(lO,S) by Lemma 4.5. 
_a# I_/_e”-I-III-yII -_- __-_- --- -- --_--e--_-e I---- II_- 
A B(k, A; ~1 








X = Z(3,2) x Z(7,3). 
I? = Q0.~,,t0,a+l)* (0,rr+3), (0.a+4), fQ,a),(O,a+3), u&+2), (1 ,a+S)) 
mod (3,7), a=O,1,2, 
~!0,0),~O,~).rO,~+2).(0,~+4~,fl,0),~1,B~,(1,13+2),11,t’~4~~ 
mod (3.71, p = 0. I. 
f”i2). X = (Z(2) Lr +Q, x Zf7.3). 
1T = W, 1 I. (T 2),, fm, 3), (T 4h f0,01, Oh 0), (0, II, Kh 31, (0, S P mod (2,7), 
W=, 01, (0,2)1, (m. 4),40, @I. C0,2), (0.. 31, IO, O), fO, 11, (0, 4)) mod (2,71, 
+, 2). (0,0E, G&O), C0,2 1, (0.41, t% 0)* 40% 0). (0,2), (O,4V mod (--, 71. 
[ 3 1 f. X = Z(3.2) x’ ZC7,5). 




Non-exist@ by Lemm.3 1.2. 
1241. X = Z(22). 
M = (O’, I’, 2’,6’, t2’, IS’, 20’) mod 22, 
((1’. 2’. 3’.4’, lo’, 1 S’, ‘,9’> mod 23. 
0 [mod 2). h > 2. Lemm;t 2.4, 22 E B(7,4) and 22 E B(7,6) by Lemma 5.39. 
Unknown. 
Ir X = 243.2, x Z(?,?) w *[(-,). 
M = ((QD), (0, $1, ~O,O1,10,1), (0,3), N. 41, (1, 1 I, Cl A)) mod (3,7), 
+o)~ t0,0~to,m 00,1), t0,21, i0.3, (0,41, (0,5~ mod (3, - ), 
~(0,0~.~0,3~, (0 0MO,O), (0,3MM), (1, 11, K4)) mod (3,7), 
~rQ,t),(0,3)1,(O,0~~(O.2li,r~,4~,~1,0),~8,2),~1.4)~mod f3,7). 
12 x = Z(2) x Z(11,2). 
‘B = r(0.4a+f),(0,4a~7),(0,4a~9).,fQ,O),10,2),(0.4),((~,6),10,EE)> 
mcd (2,ll I, a=Q,l, 
((0,2), (0,73, (0, OI., fO,f), (0,3), (0, 51, UI, 61, (0, 8)) mod 12,l l), 
~10,P)?(~0,P+l~t~0,P+2),~0,8*9),rO,~~,CO,fs+l),(O,~+2),~0,~+9)~ 
mod{--,llj, p=O,l,2. 
A = 0 (md 41, A > 4. Lemmtl2.4,22 E B(8,8) and 22 E B&12). 
24 X = ZG, 2) x 2(3,3) u {[=J)). 
+B = “c+. c0,2a + 11, cr0 ,l!ot+3),(O.Q,,co,2).(0,4),(1,0),(1,2),dl,4)r 
mod f3,7), &=O*1,2, 
~~0.0~~r0,O~,i0,3~,/0,0~,~0,1~,~0,4),~1,0),~~,2),~1,s)~ 
3 times, 
!I ? t0*a t8,1 J, c0,2h i0,3)* (0.41, (0, 51, N-4 01, (I* 0,) 
,(0,2),ig.4),~~0,1)),(O,L),(0,4),(1,13),C1,2),(1,4), 
t 5 timma4.6, 2d Q%9.6b.3nd 21. E BIlO,9). 
EO 1 f. For.n B[21,10,43j with X = Z(43,3) and 
= (%2,4,6,% II), 12,14,~6,18,20,22~, 24,269 28,30,32,34,36,38,40> 
mod 43, 
d$?te any one b!ock and a10 its points. 
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24 11 110 
24 12 11 
25 8 7 






















x = %(3,2) x (%{7,3) i..j {-),. 
n = f (Lx’, m), 4Ia+l Y. 01, (O’, ah fO’, a+3), Il’,~~./l’,cr+3), (L’,cY::, (2’,a+3)> 
mod r‘--, 71, or = 0, 1.2, 
((0, -jr (P, 01, ,J, Oh @, 11. cP, 21, W, 31, (A 4). t.c. 5 1, mod (3. .. h ?= 0, 1, 
~(0,~).(0,0~,C0,0~,C0,3j,~012~,10,5),~1, 1),1:1,4Nmod (3,i’h 
~~$,O,,~Q1,3~,10,0),~0,2~~t0,Si,f~,0~~~1,1~,(1,4)~~od (3, 7). 
X = Z(3.2) X 2(7,3) L’ {pi): i = 0.1, Z), 
.rs = w=*)* f-*+1 1% (0,0h @, Oi. t0.1). (0,2), (0,3), (0.41, (0,s 1) mod 63, --.I. 
a = 0, I, 2, 
f (=$* (Qo(&+ t $1 i0,0~,~0,0~,~O.~~,IO,~+31~,~1,0~.~11,~+l~,~~,~+4~~ 
mod (3,7), cr = O, I, 2, 
~~~,~,(0,cr+l),~0,a+2),10,a+QBt~0,n+S),(O,~~,(O,a+3).(1,~), 
(l,a+3H mod (3,7), Qr = 0, II, 2, 
~~0,9),c0,O~,(0,3),~0,0~~~O,l~:~O,4),(1,0,,~1,2~,~1,5~~~~~~d (3.71, 
2 times. 
u’0,Or,IJ), 2~,c0,4),(CI,O),~~,2~,~0,4),~1,0),(1,2)~~1,4)~~~0d f-,7). 
X r X(3,2) X 287.3) W (t-i): i = 0,1,2;. 
rs = qvJ3+&( ~2~,~Q,0),~0,0~,(0,1)~(0,2).!0,3~,~0,4)~~8,~~’ 
lwd (3, --I, 
q(waIv Im*+f ~,(d,2cu~r),~0,2a+3~,(0,0~,~0,2~,~0,4~,~1.(ii;.,(l,2), 
(1,4)! mod (X7), 2 times, ai = O,1,2, 
~~~*)*~0*0),~0*0)~~0,3~,lr~.0),(0~ 1),(0.4),(1..~3,(1,2),(‘~,~)~ 
mod (3,7), a = 0.. 1.2, 
~1-,~,~0,0),~0,2),~0,4),~0,O~,(O,2~,(0.4~,(1.3),(J.,2),~1,4~~ 
mud (-- ,7), QI = Cl, 1,2, 
i~0,0),~~~,0~,~~~,a),~~,~+33),~1,0~~,~1,1),~1,2),~1,3),~1~4~ il,S)> 
mod 13,7), Q = 0, I, 2. 
Lemma4.6, 23 ~BflO,4!5)and 23fBW,!i). 
Lemma4.6,23~i3(11,5)and 23~H(12,6) by Lemma45 
Lemma 4.1. 
[ 121. X = GF(25, x2 = 2x + 2). 
w =c0,Ira,l,12,13,16,17,26,21~, t0,o, 1,14,15,18,19,22,23~ 
~2,3,4,12,14,i6,18,20,22~, t2,3,4,13,15,17.19,21,23’~. 
G,6,7,12,15,56,19,20,23~, f5,6,7,13,14,17 18,2l,22:1. 
(0,2,5,8,9,12, 13,18,1W. qI$,2,5,1O, 11,14, IS, lhl.17‘,, 
(0,3,6,8, IG, 12,14,17, B9A <o,3,6,3,11,13,15,16, 18). 
~1,4.7,8,11,12,15,17,f8~, <1,4,7,9,lO, 13,14,16,19), 
<0,3,7,8,9,16,17,22,23,, ~0,3,7,10,11,18,19,2O, 21). 
(0,4,5,8,10,16,18,21,23h ~0,4,5,9,l1,17,19,20,22A 
U,2,6,8,11, ;6,19,21,22i, <1,2,ti,9,10,17,18,20,23~, 
(0,4,6,8,9,14,15,20,21!, (0,4,6,10,11,12,13,22,23j, 
(0,2,7,8,10, 13,15,20,32), (0,2,7,9,11, l), 14,21,23), 
<1,3,2,8,11, 13,14,20,?3), ~1,3,5,9,10,12,15,21,22~, 
c&0,1,2,3,4&6,7>. 
H1 Mmni / Manced incomplete block des&ns 
3 Non esistiirg bly Lemma 1.1 D 
6 x = Z(S, 2: x %(S, 2). 
“B = w&0:‘, (0, I), (%13b, (2% Oh (2%O), (2a, 21, (2a+l,0)* (2a+2, ce), 
C2a.13, Y),(2a+3,ZW mod t--,5), a = 3, 1, 
e et+, tie 184f Oh ei+, 21, t ~!a*O~,~2a,2),(2~+1,0),~2a+2,0),~2a+3,0), 
(2~3,l). (2a+3,W mod I--,5). LII = O, 1, 
~~0.4)),~?~,O~,I2~,1),~2~,2),~2am,3~,(2a+1,O),~2cu+1,2),(2~+2,O), 
(2~-~2,2),(2a+3,())>mod t-,5), ty = O,l, 
~(0,0f,(2a,S~,(2a,3),(2a+l,O),(2a+l, l),r2ar+1,2),~2a~I,3). 
(2cr+2,0), (2a+3, l),(2a+3,3)> mod C-.,5), a = O, 1. 
9 X = %(S, 2) x Z(S, 2j. 
qj = ~(a,$~,(~,a),(~,a+I!),(a+l,a+l‘i,ta!+i,ff+3),~a+2,0),(a+2,cr), 
(a9 ,!,a+2), (a+3,rr+l), (ck+ 3,a+3)) mod (5, S), Q = 0, 1, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(3,&+2), mod (- ,5), a= 0,l. 










Lemma 4.6,25 E t147,7) by Lemn]aa 5.38 tmd 25 E B(8,7). 
Lernt~~a 4.6,2!5 E S(8,7) ;rnd 25 E B(9,3). 
Lemma 4.6,25 E B(9,3) ;‘rnd 25 c B( f&6). 
x = z(s, 2) X z(s, 2) CI {p)). 




w=), IO, 0). to, 01, (0, lh10,2), tO,32, f2,0), (2, or, (2,lh (2,2), (2, w 
mod (5, -- ), 
~10,0).~0,f,),(gt,3~,(01O),(OI2),(11 lM?.ls!,CL l),f2,3),(3,1),(3,3)~ 
mod fS,S), 
HO* ~h~O,3),~L09,~1,1hi1*3M2,1~.~2,3~,~3,0~~t3,0).~3,2~~ 
mod (5, SI, 
M%@A0,Oh (0 11, M, 211, @,3b, (O,O), (0,2), rL0,. (2,lh C&3), (3,0), 
mod 15,5). 
X := GF(25, x2 :y 2x+ 2) u {e+ 
‘ZJ ;=i~,i(b,2a,Z.or+2,2a+lJ,2ct+6,2a,18,2a+12,2a+l4,2at+l6, 
2a+l8,2!ac20> mcd 25, a = 0, 1, . . . . 5, 
~0,2,4,6,8,10,12.14, !6,18,20,‘22> mod 25, 7 times. 
X =:: GFf25, x2 = 2x + 2) u {a}. 
fi =~~J3,2,A,6,8,10,12J4,16,18,20,22’cmod 25, 
0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22> mod 25. 
4.2. 
Lemma 4.1. 
x = zt 
.)9 ~O,a+l~,(O,a+S),(l,~),(l,Lr+2),(1,a+6)~ 
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h 2 0 (mod 5), h > 5. Lemma 2.4,28 E B( 10, li)) and 28 E B( 10. 1.5). 
110 Lemma 2.6, 28 E B( 12,ll) as below and 12 E. &( 11, i 0) trivially. 
11 X=Z(3,2jxCF(9,x” = 2x+1) u((=$ 
‘3 z_ ~(~),(Cb,8?,(O~(Bj,(0,O~,iO,2~,(0~4j,(O,6j.(l,~~,(1.lj,(lt3j.(:l,5),(l,7F~ 
mod (3,9j, 
((8, Oh (k 21, t0,4), t&6), 10, l), 4% 3), (0, S), Kh7), (1, I), ( L3)., (1, % 
t 1,7)1 mod <3,9), 
((B,O),(0,2),(0,4),C0,6),(O,Ob,(0,2),(0,4),(0,6),t1.O).(n.2),(1,4), 
(1,6)} mod G-,9). 
Lemma 4.1, 
Lt?mma 4.2. 
x = 2(3,2) x CI’(9$ = 2x t I). 
(3 = N0*2ot), 1(0,2atl), (Q 5 2a+4), (0,2@WJO, O), fO,2a-w, (0,2a+5), 
(1,~),(1,2~L).~~~2trt2),(1,2ut4).~1,2cr+6)~mod (3,9), ~r=O,l, 
Nh 2atlh &2atSj., (0,2&, 40,2a+3), (0,2a1+4). (O,2at7), (1,2a,t1 i, 
(1.2at2j,(!, ht3), (1,2cr+5),(1,2a+6),(f,2ort7;> mcJd (3,9), 
a=O,l, 
Wk Oh (0.3 21. (99 ~.(8,6),~O,O).tO,2~,(0,4j,(O,6~,(1,O),(l,2),(1,4), 




‘B = WI,2~+2WJ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(ar+1,2a!tWmod f4,7j, a!=O,l,2, 
Mf. 2aj,tOb, 2a +I ), (0,2ai+2), (a,$),(~, 2ar+3), (a, :a+4 $ !cr+i, $9,. 
b+2,163) rn{Jd (4,7;, CM = 0.1.2, 
~(9~~),(0,at.~i~~O,a),(O,cYtJ),(l.ar),(l,olt3),(? a.i,(2,at3)> 
mod (- * 7), Q = O,1.2. 
x = 2(3,2) x GW’J2 = 2x + 1) !J ((a+. 
f-B = W=+j, (Q, 01% ( ,2j,(0,4Mk6j,(O, I),~O,S),~1,3),(l,?)‘lrt~~d i3,9), 
W&O), 4(1),2), t&4,, Gk6), (0,0),(0,4), (1,2), (1,6), :,ar.t”)! mod (3.9), 
a = 0, 1, 
((8.8). (9, Oh (fb, i 1, t8.21, f0,3), (0,4), f0, S), (0.6,~ *0,7)) mod (3. --). 
Unknown. 




x = 2(3,2) x GF(9, x2 = 2x t 1) u {(-,)_ 
‘l3 = ((mh (@.8,, (O,O), @,2), (0.4). tO,t), (1, lj, (‘,3), t!l, 51, (1,7): mod (3,9), 
f(~bh t8,8,, (0.2~j, (%,2a+4). @,0& (0,2a), (0,2at +G ), 11,0>, ( 1,2ah 
(1,2att4)jmod +- ,9), CY= O,!, 
~W?,A8,1‘~,(0,3j,(0,5),(0,7),(~,8j,(<lr,O),(~,3~,~a~ I,5),(~+1,6)) 
mod (3,9), cy = 0, i, 
(tdll,~),IQ),Oj,(Q,2),(0,4),(0),6r,(o,Q)j,(O, li,(O,SjAl, lh(11,5j:, 
mod (3.9). 
13 52 Letnma 4.6. 27 E 8’(12,22) and 27 E B(l3,G). 
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13 Lemma 4.6,2? E #(I 3,6) and 27 E B(14,?) by SRmma 4.S. 
3 Lemma 4.3. 
2 Nan.existing by Lemma 1.2. 
6 x “: GF(4, x3 = x + 1) x 2(7,3) u i(m)}. 
aa =((~$~~0.0),(~,O),~~,3),~atl,2),(a+1,5~,(at2,lMat2.4)) 
mod I--h ?h Q = 0, 1,2, 
~~~). r0.0). (0,O). (0,lh (0,2), (0.31, f0,4), t0,5h 3 times, 
(i$,Pj.(0,p+3),(a,O),(a,2),(a,4),(a+p, lhia+P,3),ia+P,S)) 
mod ( - ,?A a=O,l,?, p= 1.2, 
~~~.0~,~0,3),(O,a),(1O,ck+3~,11,a),~2,~~+3~,(2,cr),(2.~r+3)~ 
mocl ( - 171, a=o, 1,2. 

















Lemma 4.6,29 G 81?,3) and 29 f &8,22). 
Lemma 4.6, 29 E Bi8,6) and 29 G B(9.18). 
Unknown. 
x = 2(29,2) ‘J {-). 
-fj= +,0q0,1,7,8,14, 15,21,22) mod 29, 
(~0,0,2, ?,9.14,16,2!, 231 mod 29, 
~7~+2,?~~t3,7a+~~,?a+12,?u~~i3,~at16,?a~1?,?at+18,?ar+26,7a+27’ 
mod 29, Q=O,Y* 
~7atl,?~t3,7a+4,‘Jort5,?a~6,7a+lS,?at1?,7atl8,?atl9. 
7a+20i mod 29, 4% = 0,l. 
X = 2X29,2) J +). 




?a+25)mod 29, ~=0,1, 
~7a+4,?ar+5,?~+6,?cu+?,7a+8,7at18,?a+19,?art20,~a+21, 
7at22) mcA 29, a = 0.1, 
~?~tl,?at3,?at4,~7at5,7at6,7a+15,7atl7,?at18,?~t~19,?at2O~ 
mod 29, or=O,I. 
~~O~m~9~,h~~.Lemma2.4,30~B(10,1S)and30~~~10,27). 
1fO x = Z(29, a, u I-). 
%= WP, u+2, icrt4, rr+6, #t8, pt14, p+E6, p+18, ~+20, ~+22) mod 29, 
once for cr = I, :! times fo, p = 0,3,6,7,8, 
,v,v+2,v+4,vt6,vt8,vtl4,ut16,v+18,vt2O,v+22>mod 29, 
once for v = I,2 hr~es for w = 0,2,4,&g, 10, 11,12,13. 
____._ __I_,__.. ._-. .--. -.-.- .- I_.._ -.-_.--. _. --- __-- . -.. _ --- -_ .._ _--.--_l_-s _________ _ _ 
V k A Blk. A; v] 
U~~~-.~~~~~X-~~.~__L~-~"~~_~-"l-y-_--__1~--_-I-I. ~,U-__-_.__-"-_._------^ __-____ 
30 12 22 




























x m5,29 u {-}, x Z&2). 
ti = ~(~*%9~~~* M~*31t~(%,%),1O,l),u!,3M1,Q),(i, 1~,(1,2),~1,3), 
(2,09, (2,2Y mod CS, 59, 
(ml 01, (‘T (!)I ( 00~ 21. (0.09, (0, 01, co, 29, (i,o9, u,2), 12,i), (2.39, 
(3, 1 i, (3,3)> mod C&S), 
~C~~~~)~~m~2~ri0,~;.10,2~,Il,%),~1,1),t1,3),~~,0),(2,2),![3,0), 6 _. 
C3,lh f3,3P mod (5, S), 
:>’ 
w, U.k 3h(Q,lhuk 39,f1,0~, tl,w, (l,29,u,0), 12~11, ~2,21, 
(3, I), 43,39> mod ($59, 
~~~*~~~~~~a~2),~0~P~,10,P+2~,~0,P9,~0,P+2),~1,~~,(1,Ff2),~2,~), 
(kgp+29,(3,P9,13,P+2b>mod (.--A LY = 0.1, p= OJ, 
~~~~0)~c~~nZ~ro,3~,11,%~,~1,09,C1,2~,~2,0),(2,1),(2,3),~3,0), 
(3, O), (3,2)> mod fS,5). 
X = %(29,2) w (8). 
N= C=, crs r+2. r+4, p+7. p+9, fi+lk, ,u+14, j&6, ~+18, p+21, p+23, 
~4251, mod 29, once for jk = i , 2 times fOr p = 3,4,6, 4 tifTlt2!$ 
for p = a, 
(-.Q.Sr6,?, 12,13,14,19,2O,Zi 26,27> mod 29, 2 times, 
i0,a,a+l,a+Ci,~+7,cr+8,ar+13.( +14,a+B5,a+20,crc21,u+22,,cr.t 27,
mod 2’1). 2 times, ff = 0, 1, ..‘, 5, 
;~,L~,u+~,u+~,uc~,u+~, u+lt,rN4, v+Pfi,u+ 18, v+21., 
v+23, u+25r mod 29, once for u = 1.2 times for v = 2,s. 
Lemma 4.6.29 E &13,39) and 29 E B(14,13). 
X = 2(29,2j u (m). 
19 = -,k 2,4,6,8, 10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,mod 29, 
~8~~.2,~,6,8.1O,12,!4,16,~8,26,22,24,26~m~d29. 









a = ((~9, +I A (“2 h C0,0,, (0.i)). U&19, (0,2,, (0,39,I0,49, (0,5)> 
mod (3, - !‘ 
walrf~, 1~,~~,3~,(~,5),cQI,c~~,~~ cr-t3),(0,01+1),/,10,a+4),tl,,(k+2), 
[r&+3)> mod 4-, 79, .Y = O,l, 2, 
((WV%>, (0. Oh M,2). t%, 4). (0, 09, l&2), 10,43, (l,O), i 1,29, (1.4)) 






X = GF14, x* =x+1)X (2(?,39 u(w),. 
I.? = ((0&, I@=), (1. ml, (2,-h C0,011, KM9, (1,0M2,0)~ mod 6, T), 
((%,~),d%,%i,(at,O2,(ar,3),(ac+l, I),,(au.~l,4),(a+2,2),(0~+2,5)> 
mad (4,7), LY := 0, 1,2, 
.lh Cft 299 CQ1,3h f&4), (8,s)) mod (4, -9.. 
Table 5.23 (cmt.). 
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3w,~y),i(b,a~ 3w ,or~,4~,cu+3,,~2,~~,~2,~+39~ 
mod (-, i p, ot = 0,1,2. 






















Lemma 4.6.31&?3(9,12) and 31 E fI(lO.3). 
Lemma 4.1. 
Le!lmmlr 4.6,31 E i&l 1, Ii) and 31 GB(12.22). 
tiunm;a 4.1. 
x z5 Z(31) 3) u (=). 
‘19 ~~~~0,a,a+l,a+5,a~6,a+lO,a+ll,a+l5,a+l6,a+2O,a+2t, 
a+tS,a+26> mod 31, a = O,l,2,3,4, 





~2,4,7,9,12~f4,17,19,22,24,2?,29,Sp,Sp+15~mod 31, i3=0,1,2. 
Lemma 4.1. 
Lemmd4.6.31 ~B(lS,‘t)and 31 ~B(16.8) by Lemma4.5. 
Table t .22. 
X=2(3,2)x;2(11.2). 
‘a =~C%,O~~~%,2~,(0,4).~0,6),(0,1),(O.7),(1,1),11,7)~mod (3.11).
((8.09, (%, 41, (0,6), (0.8). (0, %A (0, 1 1, (1, %I, (1% 1)) mod (3,ll A 
~(0~O~,~0r2)rl%,4~~~0,8).t0,5~,iO,6),(1,5),(l.6)~mod f3.111, 
~~0,%),~0,%~,~0~0),~0,2~,~0,5~,~0,7),11,3~,~1.8~~m~~ (3,111. 
[ 311. Form B[ 12,3; 45) with X = 213) X Z(3) X Z&2) and 
-‘;t3 =((8, $7 01, I%* O, 01, (%, 1, Oh C0,0,1), to, 8.11, (1, $*I A (0, %, 21, 
tO,l~2Ml*O,2),~%, 3),(0,0,3),(1,1,3rjmod (3,3.5) 
and delete any one blo and all its points. 
X=2(3,2)x2(11,2). 
3 =~i0,0~,~%,a+l~,(%,a+3~,(%,a+S~,(O,a),~O,a+2),(O,a+4~,~1.a)l, 
tl,a+t),,(l,a+4)} mod (3,11), 3 times, a = 0, 1,2,3,4, 
((0, OI, (0, I), (%,2), (%, 3), ($,a), (%, SI, (%,6), (0,7), @.8), (Q, 91, 
mod (3,111. 
Unknown. 
x = 2{3,2) x 2(11,2). 
-Is = (I%, $1, fO,%‘& (0, O), (0,2), (0,4), (0,6), (0,8:~, (1 ,t I), (1,3).. II., 5)s (1,7), 
1,9)> mod (3,l EE), 
.2a),(%,2a+lI, (0,2a+2),(0,2a+3~,10,~a~ 2),(0,2a+3),(0,2a.t4), 
(0,2a+S),(1,2<r),(1,,2a+1),(1,24+43,(1,2a~5))mod I--, 11), 
Ly=& ‘,2,3,4. 
X=2(3,2jx2(11,2).. 
7J =(( JO,%), (OAQ, fO,2), l&4), (OA), (0, u, (1, %), (1, O), u* 21, 
,6MM)~mod(3,11), a=O,l, 
0, 01, (0.21, (OW 41, (0,6), (O,8), (1 O), (9.21, 
ll), a=O, 1, 
8)7 (O,%,, (O,4a+l), (0,4a+3), (%, 4a+5), 
(1,4a+5)) mod (3, ll), a = 0,L 
),(0,6),(0,8),(1,0),(1,2),(1,L)jII 
fMO,1~,(0,3~,~O.5~,(O,9),(1,1i,~IJA 
WMl,9H mod (3,ll). 
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Table 5.23 (cont.). 
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x = Z(3.2) x Z(11,2j. 
‘)3 =<c0.a,,(0,at2),(8,a+3j,(g,ol+5),(0,~~+7),(0,a+8),(O,aj,(O,u+l), 
tO,at+5),(O,a+6),(l,CY),(l,a+4),(l,or+S).(l,a+9)) mod (3, ll), 
a = Q, 1,2,3.4, 
t t%, 2r+ f ), f%,2w+ 7 h t&8), (0, 01, (0, ‘2), (0,4), (O,6), (0,8), (1, (4) 





V0,0L (8, O), (892). (0,4), (0,6), t0,8j, (O, 1 j, (0, Sj, (0, 72,10,4p + 9), 
Cl, lj,Il,S~,~t,7j,~1,4p+Y)~mod (3, 911, 13 = 0, Yi, 
UQ. 119 G% 31, (015j. (0,7), 10. O), (O.2), Ito, 4), (O,6), (0, 6.1, 4 1.01, (1,2), 
(1,4),(r,6),(1,8),mod(3,11j, 
(MA 11, uit 9j* (0, 0). (0, Oj, tO, 2j, (O,4 ), (cl, 61, CO, W, (1, $)* c 1 9 01, ( l(2), 
(1,4$,~1,6~, (1,,8j> mod (3,111. 
X=213,2)x Z(11.2). 
8 = ~~9,2~~1~,~8,2a+3~,10,2a~5),~0,~),(~~,24),{0*2ar+2),(C~,2a~4), 
~O,2~+6),IO,~r+8~.~1,0j,(1,2~),~1,2cu~2),(1,2a+4j,s’1,2a+6), 
~1,2a+8)~modI3,11), rr:=O,1,2,3,4, 
((0, O), QI0,2). (0.4;, @,6), (0,8), (0, 0‘1, M, 2), (0,4), (O> 6), (,O, 8), (1, 01, 
(1,2),(1,4j,C1,6).(1,8)> mad G, 11’. 
Fofm Bl33.16; 67) with X = Z(67,2) and ‘3 = <t&2,4,6, . ., 64) and delete 
any one block and in other blocks delete the points not included in the deleted 
block. 
Table 5.22. 
x = 213.2) x Z( 1 l* 2) u ((-)). 
I? = ~~~)~I0*8~~~0r~),~0tli+5~.~O~JLj,~O,Cf2jr(0,~+S~,~~:~,~~+f~~ 
mud (3,111, 2 times for fi := 1, once for fl = Q,3, 
~~B),~,,(0.~~l~,(IB,~+5~,f0,a+6),1O,a~,ic~~,a~~5),(1,~‘~+1j,~l,a+6~~ 
mod 1.3, ll), @=0,1,2,3,4, 
. 
GQ),v+lM0,~+4j,10, v+6),tfa,Y+9)S(0,u),(0,~+Sj,I~,~.tj),Il,~+8j) 
mud (3,11), _ 2 times for u = 1,3 times for u = 0,:). 
X=Z~3,2jxZ(11,2H~((~j]. 





(1,@+8j>mod(-,ll), p-=0,1 ,..., 9. 
X = Z(3,2) x ZTl!, 2) u {(-,). 




((0,2N, (0328 + 11, ( ,213 + 3j, GA24 -t 51, (0,213 ad), M,2P + 8L @,2P + 219 
(O,2p+7j,(1,2~+4)~,(1,2~+~9j~mod(3,11j, p=O,I. 
0 H Hanani ,f hlanced inwnrgk~c block designs 
T&k 5.23 haW. 
-___ I_- _I ” ~. ___. __ __-_--__ - _. _ _ ._ _ I ___ - .--- _ ___- ._. . -- - ..--_ e-m..“.-.. . .._F____ .. cl- 
c* k h sy A*. A.; ul 
p- .e*-I_e_ ^*II~--i---..--.l c_- ._..-..-. _ m_^-- -I._---CII__-___IIIL_.__, 
10 A‘= 2(3,2) x Z(11,2)ti{(=‘)}. 
1) = t(+. (0,4)1,, (0,9j, (0,0), (0, Oj, tO,7j, CO,8), fl. 0,, (LO), (1,7), tl,W 
mmi (3, i i), 
((0% 0,. (0, 11, (9 71, t0,9), (03 6a + 81, IO, QL ~0,5~, (0,4a+ 21, (11 Oh 
(11,5j,(l 44x+.2)) mod(3,11.:t, 4( = 0, I, 
u0.91, (0, f-u, (9~,1), (0,2), (993 J, f0.41, (0, S), (016). (0% 71, (0. Q, @I 9)) 
rncti (3, -). 
* 
ii 
Nonexisting by Lemma 1.1. 
Non-existing by Lemma 1.2. 





,@ = c(0,a),10,at+t),(9,a+2),~0,a~88),(0,a+9~,~0,a+10),10,91,!O,~~~ 
(~,~+l),(O,a~3),(O,a~8~,~O,a~9~,(0,a+llj~mo~(-,l7j. 
4 = 0, 1, . . . . 7, 
((0, Pj,C#, @+2t, (0, I?+% (0, ~~+6j,(0,8+8A~0,P+lOM0~ P+‘E 21, 
@,;I ~-1~I~,~0,9),~0,~+1),10,~+5~,~O~~+9j,10,C1~13)~n~od f- ,17), 
$=O, 1,2,3, 
‘1rO,0h(0s 2P+2),(0,28+6b,C9,213+7), (9,2P+lOM9,28+ 14,,(0.26+15)s ,, 
(O,2~+?~,10,2~+2),~O,2~+3),~O,2~+9),~O,2~+1O),tO,2P~11j~ 
m&C- ) 173. g = 0,1,2,3, 
GiB, 2y +1),(0,2y+2!, r0,2y+5)*C0,2y+6L c0,2y*W, r0,2y +lO?, 
t0,2y + 131, (0*2 y .c 14j, (0, (I), (0, 27 f 2), (O,2y +6j, (O,Jy + 10)” 
(O,2y+ 14)) mod (--, 371, y =: 0, 1. 
<(0,0j, {0,4y + 31, t0,4y + 111, (O, 4, + 2), <O:, 4y + 101, (O, Oh 1O,l)* 1O,4h 
tO,S),~~),8),~0,9),10,12), (0 13)) mod G, 17), y = 0, 1, 
((0. Oh (0., l), f0,4),, (8,52, (9, O, t0,%, (0,12i, (0,13), (O,$h 10,l). 
(O,S), W, 9). (0, 131) rn& C - , 117), 
:(0,0), (0, Oj, (0,4, (c;), 8i, (9,121, t&l ), (O,2). (0,5 1. /O, 6), fO,% 
~O,lU),%O,l3),(O,~4)>m~ C-,17). 
X = X63,2) x Zf 11,2) u f(m)}. 
9 = G*h IQ, 2a+l), C9,2a.+3), (0,2a+5), (O,O), (O,2), 10,4L (O,4), CIO, 8), 
~1,0~,%1,2~,~1,4),Y’1,6j,(1,8)~mod(3,11), ar=@,1,2,3,4, 
fP% t9,9), (%@3, W,fJ), @,2), ((0,4j, fO,6), (O,8j, (1,9h (1% 01, fX ,22, 
~1,4j,U,6Hi,8)> MK~ (3. ll), 2 aimes, 




“B = qq, (0, Ger +l),r\6,2~+3”,(O,9),~O,O),~O,2j,~0,4~,f~;L?,(O,8),~1,9j, 
~1,0~,~1,2).~1~,4),(1,~i,(1,8)~modl~3,11), a=O,1,?,3,4, 
~:f0,2~+.2,, &2a+3), (9,2a+4), (9! 2a+7), (9,2a+8), t9,2a+9), cO,0), 
(O,2a), fO,2a + I), arj, 21; “5~,!0,2a~6~,(1,2~~,~i,2cw+1),(1,2a-t5~, 
&2a+6)> mod 1.3, II I), a = 0, 1,2,3,4, 
((0, Oh (0,2h (0,4& (9961, (9,8), IO, Oh (O,2h (O,4), @,6), (0,8h I1 , 01, 
al1,2),fl, (1),(1,6I,a’1,8)1 mad (---, ll), 4 times. 
Table 5.23 (cont.). 
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fl = i(~),~8,Q),(8,2).iB,4),(g,6~.(8,8),10, lj,~a,3),(0.5),(0,7).(0,9), 
fl, 1),(1,3),(l,S),11,7),(1,9)}morii3, t 11, 2 times, 
W), r0.2ah (0,2a+ 11, (0,2a+2), @,2a+3), (0,4cu+S), (O,;ba), (O,20+ 1), 
(0,2~+2~,CO,2a~3),(‘~t,4~+5),(1,2a:~,~l,2~~+1),(1,2rr+2) (1,2a+3), 
ct,4a+5N mud i -, t 1). Q “: 0, 1 , 
~fCS,a),~0,~+1),~0,~+2~,~0,~~~4~,~0,cr+5),~0,~u+6),~0.a+7), (0.a+9), 
IO,~~.(O,cr+t~,10,a~~S),~O,Or+6),~1,~~2).,~t.a+3).(l,w~7) 
(l,a+W mod (3,1 t )* ‘Ir ” 0, 1) 
((0, 1). C0,2), 10*3). co, 4). a, 61, i0.7), (0. a, r&91, (O,O’I. ~0,4), (0,5). 
~0.9),~1,tr.i1,4),~t,6~,~1,~1~modC3,11). 
Form B[ 33, 16; 67 1 with X = (67, Lb and n = !0.2,4,6, . . . . 64) and delete 
any one btock and at1 its points. 
IJnknown. 
x = as, 2) x ZC3). 
N = c(0,8),(0,2).(0,4),(0,2ar+t),(t,2ar+3),I2,~!att),13,2a+3)jmod (5,7), 
’ times, a = O.1,2, 
:cs,o,,ce,z,,c0.4).(0,0).(1.0,,tz,0,,(.;1,0,:m~ (5,7h 
~~0.0>,td,U~,~Q),l~.IQ).2~,t0,3~,(0,4~,~0,5~~m~~ i(5,- 1. 2 times. 









x = as, 2) x 2(7,3). 
P, = w,OL(p, 21% ($A). cB+l,0~,~~+2,o),~p+2,2w+2,4)Ag+3.0N 
mod (5.7), 4 times, $ = O, 1. 
;(~.a.),18,a+3),(G+t,iL+g),(~+l,ct+4),iiS$2,a),IP+2,rw+3), 
(iZ+S,a.t2),Cp+3+a+5t> mod (5,7), a=0,1,2, p=o,1, 
~sO,a~,~o,a~3~.~l,a+t),~t,Ik~4~,~2,CL~,~?,(O+3?,~3,Q+~~.~3.Q+4~~ 
mod (5.7). Q = 0, 1.2. 
X = X(5,2) x Zt7,3). 
1: = ~(0,~),f(b,~+2),C0,r+Q),(r3;,0),b3,2),~;3,4),Ip+2,O),iB+2, fW+2,4P 
mod (5, i’), 2time, @=O_!, q=O,l. 
~(0.0),~~,~~~,~~.0+3),i~+l,r~tt),(~+1.~+4),~ij+2.01~.(~+2,~+3j, 
(+3,a+2),@+3,ti+5j) mod (S,?), a = 0, 1.2, P= 0, i, 
~(0,0~,(O,al,(0,cr+3),~1,~+li*I1,~+4),~2,~~,~2,a:~3~,~3~a~1~. 
(3,(x+4)> mod f5,7), Q = 0, 1,2. 
(Cl-‘(Q, x* = x + 1) u {=)) x 2(7,3). 
1j = ~~~,O~,(~, i),(T &IQ% 3),I~~*~I),~~*5),t0.8),10*0), 11,v)L(2,0~~ 
mod f--, 7), 
qm, 24), I=, 2a+3), (0,2a+ j ), (@,20+5), (O,2a), CO, 2a+2),& 2a+2), 
(‘1,2ar+4),{2,2a),(2,2cu+4)>n?od~4,7), cr=O,1,2, 
~+,0,,(0,0,,(0,1). t0.2),t& 3),~0,~~,cs,s,~~cr.0~,~~~0~~~2.(b~~ 
mod (4,7). 
x = Z(5.2) x 2(7,3 ‘. 
~1, = ~C0,1),(0,3),(~,5),~a,O),~cw,2),(a,4).(cr+l,0~,Itr~2,0)~~~~+2.2~~ 
(a+2,4),@+3,0))mod (5,7), 5 times, a 3= (1.1, 
((0, O), (0,2), (0,d). (a, O), (a, 2), cu, 4). tcr+5, rp), \a+2, I% (tk+2* a* 
(at:+2,4),la+3,0)1 mod (5,7), 3 tlmles, J! = 0, 1, 
~~0,0~,(0,0~,~~‘1~,~ ,2h, u&3), f0,4), t0,s HA 6i9 Cl 7 01, (3, m- (3, 
mod (5,7). 
“F;rlnk 5.23 (cont.). 
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X = Zf5,2j X X(7,3). 
tt = MLg,, 08, 0, (Qv3h IwM~.O~*~~~, 2hCQ:,4), b+Lh&+2,~~~ 
fat+2,2),(a:+2,4),IQc3,8)>muld (5,7), 6 timtts, ck = 0, I, 
0th c&o), @,2), (8.4, h, oh ocy. 21, (~41, (a+S, Qh w+2.O), 
+2,23,(a+2,4,,(~+3,Q1)? mod IS,?), a = O,l, 
~~~.P~.~$,B+l~,~6),i3~3~,~~,~+4~,~O,p~*~O,?+3~,~!~p~l~.i~~P+4~. 
(2,f3),1;!,~+3),t3,~+0),(3,P+4)!m~~ 671, P= 0,1,2. 
x = as, 2) x 2!0,3). 
-H = Wl) (Q.~~,(Q,S),~~,Q),~~,O~,~~~..~‘;,~~.~),~Q+~,Q~.~~~~,Q~, 
#~+2,C)),(0:+2,2),Qa+2,4),I~+3,Q))mcrd (SJ), S time3, a=O,l, 
~~Q,~r.~o,ow 2hfwwi, 1),11,3),(1,5),12,0).(2,2),~2,4b, 
(3, B),t3,3),(3,5)~ mod (SA, 5 times, 
~(Q,YS).~O,O),~O~2),(O,4~,~1.,O~,~1.2~,Ct,4~.~2,ii),~2.2~,~2,4~, 
13,0),(3,2),(3,4),mod (5 71, 2 times.. 
Uttknown. 
x = 12(3,2) I, ((y): i = 0,l)) x 2(‘7,3?. 
23 = w=g.Q~,~u~o.o~,(-~, t ~~o,2~,~~o,3~,~~~,4~,c~~.S),~~j~Q). 
(-&,+J~, 1),(~r.Z),f~1.3),f~1,4),I,~g.S))( 2 times, 
6lo~o,Q)),I~1r.a),(~1,a-~2),((~,1,,0(+4),(Q,Q),fgl,ol+I).(g,~f3), 
~8.~~.“5~~,(O,a),(O,a~2),(O,a+4},(1,Qr),Il.Q+2),(l,Qt+4)~ 
mod (3, ?), a=O,I, 
w=g. Q)~~~~~,~~,~~g.~~~2),~~~o,g:+4~,~~~,Q),tQ,Q,,to,Q,,tO,~+l,. 
(C),cr+3~,~O,a+S),~l,~~,~l,~h+1),Cl~~+3~,~1,~+5))mod (3,7 , 
a=& I, 
w=(p), I9).cy+2), 1-0, cr+4),q~l,rm),f\~r,a+2),(0,,a+4),(4),6), 
(O,a+Ij,CO,4+3),10.~1+5),(1,Q),{Irad,41,a+2);(l,a+4)>mod(3,7)~ 
a=O,l, 
(=gt a). !-o, 6y+ 21, (-0. ~+4),~~~,Q~,(~,,~f1~,(~~Ir~+3).(~~.a+s~, 
($,Q),(OIa~,(O,u~22),(0,a+4b,(1,~),(1,a+2),~l,a+4)>mrsd(3,7), 
J =O,L 
= (2!3,2) ‘3 {i”“$: i = 0.1)) x 213,3). 
; w=o. $1, t-07 Oh f-o, 11, +0,2), (ma, 31, cy,v4), (ma, 5fl6y, $1, 
(QOI~OL~QD~, 1.),(~1,2),(~),3),(~~,4),(~~,5)), 3 times, 
' ~i~O,Q~1(~1,Q,,(~l,ck),~~1, +3),(Q,a),(Q,a+2),($.rrt+3),(Q,a+S), 
fO,Q),CO,a!+2).t0,Q+S),(1 t, @,a), fl,a+3N mod (3,7), 
a = 0.1.2, 
((~0,a+f)rqOQf)ya+2),(40C111a+4),(~pOlQI+S),(001,Q),(0.Q)r(O,a), 
~O,Q+l~,~If,cw+3~,10,a~~4~,tl,a$,4l,cr+2~,~l,a+3),fl,at+S)~ 
mod (AU. Q = 0.1.2, 
w=0,8hc~o.a+l~,~ =VLQ+% ~~rrQ),1~~,a+2)+(~1,a+5),(0,Q), 
(O,Oi),(O,a),(U,art3),(l,~),(E,a+2),(1,~~+3),(l,a+S))mod(3,7), 
a=o,1,2, 
1, I-0, a+%, ho, a+% (-Liz&, bq,af2), C-1,a+3), bq,a+5), 
,(O,Q),~O,~+f~,(O,a~4~,~~,Q),~i,a~2),(~,ar+S)~m~(3,7~, 
QI = 0.1,2. 
amid 131, A 3 13. Lemma 2.4,35 4.~ W4,26) and 35 E B(14.39). 
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21 x = h?(4) tJ (-), x kc?, 3). 
fj = f (9 8jq k ot. +, a, (~41, me, 01, w, 1 P, w, 3), CO', 51, (I ', 0), (1'. 21, 
W,% 12’, O, (2’, 31, C 51. (3', 8)) mo;lt.4,7), 
~l~lfll,lr*,0j,f~,2),( ~,4).to’,g,,(O’,\o,,co’,2,,co’,4),(1’. l),(t’,3), 
W, 51, C Qh (3’, i b, (3’, 3j, (3’, 5 jj mod r4,7j, 
~~~*1~~(=~3~*(~*5~,(Ci’.%~,~O’,I~,(0’,3j,(0’,5~,,(1’,%),~1’,1),(1’.,3), 
!1’,5M2’.@M2’, U, I2',3),G',S)i mod (4.71, 
~~~.8~,~0‘~91.~0',0~,~0'.2~,~0',4~,~1',0~,i1',2~,~1'.4~,~2~,~~,~2~.1~. 
12', 3MC b, 13'. l), (3',3),(3",5)> mod 14,7). 
q-,1),(=,3) t -A iO',Qb, w, 21, (O', 4j, 5 f ‘,O), (I’, 21, (1’,4). c2’, O), 
C 21, (2’, 411, (3', 01, (3', 21, !3', 4)) mod (- -, 7). 
120 Ltmna 2.6, 35 E: B(1 7.8) astxlow and 17 E f?( 16, 15) trivially. 
8 f29].X=Zcb2) x 217,3). 
8 =~(%,%~,~O,%l,!I),O~,(O~2),~O,Q~,~1,0~,~1,1~,(i,3),(1,5)1,(2,%~,(?,O), 
f2,2), (2,4L 63, %I, (3,l J, (3,Jh (3.5)) mod (5,7). 
2 Non-existinps by Lenma 1.3. 
A E 0 (mod 2), A > 2. Unknown. 
8 X = a, 2) x 217, a, ti {(-}I. 
‘19 = WQ (9, Oh I%, 21, (%,3), @, 5A CO, 1 j, (1,4J, (2, I), (3,4)> mod (5,? I, 
C(%,%). (%.Oh (%, 21, (%,3), (8, $9, (0, 11, (1.41, (2, l), (3,4)> mod (5,7), 
~(%~%~.(O~2~~~~~,4~,~~,%~,(1,1)),(2,2),(2,4),(3,%),(3,O)~ mod (5.7). 
((%,%),(O,%,,(O,4),1i, lj,(1,5),(2,%),12,4j,(3,1),(3,5)~mod (5.7). 
9 X = (t7(3,2] ‘,I {=Q) x GF(9,xz = 2x + 1). 
l3 = ((b~.a+3j,(0.a+71,(%.Oj,(%,3)1,(%,4),I%,7),(O, lMG,5) K2MlAP 
mod (3,9), a = 0, 1, 
~~~,%~,(%,%~,~O,1~,4O,2~,(C~,5~,~0,6~,~1,1~,~1,2~.~~,5~,(1,6~~ 
mod (3,9h 
’ (~I~~‘o), (gp* 3), f~, 4j, ( ~~,7).~1),%)r,(O,O),(O,4~,(1,0~,~1,3),~1.7~~ 
mod (3,9), 
c(0,a),(0,a+2),C~,art4),(ac,~s6),(%,~+1),(0,a+S),(O.a+l), 
(O,a+5),(1,a+l),(I,a+5)1 mod(--,9), ty = 0,l. 
22 X = as, 2) x k(7,3) u ((m)]. 
‘8 = ((~),(%.1~),(%,2)rf%. 3L(%,SW3 l,,(P,4), CPf~%W+2,lA 
W+2,4M3+3,%N mod (5,7h P = 0.1, 
((QI)), (%,2),10,9, @,2j, m, S’, (1,2), Il,Sh 12,2). (2, S), (392, (3,512 
mod (-. (71, 
((8, 81, (%P ai). (8. ~+3),1O,a+l~,(O,a+4),(l,a+2),(I,cr+5),~2,~+!j, 
(2,~+4),I3,a+k),(3,~~5),rllvd(5,73, a=O,1,2, 




mod (5.m 7). 
11 x = Z(5,2) x X(7,3) u {(Qqj. 
3 = W=h (%,@‘I, (0.01, (O,3h (0,4), “C, 5h (1, %I, (2. Oh (2,3), (2,41 
(2,5), (S,c3j) mod (5,7), 
(~0,0),(%,3~,tO.O),(O,3),~1,0~,I~,1),~1,4j,(2,0),(2,3~,(3, 
,5), (0, Oh fO,2)* (0,4), (I, 
6 2.41, (3,0)) mod (5,7). 
T&e 5.23 (cont.). 
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3 t3 1% 
B = ~(~),(O,0~,(0,2\,(0,4j,(ir 1~,~1.3j.C1,5~,(,2,O~,(2,2~,12,4~~~3,1~, 
13,3), (3,s)) mr,d (S, ?A 1 O ‘*imes, 
~(~~,(O,O),(O,2) ~O,~).(l,c)t,i~~2),~1,4j,~2,0j,12,2~,i% 4L13Jh 
13,2), (3,4)> mod CT), 3 tiws, 
((0,0,, (0, hj, !0,2a+l), (0,2a+3), (0,2a+4h W.2aJ. (A 2a +32, 
(j’+I,ZcU92),ip+1,2rr+S),I -+ 2,2aj,IiS$2,2a+3),IF+3,2a+2), 
(fi+3, ?ar,+S)) mod i&7), 2 times, a = O,1,2, 0 = 0.1, 
~~0,0),(,0,2~),I0,2a+tj,C0,2~+33’),CQ),2cu+4),(O,Zar+2),(O,2a+S). 
(1,2o+2), (I, 2a+Sj, (2,2a+2), (2,2a+5), (38 2ck+zj, (3,2-55)) 
rncbd (5, I), 2 times, Q = O,1,2, 
~~0,0~,~0,0),1~),2j,~O,4j,~1. r,.(1,3),(1,Sj,(2,Oj,(2,2),I2,4).(3,1)+ 
(3,x), (3,5), mod (S,?), 5 times. 
a :4 13 X = CZ(3,2) w (=), x GF(9, .y2 = 2x + 1 j. 
ra =~(~,0),(~,l),C~,3),(~,5j,f m, Q, i&0,, (0, W, (0,2), :O, 4). (0.6). 
(i,Oi,tl,2j,ll,4).C1,6j>mod 13,9), 
((CR, I), (v,, 31, (=, 5). h, ‘?I, r0.0j, (0,0j, (0, O), tO,2). (0,4), fO,6). 
~1,1),,1,3),(1.5j,(l.?),mod (3,9), 
((w, ~1, (00, a+4), G’k a), (0, a+ 11-u (0, a+& ($, a+ 51, (0, a), (%a~+ 2). 




hon-exist ing by Lemma 1.1, 
Mon-existitrg by Lemm.a 1.1. 
15 6 f31g.X=GF(4,x~=x+l)xGF~9,x’~= 2x+1). 
-ZJ = ((0, Oh (0,lh t0,2& (0.4). (0,5), 10,6h (0,0), (0, Oh (0.4). (11.0,t 
~1,1~,~1.5),(2,0),I2,2j,:2,6~~n~od (4,9). * 
15 8 f 291. X = GF(4, x2 = x + 1) x 2!3,2) I( Z(3,2). 
IJ = MI 0.0),C0.0* Oh cc, 0,0,, (0.0, Oh (0.1. Oh t0*1,1 b. 1.0,0, Cb. 
(O*O.QjAO, 1~0,.~1,0,0,.,~1,O,.0~,~1,1,0,,(2,0, M2 O. lj, 
(2, !, 0,) mod (4,3,3), 
:(0,0, @A t0,01O), (0.0. L 1, (0,O. tu* o&o, Oh (0, O, 1 j* fO+0. a), 
~O,9~O,AO,0,1r,1.1,0,0,A,0,0,, t1 0s 1W, 1,0W, 1,Oh 
(2,1, t)i mad (4,3, --). 
ff “,O X = (Z(5,2 j LI {(=Q: i = 0, I), i( Z(!i, 2) w {p0, q}. 
-8 = wPo)*(=%, lw%,3j,~~ 1,OA~=1*2MO, 1~,~0,3~,~1,0),(1~,0~, 
fl, 2h <2,1), (2,3), (3,0), (3. Oj, (3,2j> mod (5, S), 
~~~O~Q~~~~O,l~,~Q10~3~,~~~,l~,f~],3~,~O,0)*~O,l),(O,3~,~l,0j. 
i 1 v 21, (2% fh (2, 1 ), (2,3), 4 3, O), (3,2)> mod (5, S), 
W%Bt),+ _-O),I:a,1,1),(m*,21),((1~,,3),(0,1),(0,3),(0,I),(0,3), 
~1,1).~~,3),~2,1),(2,3~,~3,1),(3,3)>mod(--,S}, 
~(%.0,(~,l’,t0,3),(0,0),cO, l:MO,3),(1,0),~1,1),(1, .%2,(b), 
(2,1 J, G3), “;3,0), (3,1), (3,3):! mod (-s, S), 
IS ~~O~~~~~d2~,~>4.~mrna2.4,36~B~1~~,6~,36~-’_(15,8)and 36~.8(15,1~;; 
15 12 X=!CF(4,x2=xaB)il~~})Xz~7,3)u{(m,00)). 
n ,(~,~),~~.3),~~,~),C0,1~~,(0,3),c0,5),(0,0),(O.O~,~o,5), 
~AW),~L U,(2,0j,(2,4),(2,3)> mod (4,7), 
~C~~~~~(~~O~,(-~2),(~,4i,~~,$),(0,0),~0,1),~0,3),~o,t?~.~O,2~. 
41, (2,5)> mod (4,7), 
~),~0,0),10,2),~0,4),(1, 
&Oh (2,2), (2,W mod (-, 7). 
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36 17 272 
36 18 17 
37 8 14 
37 9 2 
37 10 5 
37 11 55 
37 12 11 
37 13 13 
37 14 91 
37 15 3s 
37 16 20 
37 13 68 
37 18 17 













72 Lemma 4.6, 37 E B(8,14) and 3’; E B(9,2). 
45 Lemma 4.6.37 E B(9,2) and 37 E BClO. 5). 




Lemma 4.6,35 E B(l6,12Q) and 35 E B(17,8). 
x = Z(5,22 x 2(7,3) u {(-)). 
H = ~1°b~~6(6~8)~tO~8),~c),0~,~0,2~,~0,4),~1,~),(1, 1),(1,3),(1,5),(2,@), 
(2. O), (2,2), (2,4), (3,0), 0, 11, r3,3), (3,s)) mod (5,7), 
((0s 01, C(Q.1). &2), (0,3), (0,4, (0,5), (0, o), (0, ;1), IO, 4), (1, I), 
(1.3h f l,SI, (2.01, I), {3,3), (3,5)> mod 15.7). 
Lemma 4.1. 
f A’ Z(37,2). 











y = 0, 1, . . . . 8, 
~~,~,a+1,~+2,a+9,a+1O,a+l8,c~+19,a+27,ur+28,a+29> mod 37, 
a = 0, 1, *.*, 8, 
(0,a,a+l,u+9,cr+t0,Qr+18,a+19,rr+2?,a+~!8,cr+9~+2,~w+9P+11j 
mod 37, a = 0, 1, . . 8, ?= 0,1,2. 
x = Zf37,2) {Qo}. 
(=J, 3a, 
Q O,l, . . 5, 
3,13; 
6 H. Hanani / Balanmd incmnplere Mock des&ns 
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x = Zi3?,2) u {-}- 
ti = Blocks of BI fS,35; 37) on 2137), 
(QD. 2a, Z&+2* 2Q:+3,2a+6,2@+9,2a+12* 2a t15.2a+M, r?a+2O, 




p+26,p+27,~+20) mlod 37. 3 times for ~1 = 1,3, 2 tiimtX for 
p = 0,4, once fC3r p =: 5, 
tv,v ~-r.v+2*v+3,u+5,~++f2,u+13,v+14,~+15,~+17,v+24,v~-2~, 
v+26,u+27,1 +29> mod 37, once for c’ = O,3,2 times for v = 1.4. 
X = 2(37,2, td {a). 
R = ~~,~~jl+1.~+2.~/~3,~+4,~+12r~+13,~+14,~1+1S,~(+16,~(+24,~~25, 
p~26,r+27,6(+SDmod 37, cc = O,5,6,1 I, 12,13,14,17, 
~%,u,v+l,v+2,v +3,u+4/ +12,v+13,u+f4,u+15,u+16,u+24,u+25, 
v+26,u+27,u+28) mGd 37, u=O,1,2,3,4,7,8,9,1O,15,16. 
x = %(37,2) u (-1. 
a = Blocks of S( l&20; 371 on 2{37) with QD adjoint to each 1~10 -k, 5 tirncs, 
Blocks cf R( 17,58; 37 1 on 2437 ), 
(Qt,@. 3Ci, 30+f ,3a+2,33r+3,34+4,3ar+12,3a+13,301+14/~, 3a+13, 
30+16,3a+24,3a!+25,30r+26,3tr+27,3ar+28)mod 37, &=&I, 
~$,I~~t~++1.3~+~+2,3~+~+3,3~+~+4,3~+~+10,3~+c~+l1,3~+r+l2, 
3~‘+rc+l3,3p~-y+19,3C3+~+2C,3P+~+21,3d+~+22,3~+~+28, 
3il+~+29,3tl~~+30,3p+~-;31> mod 37, 8 = O, I, 2, once for 
p=0,3times~orp=l. 
Lemma U, 37 G B(? 3,681 and 37 E B( I&l?). 
.!1( = 2(3S. 2) u {=). 
a9 = I*, (jr* 2,4,/j, 8, IO. 12,14,16,l8,2O, 22,24,26,28,30,3& 34) mod 37, 




mod (3,13), a = 0, l,..., 11, 
~~0,0~,~0,0~,~0,4~,~0.,8~,~1,0),~1,0~,~1, Q),MU)mod (3,131 7 times. 
X = Z(3.2) x 2(13,2j. 
f3 = ~1%,0),~0,0~,~~,2a+3~,(O,2~+9),~1.0),~1,2~!),(1,2a+l~,(1,:2a!+4), 
dl,2a+?P mod (3,131, Q = 0, 1,2, 
.2a+3~.($,2Lu+9),1O,%~,(O.2~1),(0,2at+6~,~1,,2a+1),~1,2a+2~, 
(1,2a+‘I),(l, 2cM3)) mod (3,131, ix = 0, 1,2,, 
W#, O), (%,4), (8, litHO, 01, (0,4), (0,8), (1, 01, (1,4), U,W mod G, II 3). 
Lemma 2.6,39 E B( 19,9) as below and ;19 f &IO, 5) by Lemma 4.5. 
X = 2(3,2 j -f Zf f X23. 
% = q ) FO, 2tu+3), (0,2a+6), N,2ck+9), (1, I!), (1, .2a+l). 
,2ar+lO)>mod (3, A3), 3 times,a = O,l, 2, 
&C +8), @A (O,pr+3), C0,~+6), CO,r(+9), (l,rr+21r, 
Mt, Il,p+ll)> mod (3.13). 2 times fo*: p = O,2,4, 
34” 
Table 5.23 (cont.). 
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x = 2(3,2) x zw. 2). 
9 = ((0,a),(9,crr+6),(O,Q)),IO,~~),((Bi,a+3),(rD,a+6!,(O.lar+9),(1.0), 
(1,cu+i),~l,or+4),{l,Or+7),(l,rJI+lO)~n~od (3.13), a = 0, LA, 
((0.0,. (0. Oh r8.4). t0,8 1, CO. 0,. (0, Oh riO, 4A (O,8), f 1+0), ( I,@, 
(1,4),(1,8)! mod ( -+ 13). 
lfnknown 
s = Z(2) x Ztl9.2, L! {pq). 
‘fl =~~~~~~0,0~.~0,1~~~0~6~.~0,7~,~0,12),~0.13),~0,l~~~0,2~,40.7~. . 
(8, BI, CO, 135. (0,l-W mod (2,19), 
{(0,8), (0. Oh (0,Q i0,6). (0, lo), (0, It), ($, 161, (0, Oh (0,2), (O,6), 
(0,8), (0,12), to, 14)) mod (2, I9), 
((0.0)s C@. 4). Ui%, 101, Uih16), 10, Oh CO? 11, C&3), !O, 6), fO,7). (O-9), 
fOl 121, fO, 131,iO. 151) mod (2,191. 
x = Z(2) x Z(19.2) v {(-)]. 
a = W+. (0,4h a0,lOL 10, lb), (0, 11, (0,2), (0,3), (0,7), (0,8) (0,9). 
(O,I3), dO,14), fO:lS)> mod 12,191, 
!I=). t0,lL (0.4). CC). 71, f0,10), Uit 131, (0,16>, \O, 1 b, (0,4), CO. 7), 
(0,101. fO, 132, fO,16H mod I- ,19), 
: t& 4% it& 01, :6,1h U&~I, (0, ?), (0.12). (0, I3), (0, Oh (0,4), IO. 4i, 
10, IOi, (0, 12L tO, 16)) mod (2,191, 
(f010h (0, 11, (0, 21, (0. 7), (0,8h (0, 13), (0* 141, U-AO~), (0 11, (O.6), 
CC. ?), 10,12), (0,13)> mod (2,191, 
Wk 0), C0.1 b. (0,5), {0,7), U&l 1 A (4% 13 j, (0,17), (0, W (0.2). (0,6), 
40,8), (0, j2), Cl, 14)) mod (2.19). 




-I? = { (0,0,, (0s a), o% cu+6),(0,0),(0,a),(o,cr+3).(~3.a+61),(o,a+9), 
~~,~+~~,~l.a~3),~1.~+5),fl,cu~7),(l,a+9).(l,cr+l1)>mod (3,131, 
3 times,a = 0, 1, ,‘., 5, 
(@,8,, fO,O), 10,2), (0,4), (0,6), (0,8), (0, lo), (1,0,, (1, I), (l,3), 
(h5),~1,7),(1,9L fl, Ilb> mod (3.13). 
X=2(3,2)x 2(13,3). 
Jy = ((0,0h t0,3aI, f0,3a+2), Vih 3a+6), f0,3fu+8), cO,0,, (0,3a), (0.3~+4). 
~0,3a+6),(Q,3a+!0),~1,0),(1,3cu~l),(l,3a+5),(1,3a+7). 
K3a+ll))mod~3,13), a=O,l, 
N0,01, (0,3a+S), r0,3a+ 11). COJIQ, (0,3a+ 1). !0,3aW (O,3a+7), 
~0,3a+Il),(1,0),Il,3ti; (1,3a+l),(1,3a+4),C1,3a~6).(;,3a+7). 
II, 3a+ PO)> mod (3, 13). of= 0.1, 
( (0,0i, (0, 01, (0, Oh (0,2), (0,4), tO,6?, CO, 8). (0, lo), f 1, 0). (I,1 h 
(1,3),(1-,5).(1.7),(1.9),~1,11)~mod~3,13), 
U&0:, (0. Oh t0,3h (0,6), U&9), IO, 0,, (0, l), (O, 4), 10,7L (0, lo), 
~1,0~,11,2~~~i1,5),~1,8~,!1,11~~mod~3,13~, 
M’k 01, (0.21, i0,5), (0,8h (0,llA CO, 0,,10,2), (0,5), 10,811 (O, 111, 
41,0~,~1,2~.~~1,5~,I1,8~,~1,11.j~mod~-,13~. 
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X = Z(3.2) x Z113.2). 
ta = cIQ),~b,ts,~+l),(~,cu+7),11’0,ur),(O,a+2),(0,cr+JS,(f),~~f6),CI),~~+W), 
(O,a~lO),~l,8),(I,a~,(U,a+2~,~l,a+4),~l,a+6~.(1.a~8~, 
(l,a+lO)> mod (3,13), 2 times,* = 0, I, . . . . 5, 
:(8.8),(8.1;+1),(8,?+5),(Q,P+9),(0,IT),(O,yc2),(t).P+4g.(O,8+6), 
~O,P+~),1O,(f+1~)~~1,c3~,(l,B+2),~1,P+4),Il,~~6),I!,~+il~, 
(l,P+lWmod (3,13), fl= O,1,2,3, 
:i@, r), (0, r +3), f0.t T +6), (9,~ +9h t0, $9 CO, 7 +2h (0, y +4h 
~O,~+6~,~O,y~8~,~0,r+~~(3~,~1,~+~~,~1,~~3),ii~~f5~,~1,y~7~, 
(1,~+9),tl,~+lI)~ mod (3,131, 2 = O,l,2. 
S 2,:’ Z(3,2) x Z(13.2). 
‘3 :: rt0,d, (0.a+3), (0*a+4), (0, ~+73,(0,ar+8),(0.a),IO,cL+1),IO,~+4), 
(O,a+5~,(O,a+8i,~O,a+9~,~(1,a~.I1,a+2~,(l,a+4),~i,a+6~. 
!l,a+8),!1,a+lO)> mod (3,13), a = 0, 1. .*‘_ 11, 
ct0.I). (0921, (0,3)* t0,9* (0. cfrh (0,7), tQs9L (0. 101, (0,ll’A (0,0), 
rO,O),(O,4),(O,8~,~1.0),1l,Oj,C1,4),(1,8j~mod (3,13). 7 times. 
.Y = Z(3,2) x Z(13.2). ’ 
19 ZtJ .(0.2ah (0.2a+3), HB, 2a+6), (8,2a+9), (O,0,, (O,Zah i’O, 2a+2), 
(0,2a+4), (0,2a+6), (0, ?a+&). (O,2a+lOj, (1,0), (1,2a), 
&2a+l j, !1,2a+2), &2a+6), (1,2a+7), (1,2a+8!) mod t3,13), 
a = 0, 1.2, 
~~0,2a+2~,(0,2a+5),~0,2a+8),\E0,2a+l1),(O,2a),(~l,2a+l).(O,2a+3), 
fO.h+4). (.a, 2a+Bj, K!, 2a+7), (8,2a+9), 10,2a+10), (I, 2a), 
(1,2a+2),(1,2a~-4~,C1,2a+6),~1,2a+8),(1,’la~lOj~mod (3.13). 
o=i),1,2, 
“GA Oh fk 2). <f&C f0,6), G&8), (01 lo), (0, Oh 10,2), (O,4), i&6), (0,8), 
~~.lO),~l,O),~t,2).11,4),~1,6),41,8j,(1,1O~~m~d t--,13). 
j29j. li = Z(2) x Z(19,2) w ((q). 
-8 = WF, (%JUJ0,2~, (8,4,, (0,6), (Ov8),(0, lOI, ($3 12), t0.14), (%, lQ), 
(0, Oh (O,2h (0,4), (0,6X (O,8), (0, 1Oh CO, 121, (O,14;, tO, 16)1 
mod G, 191, 
wk flA (Q, 1h (09 31, (095 1, r0* 7 ), (9,9 lb. rg, 11 I, (0,13), (0, t 5 1, tU), 17 1. 
(O, OMO, 2MO,4), (0,6), fO,ilI (O, lOP,(O, 121, (O,14), (0.16)> mod I-, 191, 
(I’O, cib, (0, Oh 1O,l), (O,2h (0,3), (O,4),+ (O,5), I&6), (0,-h (O,8), CO, 91, 
(0, ~f3~,(O,11~.(0,12~,(0.13~,(0,14),~0,15),~0,16),~(~,17)~. 
Table .S.ZX 
.Y = Z(3.2i1 x Z(13,2) ti ((+}. 
8 ~~~a)~t~qb~~~,(O,O~,(O,4~,(O,S~.~1,0),(1,4~,(II,8~~mod (3,13), 
Wk 2~). (Q, la+3), ($, 2a+6), (&2a+9), (O,, htl),(O, 2a+?). 
/f, 2a+!Wl, Za+ll)> mod (3,13), a := 0, 1,2, 
i(O,8!1,(O,O),(O,4),(0,8),~(f,0),fl,O),(t,~),(1,8)>tnod (3.13). 
Lemma 2&4O f B(l3,4) as below and 13 E .B( 3.6) by Lemma 4.5. 
Unlcn?swn 
Unknown 
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x = Zf3,2, X 2(13,2) ‘J {(=I], 
u =+MmMo 4~,(0,8~,(l,ij,(1,3),(1,5~,(1,7),~2,9),~l,B1)) 
mod (3.13). 
~f0~0~,(6~2!~10.6~.(0,10~,(0,S~ 1;;,7),(0,11),(1,2),(1,6),t1,10)> 
mod (3, 13), l! times, 
c(0,0’),(0,O),110,4),(0.~~, IO 11, (O.5,,(0,9),(1,0),(1,4), (I, 8)) 
mod (3,13) 
x = 2(3,2) x X(13.2) v {(-)]. 
‘3 ;=~(~),(0,~~,(0,~+4),(0,~~+;9),tO,~~),~O,rr~4),~O,ai+8j,(l,a), 
(~,a*4Ml,a+II)? mod I-., 13). a = O-1,2,3, 
(@,ii% 18.2iG. !8, :2P +4), C0,2ci + 8), (0,213 .i 1 j, (0.2~ +5), ‘O,2$ +9). 
il,28+2’I,(! 28+6),(1,2~3+10)imod(3,13), i>‘=O, S) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(1.2B+7).(:,2~+8j.tt,2~~+1I)~m~~(3.13), p = 0, 1.. 




(1,a+8>> mod (- ,,, 13). ik = 0, I, 
‘(0~0~“(O.O~,~O,4~,(0-8~,(1~O~,(l. l),r’1,4),(2,5),(1,8),(1,9)> 
nwd (3,131 3 times 
~iO,0~,(0,~~,(0~(r’+4~,(0;,~+8~.(0.2),(0,6).((1.10,,(1,3), (1.71, 










I*0 X = 2(3,2) x 2(13,2) ~1 ((-)). 
‘I3 = ~(~~.(0,0~.(O,a~,(O,a+l~,(O,Qr+6~,cO,a+7j,(9,0~,(1,~~,(l,c;:+2j, 
(l,a+6),(1,a+SI>mod (3,13), Q = O,l, . . . . 5, 
~(~~.(0,0),(O,~~~(O,8),(O,P+3),((),~+6~,(0,~+9~,(1,li+l)~(1,~+4), 
(1,~+7W,~+lO)3 mod (3,131, p= O,1,2, 
(W. !0.3~ +3 1, (0p 3r +9), (0,3rS, (093~ 91). (0,3r +6). CO, 37 +a). 
(1,3~),(1~3~+5),(1,3~+6~,(1,3~+11~>mod(3,13), y=O,l. 
~f0,0~,(0,s~.(0,s+lj,(0,0~,rO.s+2~,cO~~+3~,cO,s+4~,tl,0~., 
(l,S+5),(1,S HSj,Cl,S+7)) mod (3.13). 2 times, d = 0, 1, . . . . 11, 
WA 01, (0, 01, CO, oh (0.11+3), (0, @+6), (0, @ +W, /1,0,, (1% P +I 1, 
(1,~+4),(l,p+7),(1,p+lO~~ mod (3,13), p = 0, 1,2, 
((0,0i. (0.3~)~ (0,3u +2), (0,32 +4), (0.3~+6), (0,3r +W, (0,3r +lOh 
(O,3~+I~.l(r3,3~~7),(1,3~+1~,(1,3~+7~~mod(3,13~, r=O.L 
11 X=2(3,2~xZcl:~,2it (w). 
~9 = q=),(0,0).(0,0),(Q, l~.CO,S),(O,9~,(1,O),(l~ U.(bW1~~i~(~.8~ 
(1,9)> mod (3,131, 
(@.I), c;da, 31, (8, s), (8, “A u&9), (0,11), (0, Oh (0,4), (O,Q (( l>Oh 
(1,4),11,8)? mod (3,131, 
~(0,O),(0,3),C~,6),~~,9),(~,l),CO,4),(O,7MO, 10)*(1,2),I1,5),(1,8)* 
(1,111)> mod (3.. 131, 
),(~,O~,~~,4),(0,8)1(0,0j,tO,O),(O.4~,(O,~)I(~,~~~~l~O)~(l~4)~ 
(1,8)> mod (--, 13). 
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(24). x = Z(40). 
?I = cQ’, 1’. 2*,4’, 5’, 8’, 13’, 14’, 97’, 19’, 24*, 26”, 34’1 mod 40. 
Wnknown 
x = 2(3,2) x 2(13,2:, u (pj}. 
“d “= ((m), (8, %), i%, 21, C%, 5), <%, 81, (8,) I), (0,1), fO.4,. W, 7), (0. f O), (1 t 11, 
(1,4),11,73, /1,1OH mlod (3,13), 
W), (0, rP), (lb, W, f%. 11, I(%, 2), 6%, 3), ($94). (%,5), (%A), i%*7), r%, 0 
r%,9,, (0, IO), t%. 1 I)> mod (3, -), 
’ Nit 3&, GJh 3e+ E b, [Q, 3a+2), (Qle 3e61, t%, 3a+“Q. I%, 3a+6), tO,%,, 
(0,341+2),(0,3tr+4),(0,3cr~8) ..0,3cr+10),fl,%),~1,3a+l), 
(1,3a+7)) mod (3,13), Q = 0, H. 
x = Z&2) x 12(7,3) u Cm}). 
R = f t8.4, ($9 %:I* (%, 01, rev 1 h (%,3 j, r%,4), 10,O). (0,3), t I,4 II, $4,. 
(2,1), 12.4), 13, a+, 13, %V mod (5,7), 
i (8, 0). (%I 3), (8, a+ lM%,a+4), (O.!),CO,4), 11,0),(1,3), (2, lb, 
12,4), (3,2 - a), (3,5 -- a), (a, a+), lau+2,=+) mod (5,7), lu = O,lc 
Wh%)JQ. l),~o,4),11,~),1lr%),Clr 1),(1,4),(2,%),12,2),(2,5), 
(3,*), f3,%), t3,0),(3,3)> mod (5,7), 
((%,Ob. ($9 3),f0,%),~0,0~,~0,3~,~1,%),~1,2),~1,5),~2,%),I2,2), 
I2,5), (3, %), (3.1). (3,4)) mod (5,7), 
UO.9). (O,Oh (0. l), (0,2), (0,3), (0.4). @,5), (2,%),(2,Qh 12.1 )I 
!2,2j, (2,3), (2,4), (2,5)1 mod (5, --). 
A = 0 (m&i?), A > 7. Emma 2.4,40 E Bf14,lrl) and 40 E B(l4,21). 
14 X = (Z(2) u (-)) x 2113,2) L’{(=, -)I. 
LJ =t(ao,w )+ t=. %I. (-, 219 +,6), C=, lo), r%,2), c%, 61, f%. IO), (0, %h CO, 0), 
HI, 2). (0; 4), fO,6), G-L 8). (0, 10)) mod I2,13L 
(t-s m), k 0). +, 2), O-9 4), +, 6). fm, 8), (=, 10). I%, Q), (8, 11, i& 5). 
f%,9), fQq %), (0, l), Kb5). (0,9)) mod G, 13). 
(C-,0), +t4:I, h8), t%. O), C%,2), (%,4), t&6), t%,8), (Q, IO), (0.1 )I 
t&3), ((3,5A @,7), fO,9), (0, I 1)) mod C2,13), 
Wt O), IT 11~9 f- 4), t-9 5), t-,8), @=, 9), t%,O), f%,4), t%, 8), tO,2), 
(0,3), 40,6), (0,7), (0, IO), Kh 11)) mod (2,13), 
W=. 93, (T 01, +, 2). +, 4), IQ, 4), h, S), h, lo), (9, %), f%, 3). C%, 7), 
t%, f 11, tO,tBh t&3, (0,7)* (0, i 1)) mod G-, 13). 
110 ?_Mnown 
20 iv = 2(3,2) x ZCl3,2) u {(-)}. 
“R , %h t%, Oh t%,3), t%,6). I%, 9), (0, Q), (0, l), (0, J), (0,7 1, 
~0,1~),~1,%),~1,2),~1,5),~1,8),0,11)~mod~3,13), 
W=). (9, %A r%, f 1, a 4), (%* 7), (%, IO), to, %), (0, 1), (0,4), Kh 7), 
WO), !,%)A l),K4),~1,7),(1,10)~mod t--, 13), 
((8. O), r%, l)., C%, 3)s C%, 4), r%, 6), t%,7), ($, 9), (f&10), (0, l), (Q, 4), 
~0,7MO, l~W1,2ar),(1,2a+3),~1,2a+6),(1,2~+9)~mod (3.13) 
ar=O,l. 
30 x = Z3,2) 13,2) Li {@)}. 
‘I? = +g,( , ($9 01, l%, 31, C%s 6), r%,9), (0, %), to,1 ), (0,4), (0,719 
10,10),~1,%),~1,2),~1,5~,0,8),11,11)~mod 13,13), 2 times, 
,a+7), ((b&+9)* 
(l,cr+I), ILa+4t, 
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x = 2(3,2) x Z(13.2) v {p,). 
‘16 = ~Ph r’cE* flh r Q, a), oa, a+8),10,~+9),(0,0),(O,Oc)*iO,Qlfl),(O,CYS.2), 
1O,~~3),~O,(k+4~,I1,0~,~~,cy~,~i,c11+1~,~l,Ly+5),(l,or~6~,(l,cy+7)~ 
mod (3,131, far = O,l, . . . . 11, 
~f~),~O,~3,(O,1r+l~,(O,~+3),~O,~+J),(O,~+6~,~O,~t?1),!O,~+95, 
CON :O~,~i~~).~l,Cr+1~,~1,~+3~,fl,~+4),~1,~+6~,~1,~+7~, 
41,~+9b,Ckp+lOj~mad (3,13), 3 times for p = 2, once for Ir = 0.1, 
c(B),8),~0,~+1),~$,P+3~,c0,~+7),(0,p+9),(0,61),rO,~+2),(O,B+4), 
~O,P+6~,~O,P~8~.~0,~~10~,~1,~~,~1,~+2~,~1,P+4~,~1,~+6~~ 
~1,&+8W,~+lO)~ mod f3,13), 3 times, p = 0, Z, ,.., 5, 
~~~~6~.(0,,+2~,~0,~~5~,I0,~+~),~0.~+11~,!11,u~.(O.r+2),(O.~r+3~, 
f0.y+6),~O.r+~),~0,~+9),t1,y).~1~,~~’),~1,~~5~,~1,~+6~, 
Il,~f?MI,~+ll)~mod 1’3,131. 7 = 0, 1,2. 
it0,0),c8,3a+4),?& 3W5), (0,3s+lO), t0,36+1 I), @.36+1), 10,3fr:+2), 
~O,3s+4),~0,3s+7),(O,36+1;5),tO,3~+10),~f,3d+lj,~1,36+21r, 
r1,3E+S),1I,3S+7),(1,36+8).~1,3~+12)~rnod t3,13), s = 0, 1. 
x = 2(3,2) x Z(i3,2) u {Q=)). 
t) = w=M9*0H0 .2~). t0,2cu+l). (0,2~+6), (0,2a+7), (0, Oh (0,2), (0.41, 
rO,6),(O,8),(O,iO),(l, i,,tl,3),t~,5),~1,7),~1,9~,(1,~lN 




t& = 0, 1,2, 
~10*P!,~0.P+2~,f%,B+4~.~0*B+6~,~0,~+8).~CI),B+lO~,I~),P),(O,P+2). 
CO,P+4j.(O,P+6j,~O,~+8j,~C),~+f8),~1,~~,~1.~+2j,~l.~+4j, 
~1,~+6i,~l,yS+8~,~1.p+10)~ r-nod ( -, 13j, p = 0,l. 
Lemma 4.6, 39 E Bt 18, Sl j and 39 rz B( 19,9). 
bmma 4.6, 39 E B( 19,9J and 39 f” B(20,lO) by Lemma 4.5. 
Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 4.1. ! ; 








X = 2(41,6j. 
19 = {Q),ar,~ff,~fS,ol+8,~+9,~+13,cr+l6,a:+17,n+21,a+24.cr+;1S, 
a+29,a+32.a+33,a+37) mod 41, a=O,l. 
X= 2(41,6). 
‘B = (v),\r,cucr,(~+3,~~+8,a+9,ar+l l,(r 16,a+l7,(k-(-l9,au+24,cu+2!;, 
cw+27,a+32,a+33,cw+35> mod41, Ix=O,l, 
~~,2,3,6,10,11,14,18,19,22,26.27, ‘30,34,35, .M mod 49. 












42 12 22 









18= (a?,8,5a+4,5&+5,Sc~+l4,5a+24,:Sa+25,3~+34}m~ 41. 
a = 0, 1,2,3, 
~~~+~,sa+~~5,S0t+~+10,Sac+~+ICi,Sa+~~~20,5a+~+25,Sa+~+30, 
Sa+fi+36in;od41, a=O,1,2.3, p=O,1.2,3, 
(4,9,14,fB,24,29,34,39>modBt. 
.Y=z(41,6)u{~). 
;B = c~,~,~+5,~+10.~+15,~+20,~+25,~+30,~+35~ mod 41, ir = 1,2,4, 
~4),Sar+3~.5a+3~+1,Sa+3~+2,5or+3j?+3,§r~~~3~+20,Stll+3~+21. 
ja+34+22,5a+3@+23) mcti 41, a = 0,1,2,3, jj’= O,l, 
r$,v,~+5,~+10,~+15,u+20,ti+25,v+3Q,u+3S~mod41. once for 
Ir= I, 2timesforv= 3- 
Lemma 4.6,41 f B(9,9i and 41 E B(lQ,9). 
X=2(41,6DJ{=}. 
3 = ~~,~,~+4,y+8,)r+l2,~+16,~+20,~+24.p+28,~+32,~+36>m~~4~, 
2 times for p = 0,3,3 times for p = 2,4 times for ~1 = 1, 
($,a,a i4,ar+8,a+l2,a+%6,a+20,a+24,a~+ZS,a+32,a+34> mod41. 
6 times, a=O,l,P,3, 
qI,v,w~4,w+8,Y : :2,. *~+16.~+20,~+24,~+28.~+32,~+36~ mod41. 
once for 9) = 2,2 times for v = 3, Q times for .v = 0. 
X=Zi41,6!r;{-). 
n =c~,6,2x1r,?a+4,2ar+$,2cr+i~,2atl6,2a+2C), a+24,?~?+28,La+32, 
2a+36>mod 41, B. =O, i, 
~2~,2p+3,2~+5,2~~~u0,2p+13,2~~~15,2~+20,2~~23,2~+25. 
2@+30,2p33,2p+3S>mod 41, p=O, 1,:!,3,4. 
X=Z(4i,6)u{-). 
d = ~~,~,~+1,~+5,lp+lO~,~+l1,~+1S,~+20.~+21,~+25,C(+30,~+31, 
#+3Sj mod 41, olmce for p = St 2 times fur CC = 3,6,7,9, 
~~,~+4,Sou+5,5a~~&,Sa+14,Sar~~lS,5dr+16,Sa+24,5at+25.5a+26, 
5a+34&+35,5a+36) mod 4t. 2 times, a = O,i, 
~~~,5a+~,50+~+1,5ar+p+2,5a+~+10,5cu+~~~lf.,Sol+~+12,5a+~+20, 
5~+~+21,Scr+J+2!2,5a+~+30,Sa+~+31,.Sa+~+32)mod 41, 
2times, a=O,l, ~=0,1,2,3, 
~‘~~,Y.~+l.~+5,v+10nV+llrV+l,kr v+20,v+2I,v+25,u+38,~+31* 
v+3S mod 41, owe for v := 5, 2 times for u = 0, 1,2,4,8,9. 
UlhlOWll 
X = PX3.2) x tZ!13,2) w (la))). 
‘XT = V04+ 1 h !0~~+4, Uib+% UJ, a+ IO), (0, f=), 10, O), (0,3), (0,6), 
~O~9),~~,~h~lt~~,(iI 3),(1,6),{1,9)>mod f’3,13), a = 0, 1, 
( (8, -A M,W, GA Oh C8? 3), M, 6). (0,9), (0,2), (‘3, S), CO, 8). 10. 1 1), 
~1~2~~~l~~~,tl,~),~l,ll)~mod t3,13). 2 times, 
1: f& @h fQ, fl), k @, f% 1 h la, 2), (a, 31, (a, 4), (a, 5), (a, 6), (a, 7). 
(a, 8), k9h !a, IO), (a, 11 j> ma@ (3, --), 2 times, 0r = 0, 1, 
1, &a+7), @,a+ lo), (O,@,. 40, O), (0,3), CO, 6), 
),(i,O~,(:E,3),(f,6),(1,9)>lnod(3,13), a=O,l. 
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42 14 39 x = 2(3,2) )r (Z( 13,2) L! {-)I* 
8 = if%ra+~),~%,a+4i+~$,cw~+7~,I%,~+lO),~O,~b,~i~~,~)D~O,01+~~, 
(~,~+6).(Q,~+~),(1,~).(1,a),(1,a~3),(i,ck+6),(1,a+‘)), 
mod t3,!3), a = 0, 1,2, 
~~0~49 [0,0,, I0,al (0. ~+3),~0,~~+6~,tB,cu~~9o,tO,~t2j,o,~+s), 
~O,a+8~,~O,atll~,Ql,~+2j,~1,~+5~,~l,~ktk~,~l,~tl~ 11 
mod (3.13) a = O,l,2, 
(t%, -1, c&%i, Cp, Oh (p. 1). (p. 21, fir, 31, ip.41, i& SI, (~3, Q), Ip, 71, (p, b), 
(P, 91,4p, IO), c&i. 11)’ mod (3, 1. 3 times. p= O,1. 
~~0,~)t+2~,10.a~S~,~0,~+8~,10,a+ll).~O,%;~,~~r),~~~,~O,13t+3~,~O.~+lC~ 
~Q,ut99).~1,0~,~l,a~,~l,a+3~.r1,~+6~,I1,~t~~~ mod U,13). 
a = 0, L2. 
42 14 A z 0 (mod 13). A :y 13. Lemma 2.4, 42 C- 134 14,26j and 42 6t B(,i4,3!,j. 
42 15 .fO A’= Zc41,6, v{:-). 
r’l z ~~,4cr,4a+3,4at5,4~+1(!,4a+l3,~+19.~kr+18,4~+2O*4at23, 
4a+25,4at30,4~t33.4a+35,4cr+38~ nwi41, ui = 0.1,2,3,4, 
(%.4a,4Q+l,.h+ 5,4a+8,4cr+lO,~+~t,~Ca+l7,4ar+20,4a-~21, 
SC@-+ 25.Ja+28,4at30,4a+3S,~ta+37) mod41. a = 0, 1(2, :;,4. 
42 16 120 Lemma k6.41 c”B(15,2ljmd 41 c~B(lhJ13. 
42 17 27’2 hma di1.6.41 E 61Cl6.102) and 41 F 8il7.34). 
42 1X 51 X=2(41,6jL;{-). 
P ’ = -4a,ll, p +2, p+s. p+7, Jl”‘10, w-c 12,4+15. p+ 17, icr+?O. p”22. 
~+25++27. cr4.313, c(+32, cc+?>, p+37: mod (I%, 2 times for 
p = O, onCY for &A = 3, 
~Sa.Sa+l,Scr+2.5a+3,5a+4,5a+5,5~+6,5ar+13,Sa+l6.5~+20. 
Sa+2l,Sa+22,5ru+23,5cw+24,5~+25,5c~+26.Zot33,5a+36> 
mod 4f, a -: 0, t*2,3. 
a:! 19 342 x = 1zu. 2) u I-)) x 2(7,3). 
13 = ((00.0),(QD*CY),j~.C1+2), ~~~,cr+4~*(0,%), ~a,O)ALL, 2), k4h WwiN, 
~~~+l,l~,I~+~,3).(~+l.S~,~a+2,~~j,~a+2,2),I~r+2,4),(~+3.Q~, 
(a+3,1), Qa+3,3j,((kt3.5): mod CS, 71, 115 times, or ~7 &I, 
((=J. P + 11. I=, i3 t4 1, (0, %i, Cfs.PL (0, p t 3 I, (oL,jN (a, p + z ), (0, p + 3), 
fclr,~t4),(~+1,81,~~+f,~~,~~~~l,~+3),~a+2,~~,~~+2,i3+1~, 
icn+2,B+3),(at2.a+4),ta!+3,0),(a+3,Bi,(a+3,S+3),nod iS,7). 
Qr = 0, 1 , 3 = 0,1,2, 
t(-* Q)), t&C3 + 11, e9 +4* GJ. Oh (a, 11, (a, 21, (a. 3 1, ia, 4). (a, 5), 
(atl,~j,~~~~,~+33),lot2,0~,(ai+2,l),(~+2,2),(~+2r3),!cut2,4~, 
(*+2,5),(~~+3,P),(~k+3,B+3))mc,d~5,7), n=O,f, ~F0.1.2. 
i(m,%),(m,cr),(~*CY+2),( ~,at4),(0,u+1),(0.ar+3),(%,a+5) CO.ah 
iO~~+22),~O,~t4~,~1,(2~,(1,(3it2),(B,cu+4~,~2,aj,(~~crt2~,(2,a+4), 
13,aI, C3,~xk+2). (3,a+4)> mod f&7). Q=O, I, 
~~~,0r),~~,~.t2~.~(~‘,~1+4?,~O,%~,(O,tr),40.~+L).(O,rr L4).Cl,0hK~), 
(1.at;?~,(i,u’~,,~“,3),(2,a),~2,(1t2),(2,(r+4),~3.0),(3,a), LAJ 13 
{3,a+-2),(3,c+Ij~ mod (5,7). or = O, E, 
~(~,%~,~0,0~,~0,1~,~0,2~,~0.3’,~0,4~.~0.5~.10,01,~‘0~2r~.~O,4~,il~ 11 
~1,3~,~1,5~.~2,0),12,2~,(2,4~,(3,1),~3,3),C3,5)~n~~d (5. !I, 
3 times, 
((=J, 01, (a. 11, I=, 31, cm, 5 1, c& 01, (0. :!A (0,4), (0, Oh w, 21. (0.41, 
(1,0).(1,2),(1,4),(2,O!,r2,2),(2,C~),(3,0),(3,2;3,f3,4)~lnod(--,7). 
H. Hunani / &lanced incomplete block desi&s 




















190 x’ = 2(41,6) w (m). 
“;EJi = ++$, 2a, 2a+2,2~x+4,2a!+6,2a+8,2~+10,2~x+12,2a+14,2~r+16, 
2a+ZO, 2~+22,2ct+24,2a+26,2cu+28,2<r+30,2a+32,2~~+34, 
2a+361 mud 41, OI = n, 1, . ..) 9, 
<8.2,4,6,8,10,12,14, lis s 18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32.34,36,38, 
mcfi 41, 1 f times. 
20 X=ZI41,6)u{~}. 
,a = c=, 0,2,4,6, (1,lO,i2,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36,38> 
mod 41, 
!$,0,2,4A,8,10, ib, r’ 14, J1.6,18,20,22,24,26,28, St, 32,34,36,38, 
mod 41. 
f Mowexistrnp b:y Lemmh 1 .P. 
? > 1. Lcmm 1 2.4,43 E B(7,2) as in Table 5.22 :md 43 E Bt7,3) by Lemma 4.3. 
4 Lemma 4.4. 
12 Lemma 4.3. 
15 Lemma 4.4. 
55 Lemma 4.2. 
22 Lemma 4.1. 
26 Lemma 4.2. 
13 Lemma 4.1. 
5 tiunexistmg by Lemma 1.7. 
10 x = 2’143,3). 




40 Lemma 4.4. 
136 Lemma 4.2. 
51 Lemma 4.1. 
53 Lemma 4.2. 
190 Lemma 4.1. 
10 Lemma 4.3. 
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arrd sufficient conditions for group ivisible deigns 
roup divisible designs were introduced in Section 2.3 as a mean 
ction of BIBD’s. However, the group divisible dmigns be- 
atorial reasearch that the study of them 
e start with a theorem staflng a neces- 
sary condition for the existence of group divisible designs, a theorem 
wlhich is similar to Theorem 1.1. 
arid xU(v -- HI) = 0 (mod k (II --- I)). 
hoof. u E 0 (mod nz) and v 2 km follow from the definition of a group 
divisible design. Furttler, A(v - r?r)/ik --- 1) is the replication number of 
every point and Xu(u .- nl j/( k (k - 1)) is th: total number of blocks. 
The condition of Theorem 6.1 is c early not sufficient for the exiistence 
of GD[k. X, mt u]. it has been already proved by Tarry [ 32 3 that 
GD[4, 1,6; 241 does not exist. Further, it follows from Ltmma 3.14, 
that if 1 < t?r < k- _- 1, then GD[k, 1, m; krnf does not exist. However, 
we shall prove that the condition of Theorem 6.1 is sufficient for the 
existence of group divisible designs with block-size k = 3. 
hoof. Let x = (l(r) X I(W) X I(PI), where l’z~ = U. By the hypothesis of 
the lemma, there exists GD[3, A, ~2; u) on I(m) X J(H). For each block 
B cltf this design form a transversal design T[ 3, 1; r j on I( I’) X B ; such a 
design exists by Theorem 3.1. The blocks of these transversal designs 
form tiae required GD [ 3, X, rnr ; rv]. 
oof. By Lemma 5.1, II E GiI({3,4), 1, A+) and by Lemma 2.23, 
E E B(&, 1). Further, {7, P 9) c B(3, 1) by Lemma 4.3. 
y Lemmas 6.& an 7 d 2.16, it suffices ‘to show that 21~ c G 
4,t-Q. For II = 3 this follows from Theorem 3.1. Ikr 11 E {4 6) 
CD(3,1,2j. X = %Cj x (2(3,2j w {w}j. 
;=M&(B),(0;0) mod (WI, 
~~~~~,~~~~j.~~;i~~ lllOd (2;- ). 
2 E GD(3, 1,2j. x = Z(2) x (Z(2) x Z(.3,2)). 
~~O:Q,0~,C0;0,Oj.1Q:0. I)> m0d (2; --,--), 
) 0,. mo9 w0:o. 1)) mad G-; '-'-T 3j,
,0MI;O,Qh~O:O,O)~ mod(--;-- ,I%), 
.0),CO:0,OMO;O, t)> mod C--;--.3), 
$01, (0; 0, qh ul; 0, 1)) inofd i----z I--, 3j, 
;0,0~,~O;Q.Q),(0;0, 11, rnloll (---; --,3), 
;0,0~.fO:0,0),10:0,O)~ md f ---~3). 
oaf. Let x = %(3,2) x Z(n). 
; 01, CO:&), (0: --a’)) mod (3; n), cy = 1, 2, . . . . i(n .-- 1). 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 2.16, ie: suffices to show that 6ra E GD(3, 1,6) 
~~~~~ II E h’,. For H E {3,4+ 6) this follows from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.1; 
=: 5 this follows from Lemmas 6.4 and 6.1; for II = 8 we prove: 
C-xX3,1,6). x = Z(6) x (2(7,3) u {=gj. 
~j,(pl:02,((Pf3jr;~tl))mod(--;7), (Y =O,l,...,$, p=O,1,2, 
(Oy:3y),12’;3y-S2j,(4’;34r+4)) mod (6;7), my= 0, I, 
<(O;~),cl’rpj,(l’;p+3),1nod(6;?), p-0, 1,2. 
Lemmas 5.3 ahd 2.16, it suffices to show that 3rr E GP(3,2,3) 
II E KS. For CI E (3,4,6> this follows from Lemmas 5.6 and 
is follows Lem.ma 6.4; and for II = 8 we prove: 
x = 2(3,2) x (2(7,3) 1 i {=)). 
; 211, (exists bi Lemma 6.4) on 2113) X Z( 7j, 
j> mod (3: 7j, 011 = 0, I, 
if. fhnwni / Balarncecf iucomplere block &s,kltls 357 
C(@;=), (0; 09, (0; 3)) mod (3; 71, 
((Q);0),(O;a+‘l),(O;cw+4~) mod (X7), (Y = 0, 1. 
‘Lemma 6.7. F0r tvtw II 2 3, 2~ E GD(& 3, 2) iiokk c 
proof. By Lemmas 5.3 and 2. 16, it suffices to show that 21 E GD(3,3, 2) 
for every Ii E &“,. Far II E {3,4, (ii} t&is foEloINs from Lemma 6.3; for 
II = S t?lis follows from Lemtnas S.5 and 6.1; for 11 = 8 we prove: 
16 E GD(3.3,2~. x = Z( 2) x iZ(7, .i) u +Q)). 
PJ = Blocks of CD[,3, I, 2; 141, (exists by Lemma 6.3) on Z(2) 
2 times, 
u 5 0 (mod Mj. u > ,7~i, A(u -- rn) = 0 (mod 2) 
arzcl Xu(v -.- nz) --= 0 (mod 6). 
Proof. The necsssitv fc#ows from Thet;rem 6.1. In order to prove suf- II 
fickncy VW note that every pair of values of X anil FZZ dctermmes the 
values of v for which the condition of the theorem is satisfied. By Lcm- 
Table 6.1. 
- ----_..I.- _I__ ___ -___ L -- 
h nr u n = u/?n Proof 
-_-- _ -.l-CI.-l __I _p-_._ 
1 1 1 or 3 (mod 6) 1 or 3 (mod 6) Lemma 5.1. 
1 2 0 or 2 (mod 61 Oor 1 (mod 3) Lemma 6.3. 
1 3 3 (mod 6j 1 (mod 2) Lemma 6.4. 
1 6 O(mod6),u> 18 every Ft Z 3 Lemma 6.5. 
2 1 0 or 1 (mod 3) 0 or 1 (mod 3) Lemma 5.6. 
2 2 0 or 2 (mod 6) Our 1 (mod 3, Lemma 0.3. 
2 3 O(mod3),us+ every w 2 3 Lemma 6.6. 
3 1 1 lmod 2) 1 (mod 2) Lemma 5.5. 
3 2 0 (mod 3), u b 6 every tl > 3 Lemma 6.7. 
3 3 3 (ud 6) 1 (mod 2) Lemma 6 4. 
6 1 eo *ry u F 3 every YP > 3 Lemma 5.7. 
. 
H. Harmi / Bahnctrd incumpte~e Muck designs 
mas 2.3 and 6. li it suffices to consider only those v&es of X and of 191 
hich art: factors of 6. In all these cases the existence of the relevant 
rortp divisible designs is proved in the lemmas listed in Table 6.1. 
7. Gwering and packing designs 
far we have been dealing with exact designs, i.e., designs in which * 
pair of points is contained in a fixed number (1) of blocks. Such 
s rjxist only if the total number of points satisfies certain condi- 
proved in the foregoing sections. In the general case -- when 
taco total numberof points dtjes not ilczessarily satisfy the prescribed 
- an exact dtitsign ot always exists and in order to deal with 
we introduce coverings or ample designs in which every pair 
$sEnts i included in at least X blocks :;ind packings or scarce designs 
m every pair of points is included in at most X blocks. Naturally 
:t” are interested in ample designs having a minimal number of blocks 
and =- conversely - in scarce designs having a maximal number of blocks. 
re formafly: A design (X, 93 ) is called1 an umplr &s&z AD[ k, A; u, h ] 
&or -- respectively - a scuYct~ &s&r? SD [ ik, X; 0, b] ) if 
blocks are of size k; 
rset {x, ~1 C X is included in at least (at most) X blocks 
note by a(k, X; u) the smallest number b of ‘alocks for which 
isis and by o(k, X, u) the greatest value of b for which 
exists. Clearlv 
ofk, h; U) Q XU(U - 1 j/(k(k -- 1)) G a(k, X; U) 
sign on both sides holds if and only if ,a BIBD 
ral case, Schonheim f 2’?,28] introduced tlhe notation 
H. Hamni / &Csrvrced incumplere block designs 359 
where I xl is the smallest and 1 xl the largest integer satisfying 
[xl < x 4G [xl, and proved: 
a(k, h;v) < $(x-e kv) G hv(v .-- 1 )/(k(k -- 1)) < t,b(k, h;v) G a(k, X;u). 
Proof. In the case of ample design the replication number of every point 
is clearly not smaller than IX(u _I l)/(k - I)] and accordingly the total 
number of blocks is not smaller than g3fk. A; u). The converse goes for 
scarce designs. 
In the case k = 3, X = 1, Fort and Hedlund proved 113 1 that 
43, 1; u) = $(3, 1; u) for every u > 3. Later, Sch’dnheim proved [ 281 that 
0(3,1; u) = $4’3, 1: L’) if u f 5 (mod 6) and o(3, 1; v) = $43, 1; v) -- 1 if 
v = -5 (mod 6). 
In this section we shall determine atf3. Xr u) and ~(3, X; U) for k := 3, 
every h and every u 2 3. 
R design (X. c19 ) with X’ c X is called an ulnzost ample desigrz 
AD”fk, X; ~(0, O] (or - rt:spectively -- an alrrlost scarce Hssigtl 
SD*[ k, A; v(t), b]) if 
(i) iX\ = u; 
(ii) the blocks are of size k E 
(iii) I(36 1 = b; 
(iv) )X’I = t: 
(v) every pairset (x. _v) CL X such that {x, v} @ X’ is included in at 
least (at most) X blocks of q ; 
(vi, no pairset {x, _Y) c A" is included in any block of 93. 
Let u s I mod (k(k -- 1)); it is easily seen tha L for given values of k, 
X and t, both @(k. X: u) and J/(k, X: u) are polynomials ins v of the form 
P(v) = (;?,z? +cu+d)ffk(k - l)), where c and d are integers. Later we 
shalf pric;ve that for k = 3 also cu( 3, X: II) and @I, A; u) are such p&y- 
nomials The following lemma will be most helpful for this purpose. 
(XV* +ut v +ao; f/(k(k - ] )) 
sn*pi, A: u(t), nt(X(2, -+ I) +Sj,‘)/(k(k -- i))] 
e sh;,rll prove the first part of the iemma, the proof of the secord 
ing analogous. We have to prove the existence af an ample design 
AD[k, A: v, (Xv” +a++u&h$t -- I,)] 
= mz + t (N 3 k). Let X = .I(n2) X l(n) U I(t). Forrfi a group 
le design GDf k, X, nz.: nz~) on Icon) X 102). As mentioned in the 
of Theortlm 6.1, this design has rn* n(u -- 1 )A/( k( k - I )) blocks. 
here i = 1? 2, . . . . r2 - I and X’ = i(& It is easily 
ber of bloc:ts is (Xv* + a 1 t3 + ug )/lk - 1)). 
Lemrrxi 7.2. /J’X(u - 1 ) s 0 (mod (k -.- 1)) arid Xv(v .- 1 )J(,li --- i ) = -. 1 
(mod k) hold, thtw ~((k. X; v) 2: Q(k, X; v) + 1. Sirnikrr!_~, ifX(u -- 1) f 0 
. (mod (k -- I)) urtd Xu( v -- 1 )/(k ---- 1) 25 1 (mod k )’ IKIM, PIrc”jz 
o_(k, A: u) < t,b(k, A; v) --.- 1. 
Proof. We sfaaI1 prow the first part of the lemma, the T qf of the second 
part being analogous. Suppose that cu(k. A; v) < @(k. X; v) + 1, then by 
Theorem 7.1, at& X: v) = 4(X, A; v) and 
AD[k,h; v,(Xu(v -_ I)+k .-‘- ljj’(k(k _-- l))] 
exists. This means that each pair of points occurs in X blocks, but some 
pairs occur in more than X blocks 3nd that the total number of these ad- 
ditionat occurrences is f (k -- 1). Let p. be a point belonging to at least: 
one pair which occurs in more than X blocks, then p0 occ~s in 
?I = (h(v -- 1 j +d)/( k - I) blocks,, where d is an integer 1 G d < ilk - 1). 
However, this is imgossible, t.ec;iuse no is not an integer. 
In the following lemmas we si~all prove that for L’ = t (mod m) and 
for given values of X. rn and t, ~(3, X; v) G $43, A; u) + E and 
~(3, X; v) % $43, X: U) -. Et, where E E (0, 1) and E’ E *CO, 1). 
Whenever h is odd we shall take r12 = 6 and whenever h is even we 
shall take ~tz = 3. Accordingly --- by Theorem 6.2 and Table 6.1 -- 
nln E GD(3, A, m) for every N 2 3. By Lemma 7.1, it will be sufficient 
to prove the existence of the designs AD[3, X; U, h] and SD[3, X; v, h] 
_- for the relevant values of b - for v = YZI + t, II = 2m + t and if t 2 3, 
also for v = 1, .Moreover -.- whenever I 2 2 --- we have to prove the 
existence of AD*[ 3, A; nt + t(t), b] and SD*[ 3, X; IPZ + t(t), b] with thz 
relevant values of 6. 
The proofs of a(3, X: v) G @(I& E,: u) + e and 43, X; u) 2 $43, ?G U) -- E’ 
will be given by construction of designs with number of blocks satisfying 
the equalities in the above formulas. Evidently this proves the relevant 
conjectures. 
2 Ii. Hanani / &lanced incomplete block drs&ns 
_ ____. . _ _ _ .-.--.- .____-A-- e_-__ I.._ _ --- __I wmal- * p-ml I_I --*” 
n Construction 
-~__cIs_I____-_~__--ll--~-----~--- _II__-.-I_ _1_1__- bran ~~“___ ~ 
SD*f 3, I ; 1%%4), 12) x = {(-g: i = 0,1,2,3). x = Z(2) x Z(3) u x. 
n = (~8rP'),C0,1P+1)'),f"p),mod(2,--). @= I), 1,2, 
((0,W+2r’),(Q,(P+2)‘),I”“p)), P=O.fJ, 
own, to, 1’1, G=j)) mod G, 3). 
A? = (I+: i = 0,1,2,3), x = Z(2) x Z(6) u X’. 
I? = ((8,L M0,p').~~8)~mcld (-4% P=Q, 1,2,3, 
<@, 0’),10,4’>,, U&S’) 1 mod t -. t 6), 
cr0, (2-y,‘), if& (27 +I )‘I* (0, f2r + 3m y = I), 192. 
i(O, 6’),(0, f6+ 2)‘,, (0, i5+4Kh b =O,l, 
{10.0’,.(0.2’),(0.4’)>. 
x = I(4). e = (8, En 2 ). 
SD*[S, 1; W(4), 12f md SD[3,1;4,11 cjn X’. 
SD”(3.1; 16(41,36j and SD[3,1;4,ij OR X’. 
_*&-I- _*” -H-m”w”e _._- --- x-__I_^--I-.-m_I&___ .l^l-_-__ ____ ______- .... _- .__ p.m- . 
4 
f, Here r” = 0, m = 6,X =: !. We prove the existcncc of: 
13, %;6,6].S=Z(6). %=(O’, 1’,3’h1od6. 
I: l2,24).X=2(12). 
Qp+2j’,(pW), p = 0, 1, . . . . 5. 
#Y,dp-ws, cp +9)x p = 0, 1, .*-, 5, 
+3)‘, (+C$‘, QJ+Sl’>, p = 0, 1, .._ 5, 
+2)‘,(p+;i’.Cp-‘.9)‘!~ /!I = 0, 1, . ..., 5. 
a 7.4. If u = 2 w 4 (mod 6), iher &, 1 t v) < t&(3, 1: v) = $(u2 +2). 
oaf. We prove this lemma directly - without making use bf Lemma 
..f. ketX=I(v-Iju(=). 
ksofB[S. I;u-I], (exists by Lemma 5.4) on I(v _- I), 
f,(2pt)7,=~, /3= 0, 1, .*., $(v-4, b 
‘7.5 If v zz 0 or 2 (mod 6). then ~(3, 1 t v) 2 $(3, 1; v) = $(v .-- 2). 
bow. In the BIBD B[ 3, 1; u +I] delete one point and all the 
I it occllrs. 
Table 7.2. 
363 
_ __.-_-.e”__l_l_^~,__-“-- ---- _.._- -.. __-__. _____. ----I 
Design Constrw tian 
_-“_^.-_...-__-^_ _“.--._-_ -_^..----IP1-l -  -P-I._-PP_I__I-_ 
AD*[3,1; 1 US), 15) 
SD*[3,1; 1 l(5), IS] 
I 
AD”[ 3, 1; 17f9.42]; 
SD*[3,1; 17W.42j 
I 
AII(3, 1; 54 
.4D[3. I; 11,19) 
AD(3, I; 17,465 
SD[3,1; 5,2] 
SD13, I; 11,17j SD*(3,1; 11{5),151 and SD[3,1; 5.21 on X’. 
SD139 1; 17.44) SD*[3, 1; 17(5),42j and SD[3,1; 5,2] on X’. 
X’={~~i):i=0,1,2,3,4).X=2(2)x%~3)uX’. 
~fi z::/ l(OI,ir’),Qrl),(P31)‘).COOB))mod O,- 1, 1_?=UJ 
((8,;8’~2)‘,,10,fP+2)‘),(-p),, p=o,1,2. 
t(Q, 2’r:N,y’)l t=~~+~)) mod (--., 3), y = 0,l. 
x’ = ((=+ i = 0, 1,2,3,4), x = %(3) X GT--(4,x2 ‘X + 1) tJ x’. 
,10 =(cP’,8,,c(P+l)‘,(b),(““p),rnod~-,4), POJ.2. 
Q(P +X9), M3+2L 2wJpP, P = 0,1,2* 
:((131.2)‘,o)*((B+2)‘, lMQ@‘, p= 0. L2, 
MY @i, ((5’. y), +y+j)’ mod (3, -1, y = O,l, 
WY, 2). tO’, i 7). 106~ +p mod (3, .- ), y = 0.1. 
cIQ’,~),(i’,8),(2’,u”+1),nlod v-,4), 13 = 0, 1.2. 
x = Ifs). 
I? = (3’. 3’,4’>, p= Q,1,2, 
CO’, l’, 2’;. 
AD+j3, I; 11(5), 151 and AD[3, I; 5,4) on x. 
AD*[3,1; t7(5),42] 2nd A!>i3,1: 5.41 on X’. 
x * Its’!. 
I3 = HI’, l’, 2’). 
CO’, 3’, 4’ >. 
_-e_C.__e__-_ __,._. _._. _I _-._.. . . _  _--.  ^ -_ ,---  ^ -. ._ ,-_ ____^.__ ,_ .,.___. __.._ .-. -I- _- .._.. “--l__-- 
f 
For further reference. 
Roof. In this case d = 4, tn = 6, X = 1. The construction of the reytiired 
designs is given in ‘Tabk 7.1. 
Lemma 7.7. !f v 9 5 (mod t;), fhect d-3, 1; u) < #(3, 1: v) = b(ti2 u +4) 
arut u(3, 1; u) ;3: $(3,1: u) -. 1 = +(v” -. 1) -- 8). 
Tabie 7.3 
.- .“..--...__-__.-  -._-.. - . . . . . ___ -.__ _ , _-. -- -.. -- --________________~_-.. 
Design Construction 
. __-. _ _,._,__ . . __ _ -_.-___..__ ---. ___.._-.--_ - __e _....-.._-__.__ - _ ______ -. __ 
Af)“[ 3,2; S(2), 6 j ,r= (o;li. i= 0.1). x = %(3) ti X’. 
SD*(3,2; S(Z), 61 
SDf3,2;5,61 I 
U = {O’, E’, “0) mod 3, 0” 0.1. 
AVf3.2; 812),18]* 
1 
x = {c.oi:  = 0, I), X = i?(6) L+ X’. 
SD1 3,2; 8,181 .19 = (O’, (0 +l}‘, mp’ mod 6, &$=O,l. 
CO’, l’, 3’) mad 6. 
ADf 3,2; 5,8] AD*[3,2; 51!2),6) and CQ’.=+wQ, 2 times. 
AD[ 3,2; 8.20] AD’C3,2; 8(2), 181 and G$qpq), 2 times. 
p.__-- _-__.._______-_  __ ..--_--eu_ --- 
’ For further tefcrence. 
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__-- ._ ____-_- I .- _ . _._-. ___ _..- _ __ __._____..__._ _ -- - __ __+.._... _-C-_.- - ..-__ 
C‘onstruct ion 
_ _. ___ __ _ _.._ __ . _._ . .- _.._ --._--_._-_~_ -. - -. . . ..- . _ .- ._ _.. .I__ -_ _._ . ..-. --.I 
,y’ = {mi: i = 0,l-j. x = Z(6) u A?. 
‘a = t5’,(pl)‘.=@mod 6, p r= 5,1, 
~7’*~y+3)‘,~p, p=5, I, T = 0, 172, 
NY, f’, 3’) mod 6, 
((27~‘,(2y+1)‘,127+2)‘,, y = 5, L2* 
t f’, 3’. j’!. 
X E 216’) U {*i: i = Q, I]. 
b = tO’,-o, ml) mc4d 6, 
NY, CJ +I I’, =@ mod 6, P= 5,1, 
(O’, l’, 3’) mad 6, 2 times. 
x = z(2) X i?(6) CJ {(ml): i = 0,l). 
~8 = @8,5’1, +a ), (00 1)) mod I---, 61, 
%W’~5,cp+ 9&+$1 mod G-,6), fi =O, 1, 7 = 0, I, 
~(0,6’), (0, c&+3)‘), (=$A a = 5, 1, d=O,1,2, 
UB,O’), ;0,~2~)~‘),~0,~2~~+1)‘)~ mod (2.61, y ” 0, I, 
(M, 0’). @. ? ‘1, (8,3’)> mad (246 1, 
{IO, 0’), (9, (-t,y +2)‘), (0,437 +4)‘)> mod f- (61, “r = 5,1. 
UO.O’),I@. l’),(&#pmod t-,6), 
((5, f), (5, (y + 21’1, (5, ty +4jy, 2 times, pO,l. 
e *uwmyna” ” _ - *_‘_ I,, “_ _I_” 1 1__x --- I x-e-..s__. I - -. -- - --, ..---_~--1---- ..*..-__.._y._I__- --- 
aof, Here t = 5, m = 6, X = 1. The needed constructions are given in 
le 7.2. 
2 (mod 31, then d3,2; u) < @(3,X; u) + 1 = f($ --. ~+4) 
v) 2 $f(c3,2; v) = gv2 --. tr --- 2). 
tPaf. i = 2, Ill = 3 X = 2. The nccv3ssary cor,structions arc in Table 7.3.. . 
mm 7.9. If- 0 = 0 (mod 6), then d3,3; u) G #(3,3; u) = +(3u - 2) 
f3,3; u) 2 lj(3,3: c) = $v(3v - J). 
*m B[3,2: o: by Lemma 5.6 and AD[ 3, I ; u, 6~~1 by Lemma 
[3,X u, @(v -- 2)j by Lemma 7.5, respectiveiy. 
. If #_I z 2 (l-r?02 fi), thcrr a(?, 3; u) < @(3,3; v)= h(3u2 “- 2v+4). 
= 6, X = 3. For the nwessary constructions see Table 7.4. 
2 (mod 6), tJzef10(3,3;U)> iL(3,3;V)=~(3u2-44v-4). 
Table 7.5. 
_ __ _““_.,_-_-____ “.. - -- - II -- .” _- ^ _ -- _-_.. _. , ..r._ _ _ __, “” -. -_.__ - “____--- ____-___- 
-.-_- 
Design t’onstruc:ion 
_I ,_ ..-_. _.________^.. -_--c..._n~-_ v.... -Y-u..._.. *-_--.-_ ___-.__--I_-_ _-_ _--_____.____ _ 
AD*f3,4; SC2A 121 X’ = {wi: +i f 0, l), x = A?(3) iJ X’. 
‘TI = al’, l’pp, mod 3, 2 times, p = 0.1. 
AD/ 3.4; 5,141 R[3,3; $1 by Lemma 5.5 and ADf3,l; 5,4j by Lemma 7.7. 
ADf3.4; t-&38] X = Z(2) X Z(3) U ((“i): i s 0,i). 
‘gj ” .ca,O’>,(mor,(oa~)>rnod (2,3), 
6 (8, 07, (8, I’), (m(l)) lJl(d (2,3), 
cc& 0’~ ro,o’), eo)) mud 6-, 31, 
irS.o’b,(C),P’),I”*)>mud c-,31, c3=0,1,2, 
~((8,0’4,io,~‘).(O,Cr”l)‘)‘n;od(2,3), Y =OJ, 
U&O’). t(b, I’), (0,2’)> mod (2,. I. 
-dew- .e_--,“_-._-_c- _______-A.___ _ I_- -- --.I1_C__.-- _-. 
hoof, FCW Sll[ 3, 2; U, f(d -. t) --- 2)j by Lemma 7.8, and 
SD[3, 1: U, +(u ..- 2jj by LHINII~ 7.5. 
Roof. Form H[ 3 b 2: II’/ by Lemma 5.6 wd .AD[ 3, I; v, 2 (u2 + 2,) by 
Lemma 7.4 or SD[3. 1; v, i (u* - 2u -- 2)] bv Lemma 7.6, respectively. _ 
Lemma 7.13. If- u = 3 (mod 3A rhvt (~(3,4;v)G$(3,4;~)=j(u* u+-1). 
Roof. t = 2, m = 3, A = 4. For constructions see Table 7.5. 
lemma 7.14. If* u = 2 (mod 3), tk,rz 0(3,4: u) 2 $(3,4; v) -- 1 = 
; ($ _- v ._... 2). 
Prosf. Form SDl3,2; u, $(u2 - u -- 2)] as by Lemma 7.8, 2 times. 
Lemtna 7.15. Ij*u = O(mod 6), rlrerf cu(3,5;v) G @(3,5:u) =$J(cV --- 4) 
cold ~(3,s; u) 2 *(3,5; u) = ~u(St..~ -- id. 
LProof. Form .!I[ 3 ,3; u] by Lemma 5.6, 2 times, and AD[ 3, 1 I u, iv2 ] by 
Lemma 7.3 or --- respectively --- SD[3, 1; ~1, $(u - 2)] by Lemma 7.5. 
7. . If* u = 2 (mod 61, tt~:“11 d3,5; II) G #(3, 5; u) = jpl5u - 4) 
ar1d 0(3,5; u) > J/(3,5; u) = $(5c2 -* 6tr --- 2). 





A* = Q-i): i = 0, l), x = Zf2) x Z(3) hl X’. 
19 = Blocks of 8[3,2; 61’ on Z(2) x Z(3), 
Blocks of AK&?, 1; 6,6] on 232) x Z(3), 
4wL (9, 1'L I”#’ mod (2, a. D = 0, 1, 
~(0,0’),(o,r’),(“p)>mod (.- $3), 0 = Q,i, 7 = 0, W. 
.I? = ((at): i = 0; l), X= Z(2) X Z(3) U X. 
‘9 = Blocks of &[3,2; 6 J on Zb2) x Z(3), 
Mocks of SD[ 3,1: 6,4] on Z(2) x Z(3), 
WAO’h (0, l’), Imp)) mob (2,3), p = 0, 1, 
((8, O’), (@,y’), ‘“p>) zwd (-, 3), p = 031, ‘f = 0, 1,2. 
X = Z(2) X Z(3) U i(oi): i = 0,l). 
B = ((0,O’h (Q@. tm# mod r12,3), 
fl%.0 (0.1’). (=p mod (2.3). /3=0,1, 
:I%iO’MO, i’M=y)> mod (Z13L 13 = O,l, 
M#.O’j,CO,O’),(O, l’)1mod (2,3), 3 times. 
x = Z(2) x 2(7,3). 
fl =c(%,%),(0,P),(O,P+3)>mod (2,7), 2 times, p=U.1,2, 
~(%,%?.(O,%),!O.fj)m~ t-,7), r=0,1,...,5, 
G%, Oh (%,2). r%, W mod (2,7), 
((0% 01, !%, 21, @, cf!)) mod I - ,7), 2 times. 
x = Z(7.3) lJ {-). 
n = (f,y+3,=4 mod 7, r= 0.1, 
w’, Q3+3j’,-4 a=0,1,2, 
!0,2,41 mod 7, 4 times. 
X=2(13,2) L+j. 
3 = (28,2@+6,~> mod $3, f3=0.1, 
(y’r fr +6)‘. m ‘, y = 0, 1, ..*, 5. 
!0,4,8, mod E3, 4 times, 
:l,S,Wmod 13, 5 times. 
-41- 
ou#. Her-c t = 2, m = 6, X = 5. The xwstruction of the designs nce&xf 
emma 7. I is gken in Table 7.6. 
7.U. lj II= 4 (mod 6), t/ten (~(3,s: v) < @(3,5; v) = #5u2 ---4v+2) 
3.5; V) 2 It,(3,5; VI = +(5v2 - 6v -- 2). 
arm S[ 3,2; v] by Lemma 5.6, 2 times, and AD13, Ir V, #I + 211 
a 7.4, or - respec timely :?,I; v, i(v2 - 2v - ?)I by Lem- 
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Table 7.7. 
a(3, h; u) < @(3*A; u) + C, a(3, A; u) > 9(3, A; 21) -- t“. 






















0 tmod 4) 0 
1 (mod 6) 0 
2 (mcxi6) 0 
3 (mod61 0 
4 ~TIQ~ 6) 0 
5 (mod6) 0 
Olmod 3) 0 
lhwd3) 0 
2tmod3) I 
Itmad 21 0 
Ofmod6) 0 
2 (mod 6) u 
4 (mod 6) 0 
0 Imod 3) 0 
1 Qmod 3) Q 
2 (mud 3) 0 
(3 (mod 151 Q 
Itmod 6) 9 
2 (mod 6) u 
3 (mod61 ct 
J(mod6) 0 
SCmod6) 1 
Lemma 7.3. a Lemma 7.5. 
Lemma 5.4. 0 Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 7.4. 0 Lemma 7.5. 
Lemma 5.4. 0 Lemma 5.4. 
Lemma 7.4. 0 Lemma 7.6. 
Lemma 7.7. 1 Lemma 7.7. 
Lt-mma 5.6. 0 Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 5.6. 0 Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 7.8. 0 Lemma 7.8. 
Lemma 5.5. 0 Lemma 5.5. 
Lemma 7.9. 0 Lemma 7.9. 
Lemma 7.10. 0 Lemma 7.11. 
kernma 7.12. :j Lemma 7.12. 
Lemma 5.6. 0 Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 5.6. 0 Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 7.13. 1 Lewml 7.14. .r...L _ .- 
Lemma 7.15. 0 Lemma 7.15. 
L&t\ffiu 5.4. 0 Lemma 5.4. 
L,emma 7.16. 0 Lemma 7.16. 
Lemma 5.4. 0 Lenma §.4. 
Lemma 7.17. K$ Lemma 7.17. 
lxmma 7.W 3 Lemma 7.18. 
Roof. Form Bf 3,3; u] by Lemma 5.5 arid AD[3,2; u, $(u2 -- u +4]j or 
SD[ 3,2; u, f(v2 --. u ---2)I by Lcmmh 7X 
a(3, X; u) = 4(3, X; u) t e 
o(3,X; u) = 5/(3, X; u) -- E’, 
whter f.:, tz = 1 if ho th u z X E 2 (mod 3) urzcd A(u -- 1) = 0 (mod 2)_ and 
e’ =: l~jhothu=Xtl= 2 (mod 3) uwI Xfu -- 1) = 0 (mod 2), cznd 
e = d = 0 otherwise. 
oaf. if u E B(3, A), then clearly 
ok A; u) = 3/(k, Xr u) = Xu(u - l)/(k(k -- II)) = @(k, X; u) = a(k, X; u). 
Further by TIx-xxem 7.1 and emma 7.2, a[$ h; u) is noa smaller and 
ues ~ndic~~~d in the ‘theorem. From 
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the Ltmmas 7.3 _I 7.18 it follows that for 0 < X < 6, a&3, X; u) is not 
grkqtcr and ~(3, X: u) is no! sm;~Ilcr than the values indicated in the 
ttjt’~rcnl 3s specified in Table 7.7. For X 2 6, let X = 6f + A’. In this case 
AU[ 3, A; u, a(3, X: u)] is ohtaincd by taking I times B[.3,6; ~1 by Lemma 
5.7 and AD[ 3, h’; U, ar(3? X’: u)] ar.d similarly Sn[ 3, A; U, (~(3, h; u>] is 
&taincd by taking 2 times S[ 3.6; ~1 and SD[?, A’; U, 0[:3, A’: ~11. 
Added in proof. With regard to ~hc’ opening remarks of Section 5.4, WC 
rMuc*e here a construction of a BIB!I R[ 6, t ; IO6) found by W.H. Mills 
‘A nt’w block design” to appear in Proc. Sixth Southeastern Confercncc-1 
Ott Combinatorics, Graph Theory and Computing, Florida Attan tic Univcr- 
sity, BOGI Rayon, Fl;l. ( I?75 1) in January 1975. 
816, I: HM]. X = 2X?,) X 2(53,2j. 
a. U&O). (0.6). t&13), C&38), (O,(8)> mod ( --‘) 53), 
1. (8.371, U&42), U&47), (0 36),0X 413) mod ( -, 53). 
)c (07 14), (89 46), 40,3 1, (0,4), co,2 1)) IllOd I”‘% 53 19 
I, q&31 ), (0.34), te, IY), (0, 24), (0,5 1)) mod (----. 53), 
. !3),(0, 24), W,9),(0.27), (0,39N mod ( e..q 53), 
3) (9, 133, (0, 161, @,30), (0,44)) mod (- (53). 
: 7): (0, 14. (Oc 30, IO, 421, IO, 46)) mod (,--, 53 j. 
It f0llows from Lemma 2.17 that for every non-negative integer 19, if 
= 106.5” + tlY I)* then u f EM, 1) holds. 
t” author is grateful to Richard M. Wilson for reading fhe manuscript 
d for KS important and most helpful remarks. 
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